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CHAPTER ^ 

VISCOSITY OP MPD WORKING FLUIDS 

I.R.  M;Kab 

21.1  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Considerable and increasins use of alkali asetals is currently  being made in 

devices concerned with the generation of electrical power by unconventional means 

(thermionic diodes and magnetoplaamadynämii generators (MPD)"' ) and electrostatic 

propulsion*4".  The attractiveness of the alkali metals follows from their low 

ionization potentials and the consequent ease with which they may be ionized. 

Few attempts have been mad« to calculate or measure their thormodynamio and transport 

properties (other than electrical conductivity) and the effect of ionization on 
5 

such properties . 

The element cesium is of particular interest in closed cycle MPD electrical 

power generation since, although it has a high capital cost, it has th«f lowest 

ionizat-'on potential of the group,  Base-lcad MPD-steam stations envisage the 

use of a small atomic percentage of alkali metal in an inert -as. such as helium 

or argon, since it is with seeding fractions of about one atccdc percent that the 

maximum electrical conductivity is obtained»  For space power generation, radiator 

size and weight considerations may necessitate the use of a Bankine cycle with 

a pure alkali metal« 

In the present calculations, the viscosity of pure cesium has been evaluated 

theoretically and the part played by ionization assessed.  (Under given 

temperature and pressure conditions ionization effects are most noticeable in 

cesium because of the low ionization potential,)  The viscosity is of particular 

interest at the present time since consideration of "second or-er* effects in 

MPD generators includes a study of the boundary layers in such generators. 
6-8 

Recent studies   indicate that the power loss arising from re-erse currents in 

the boundary layers may reduce the power output of an MPD generator by a factor 

of four. 

Following this calculation, which is  appropriate to a Rtrkine cycle MPD 

generator using pure cesium as the working fluid, the viscosiH' of cesium-helium 

21.' 



rsixtures has been investigated, the effects of seeding fraction beii^g of particular 

interest in this case which applies to terrestrial base-load power generation. 

The general behaviour of the viscosity of binary mixtures is then examined, 

special regard being paid to the occurrence of maxima in the viscosity and their 

dependence on temperature for a large number of gases. 

21.2* VISCOSITY OF PARTIALLY-IONIZED GASEOT^ CESIUM 

21.2.1  INTRODUCTION 

To calculate the viscosity of a gas, it is naces&ary to determine the 

velocity distribution function f  (r, v, t) for each species of particle present. 

This function is defined such that 

/.(r, v, t) dar dy dj dv^ dVy dv^ dt   (21.1) 

is the numbs»* of particles of species j which have position co-ordinates between 

x  and a + d£, y and y + dy, $ and jj + dg, and which have components of velocity 

between v^ and vx + dv-, Vy and Vy + dVy, vj and Vj + dv^.  If the dependence 

of f upon the variation of flow velocity with position in the ga? is known, 

the viscosity can be calculated.  Unfortunately, the Boltzmann - Fokker - Planck 

equation, which according to the statistical mechanics of ionized gases gives / to 
9 10 

a good approximation for charged particles *  , is mathematically intractable. 

Data concerning the velocity distribution function can be obtained from the simpler 

Boltsmann epuation, although the use of this equation involves the assumption 

that the time during which two particles are in contact (this is, a collision) 

is infinitesimal compared with the time between collisions; this assumption is 
9 11 

doubtful when charged particles are present *  ,  The use of an approximate 
12        13 

solution of the Boltzmann f-uation developed by Chapman  and Enskog  is discussed 

in section 21.2.4. 

The only other feasible approach seems to be that of elementary kinetic 

theory, in which viscosity is treated as a 'free path phenomenon1.  The 

coefficient of viscosity can be calculated very roughly by assuming a simple form 

for the velocity distribution function, and evaluating the momentum transported 

across unit area in the gas by the thermal motions of the particles.  This method 

is developed in section 21.2,3 to determine the nature of the effect of 

Ionisation on viscosity; it is too approximate to yield a great deal of useful 

information. 

* Based on IRD 63-10 'The viscosity of gaseous cesium at temperatures up to 

3000 K* C.A. Robinson and I.R. McNab, and, 'Viscosity of partially ionized gaseous 

cesium* CA. Robinson and I.R. McNab.  J.App.Phys. June 1964. 

- 
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21 „2.2 The viacoalty of an jgnised K^IJ 

Viseosity, the devslopment of shear stresses in a roving fluid, is due to 

the transport of momentuiD from point to point by the random thennal mütiong of 

the moleculea.  Iß simple kinetic theoryf vlacesity 15 known as a 
ff^ee path 

phenomenon% since the free path is the diatanoe a particle travels between 

collisions which change its momentusu  In sore riferous theory the connection 

with the free path becomes more obscure. 

A monatomic gas in which a samll percentage of the at ass are thermally 

ionised will contain not only charged particles and neutral atoms in the ground 

state, but also a considerable number of excited particles, with the result that 

inelastic an superelastio collisions will o:.asionally take pla^e*  The effect 

of these excited particles is very complicated to analyse and has been neglected 

in this treatment.,  It also appears from considerationä of elementary kinetic 

theory that the momentum transported by elevtrons In a 1 per sent ionized gas 

will be at most 10 - of that carried by neutrals. owing +? the small mass and 

large charge/mass ratio of the electron.,  A-cc^llngxy. the mc-mentum transport 

due to electrons has been neglected, as has tne small effect of ©ollisioss with 

electrons on the motions of the heavy partielles.  The plasma is thus reduced, as 

far as viscosity phenomena are concerned„ tc a biaaiy texture of positive ions and 

neutral atoms; with electrons present omy to rsstwre the macroscopic charge 

neutrality.  The resultant simplification :f the theory is -cnsiderable* 

21.2.5 Approximate calculation of ?iS005itv frosel^fentary kinetic theory 

An expression for the viscosity of a slightly ionized gas will be obtained 

from •free path* considerations.  Collisions be^een atcm.3 and atoms, and between 

atoms and ions will be assumed to behave as envounters betseen rigid elastic 

spheres in which the distances cf eleaest approach of the centres are respectively 

p  and p'.  The mean free path of an atom is therefore 

Aa - 
^2 tr (naP^ + a c 

The force between two ions will be assumed to be that of Coulomb repulsion 

only, since it is unlikely that two ions in a plasma a*: the temperatures under 

consideration (iOOC0 to 2^00OK) will have sufficient kinetic energy to approach 

closely enough for the short-range quantum asohanical forces to be important. 

The evaluation of the mean free path of an ion is complicated by the fact that 

any one ion may at any instant be ciose enough to each of several others to 

interact with them, since the mean distance between ions say be considerably less 

than the Dabye shielding distance: 

21.3 



"I 4?^ 8 
1/2 

J i •«»•« \21*3j 

The mean distance an ion travel?? before its velocity is deflected through 

approxiaataly 4-5 »ay be evaluated.  This will be used as the mean free path 

of an ion among iona.  The mean square change per second in the velocity of an 

ion in a direction perpendicular to its initial velocity is denoted, by <(Av ) ), . 

The time after which an ion has been deflected appreciably from its original 

direction by other ions, called by Spitzer  the deflection time, is 
2 

^ = 771  \2N  (2n4) 

During this time the ion will hare travelled a distance which will be used as 

the mean free path of an ion among ions: 
 v' 

,     TfT -...  (21.5) 
<{Avt)  ) 

Employing methods similar to  those used by Rosenbluth et al 

//Av \tN       Sir nje4 in A t      .s 
^Uvj,;   ;   = -^ jp'T .....(21.6) 

m, /(v    + v ) 

m.v h 
where   A = —5— 

e 

= i(#)  ^-7) 
The expression (21,5) now becomes 

ffijVvXv2^) 
T 4~"~" »♦♦». (21.8; 
oir n. e    In A 

which  ;n substituting root mean square values becomes approximately 

„      k   I       (21.9) 
8y n.  e    In A 

When the effect of collisions with atoms is taken into consideration, the mean 

free path of an ion in the plasma, 

4 n. e*  in AV  * 
/vi " 

V2 tr ( nap' +   1 

9k2T2 
..... (21.10) 

is ob ilßad. 

The coefficient of viscosity due to each species of particle is the momentum 

21.4 



transported by particles of that species in unit time across unit araa in the gas 

per unit velc^ity gradient perpendicular to that artsu  If the velocity 

distribution is assumed everywhere locally Maxwellian. the approximate expression 

for the coefficient of viscosity is 

T nA.   . ..*.. ^zi ,11; ^J^J 

Summing over the two types of particle 

-       I HaAa   vnia   T  n- 
11      1 

2      rääSf , r- . r i TOI     l^1! 

Values for the mean free paths may now be substituted.  Assuming ma ■ m. 
2 I mkT /    1 » a     ,        g i     /«. ,,N 

H = T.I —T I T. : 9 T .~V-5 I^J^TAI •••• (21.13) 
2 i 9k T 

2 fmM f    1 - g   _  
3M  3   2/4  x    {2 

T /,  v i2  40 8^ in A 

9k"T  / 

When the fractional ionization a is small f, by far the greaar part of the 

viscosity is due to the first term in the bracket«  The Coulomb interactions 

enter the expression only through the tens in in A. and their only effect is to 

reduce further the already small second term in the bracket.  It may be inferred 

that the viscosity of a slightly ionized gas is almost entirely due to tomentua 

transported by neutral atoms, and that the effect of ionization is slightly to 

reduce the viscosity, through the effects of Coulomb repulsion.  The physical 

interpretation is that the long-range Coulomb forces reduce the ffioaertum 

transported by ions by shortening the mean free path of the ions, 

21.2.^ Theory bajed upon the Boltzmann equation 

21.2.4.1 General theory 

As stated in section 21.2.2, elementary kinetic theory calculations show 

that virtually all the viscosity of a slightly ionised monatomic gas will be 

due to momentum transport by atoms and ions;  this results in considerable 

simplification of the calculation» 

To compute the viscosity of a gas it is necessary to obtain information 

about the velocity distribution function of each species of particle present. 

This is usually done ' y solving the Boltzmann equation by the approximate method 
12 13 due to Chapman  and Enskog  , which has bee, highly developed by Chapman and 

11 Cowling .  The distribution function is expanded as a series and a set of 

integral equations derived "or coefficients describing the first order 

perturbation from the known equilibrium solution.  These equations are solved 

by an expansion in orthogonal polynomials«  Expressions are obtained for the 

transport coefficients, including viscosity of a pure gas or gas mixture, in 

21.5 



tsms of the collision integrals, which dspand on the interparticle forces through 

the angle of deflection x  produced when two particles collide with relative 

velocity g and ispact parasetb^. b.  The results are expressed most conveniently 

in terss of the 'reduced' diaensionless variables; 

impact parameter b* - h/o 
5 1 

relative velocity g* = (fig/2f j* 

particle  separation r* = r/c 

interparticle potential energy 0* = $/e 

temperature T* = kT/« 

Debye  length h* = h/c^ 

where ü is  the critical separation and e   the critical  energy of interaction of 

the colliding particles,  and the Debye  length is  the characteristjo Coulomb 

xnteraction distance,  given by equation (21,3). 

The collision    integrals have been normalized in several ways,  the notation 
16 followed here being that of Hirschfelder,  Curtiss and Bird    ,  thus; 

n(P's)V) =  ; 4 

L1"? 
M-i'p 

4    4.   f5 
^ | (s • =   - 

J 
t    m*i3+2 

K   i   .     exP^|^-)g*2s+3  («-cos Vxh* db* dg*   ....(21.14) 

where the deflection -angle ^ in a centre-of-mass frame of reference is given 

by classical Eechanics: 

' (r*       )'1 / 
X » ff - 2b*g»  /   ^    ^        (g*2-b'2u^g*2   ■ 0)"1/2 du*   .....  (21.15) 

'G 

in which u =   /r. 

The expression for the first aprroximaticn to the viscosity of a gas 
(1 1 )*     (2 2)* 

mixture involves only Q     * and Q  '   , higher approximations require 

evaluation of 0 ^   for larger p and s.  The viscosity of a pure gas (to the 

first approximation) is 

r? s 266.93 1 o'7 (Mf F/A^2'2^* (f*) ..... (21.16) 

where r? is in poise, 0 in A and T in    K.      The viscosity of a binary mixture 

of components  of the same molecular weight M (such as  the mixture  of atoms and 

ions here)  is  given in terms of the viscosities n.   and r?,  of the separate 

components and a  third quantity,  n.o»   expressing   the atom-ion contribution: 

r^ = 266.93 10*7 (MT^ / a^l ^ ^12*^ ,*""  ^21 •1 7' 
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in which c.0 ~ {c.+u.^/Z.      The viscosity of a binary isixture of atoms and i-ns 

with fractional ionisatlon a  then becomes 

1 + Z 
'mix     X + Y 

  (21.18) 

where v  (1-a)   20(1««/  a" 
X = *  *    +  —*' '  + — 

\ %i        H 
^ 

Y = 
2  2.(l^hal  jJ 

"a"!    ' "l > 
(21.15) 

2  = l A% 5 ai 
[~(1^)2 + 3a(1^)|^ + ^-1 

\n* 

+ a 
-» J 

n (2,2) ^♦ 

A* = 
ai 

ai 

n TvT 
..... (21.20) 

ai 

These formulae may be used to evaluate the viscosity when the appropriate collision 

Integrals have been calculated from the interparticle potential functions. 

21.2.4.2 Interparticle potential functions and collision integrals 

In the absence of experimental data for the interaction potentials in 

cesium the following potential functions have been assumed. 

Atom-atom 

The Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential 

*»=K[(^)12-(^6].  (21.21) 
a" '    a 

which takes into account the Inverse seventh power attractive (van der Waal's) 

forces and short range repulsive forces, has been used with considerable success 

in the past (see, for example, Ref. 1b) and will be assumed here.  The variation 
(2 2)* 

of <t>  (r) with r is shown in Fig. 21.1 j the colision integral fr *   for this 

potential is tabulated in B^f, 16 and shown in Pig, 21.4. 

Atom-ion 

For this case the potential requires "vn Inverse fourth power attractive 

component to account for the attraction between the ionic charge and the induced 

dipole moment in the atom, while the short range repulsive forces, which vary 

rapidly with distance, may conveniently be represented by an impenetrable core. 

The potential takes the form 

<±. .(r) =00 for (r < o . rai ai ai 

and ^(r) = ■_a. i \ f   I 

.....   (21.22) 

for (r > e .) al 

!1.7 



A graph of i .(r) against r is shown in Fig, 21.2, 
ai 

Writing equation (21.15) in the fons 

X = w -26 ..... (21.23) 

and substituting the above potentiai, yields an elliptic integral of the first 

kind for Ö.  This can be reduced to standard fons as shown in Appendix 21.A, 

and evaluated by references to tables or nuserical integration.  '"Hiile no 

definite information is available for cesiuiB, experimental polarizabilitiea for 

other monatoffiic gas molocules suggest that the interaction potential e /k will 
o ai 

be of the order of 500 K»  Since the range of gas temperature under consideration 

is 1000 to 3500 K all cases of practical interest here will be covered by a range 
(1 1 )* ll 2)* 

of values of T.   from 1 to 20.  The required integrals Q   .x   '   /    and Q     *   *   ' ai n ai ai 
(lq. 21,14) have been evaluated by aeohanical quadratare on a Pegasus digital 

computer for several values in this range, and are shown in Table 21,1 and 

Fig, 21,5»  This method of evaluation apreara superior in this case to the 

approximate method suggested by Chapman and Cowling (see Ref. 11) which is mainly 

useful for potential functions of this forts when the attractive component is very 

weak. 

Ion-ion 
■■■■MaMBMOTi 

The most precise form of potential to represent the ionic repulsion is the 

shielded Coulomb potential predicted by the Dabye-Kückel theory: 

H* 
-1 -r/h 

r e 

,18 
However it has been shown by Liboff  that, even in the case of a highly ionized 

gas, only a very small error in viscosity computations is incurred by using an 

ordinary Coulomb potential with a cutoff at the Debye length instead.  The use 

of this modification greatly simplifies calculation.  The short range forces 

may again be represented by an impenetrable core, although it is very unlikely 

that, at the temperatures under consideration, the colliding pair of ions will 

have sufficient kinetic energy for this to be brought into action.  The 

potential function then assumes the form (shown in Fig. 21.3)i 

^(r) s oo for (r < v^. 

and (£.(r) ~  0 for (r >  h). 

Neglecting the few pairs of ions which apjroach as closely as the impenetrable 

core, the deflection angle becomes that given by classical mechanics for a 

Coulcnb potential: 

21. 
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X s 2  arc sin (4 g*"l}*i" + l) 

Thiis will be used for all ion-ion encounters in wrdch the ispact paräsetsr is less 

than the Debye length; when the ispact parameter is greater than h the deflection 

is zero.  Using this value of ^ in equation (21 .1*4-) and repl&cing the upper 

limit of integration over b* of oo by h* yields 

Jh exp 
vr.* ■'« 

Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird J recomsend that, since the term in square brackets 
2 

varies comparatively slowly wath g* it may be taken outside the integral sign, g* 

being replaced everywhere by mean value over all collisions, 2T *.  If this be 

done the expression integrates immediately to give 

^bT *2h*2 

tnd ♦ IbT^h-2) -  -*—g-a J  Ul.2if) 
1+1OT. n* -» 

n {2.8)* . _!_ 

The slight inaccuracy introduced through the last approximation is not important. 
(2 2)* 

An accurate evaluation of Q..  *   should consider the variation of h* with 
11 

temperature and ion density,  approximate values of h*  of practical interest here 
!? h 

being in the range 10 t h* t 10 ,  However, owing to the form of equations 

(21,18), (21.19) and (21.20), 77  does not depend critically on the value of 

n... provided this is large and the fractional ionization is "<  $#1, and thus h* 

may be assumed constant without appreciable less of accuracy; this has been 
- (2 2)* 

confirmed by numerical calculations.  Fig. 21.6 shows the variation of Q.. 

with T.* as given by equation (21.24) for h* = 10", 10 and 10 . 

21.2.4,5 Results and discussion 

(o o)* [I 1)*      (2 2)* 
From the values of Q v » ' given in Ref. 1fa, of n ' ?   and fi .N ' 

aa ai       (2 2f* 
computed by numerical integration and shown in Table 21 „1 , and 0^ 

calculated from equation (21.24), the viscosity coefficient n   of the slightly 
IM IL A 

ionized cesium may be calculated for any set of values of the force constants, 

fractional ionization, Debye length and temperature. 

The values which have been used here are 

n    = o  = d. = 3.5Ä, e/k = 100oK. c .A = 500&K and . ,/k =  c /kP. = 4.77.10^ K 
" a   ai   1        a ai i        * 

The fractional ionization (a), which depends m temperature and pressure, is 
19 

obtained from Saha's equation : 

21.9 



hof^^-^T1*?10*^  T-^8^  (21.25) 
\1-ö      / 

2 
/     r. 

log,. 

using the ionization potential of 3*893 V for cesiusi,      A constant reduced Debye 

length (h*)  of 10    has been used. 

Fig. 21.7 shows the resulting viscosity of ionized ossiuffi (77   ,   )  for pressures 

of 10    , 10    , 10      and 10      aian and temperature in the range 1000° to 3500 K as 

found from equatione (21.18)  (21.19)  (21.20),  arid the viscosity of un-ionized 

cesii a (rj  )  over the saae  temperature range,  from equation (21.16).      It is clear 
mm 

that, over the greater part of the temperature range, the viscosity increases with 

temperature; the viscosity of un-ionized cesium may be expressed as 

r?a « 9.5 10*^ T
2^ g/em sec 

It is also clear that the effects of ionization are small until the fractional 

ionization is greater than 1^; at fractional ionizations of about Ifl^ the reduction 

in viscosity due to ionization is over 20^.  This drop in viscosity with 

increasing ionization may be explained by saying that the ions have, owing to 

their mutual Coulomb interactions, a much shorter mean free path thaji neutral 

atoms, and hence contribute little to the momentum transport process.  It is 

doubtful whether the Inskog-Chapman solutioa of the Boltzmarm equation can be 

used to evaluate transport coefficients for ionized gas having a fractional 

ionization greater than about iOfci    solution of the Boltzaann-Fokker-Planch 

equation becomes the appropriate procedure 

The neglect of electrons, diatomic cesiuis ftad excited atomic states in the 

partially ionized gas introduces negligible srror in the computed viscosity, as 

do the approximations made in deriving the ion-ion collision integral (equation 

21.24) end the assumption of constant h* in the nuaerieal evaluation.  The most 

likely sources of error are the critical interaction energies (c), effective atomic 

diameters (a)  and the exact form of the interparticle potential functions ($). 

It is clear that more accurate calculations of the viscosity of ionized cesitaa 

require experimental data on c, o and <p  which is at present lacking. 

In principle the above trea'üDent may be applied to any partially ionized 

monatomic gas provided few excited and molecular particles are present and the 

appropriate potential fmctions and numerical quantities are employed. 

21,3 THE VISCOSITY OF HELUJH-CSSIUM MIXTURES 

Detailed evaluation of the performance of an MPD generator using helium- 

cesium mixture as the working fluid requires, amongst other factors, basic physical 

data relating to the gas mixture.  Few experimental results are available for such 
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mixtures, or even for the pure gases: over the teioperature range required (about 

1000 to 3000 K)? thus theoretical estisatss autt be obtained«  In this section 

the helliun-cesiuia viscosity is evaluated aa a function of tesperatüre and cesiuaj 

concentration.  The viscosity is isportant fc=r determining the flow parameters 

in an MPD generator and thus, for example, the power losses sustained through 

reverse currents in the boundary layerso 

21.3.1 Evaluation of viscosity 

The previous section has considered the effects of ionisation on the viscosity 

of pure cesium and shown that,, provided the fractional ionisation is less than 1%, 

the presence of ions and electrons does not significantly alter the viscosity. 

Since the fractional ionization of a helium-cesiuE mixture in thermal equilibrium 

at the temperatures and pressures of most MPD generators is less than \%t  the 

effects of ionization will be neglected in the present evaluation of viscosity, 

(Note that the neglect of ionization may not ho  valid if non-thermal ionization 

occurs in the gas mixture; in this case the method of treating the problem will 

depend on the ionization level.)  Thus the problem is reduced to evaluating the 

viscosity of a binary mixture of helium and cesium.  The first approximation to 

the viscosity is then given by equation 21,165 where 

   (21.26) 
fl2 

Y  - ^ A    * 
■(1-X2)' M4 

— * (l-x2)x2 2M,M0 -id 

'12 

V2 ^2 M1  J    (21. 27) 

Z - |V [d-x/ J   + 

2(1-xjx 
2'  2 

2 
(M +M )    n o    n^, 

•-  ■ 1 2 -i 

12 

2 
+ x. ilk 

1L 
• ..., (21.28) 

-7   ft, m\i 266.93x10  '  (l^T) 

266,93x10'7 ilUsfi 

^2 f2    (2,2)*( ; 
2      22 ^  2 

266,93x 10"7 

gnycm sec 

go/cm. se? 

-mjtJti 
^12::    2   W^WZ y Lv^rJ 

ffl2 w12 ^12y 

giV cm. sec 

.....  (21.29) 

    (21.30) 

.....  (21.31) 
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n ^2'2^* (T ♦) 
and     A, * =  rs   r*m—  ..... (21,32) 12     V1*17  (T,2*) 

In the above expressions, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to halius and cesium 

respectively, and JU is the sole fraction of cesi a, defined by 

n2 
*2  r1+n2 

(2 2)*    (2 2i* 
Evaluation of n. requires values of the collision integrals ^  *  , Q,^ '  » 

ni2^
1,i^* and ^2     which are obtained from equations (21.14) and (21.15). 

Infcrsation on heliiun-helium interactions shows that the Lermard-Jonss 6-12 potential 
o 16 

reproduces experimental results very accurately for the present data above IOC, 

(p560); this potential has the form given in equation 21.21.  No experimental data 

are available for the interaction potential for cesium-cesium encounters, while 
21 

for cesium-helium collisions the interaction potential has the asymptotic form 

of the van der Walls force: 

<£(r)o •% ..... (21.34) 
o 

r 

In this evaluation the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential has been assumed for these 

interactions also.  The collision integrals for this potential have been 
16 

evaluated and are given in Hirsohfelder et al ' (Table IM) as functions of the 

reduced temperature T* = kT/r.  Thus evaluation of T *, T * and T2* from the 

critical interaction energies e., f.g and (^  enables the collision integrals to be 

determined and, knowing the atomic diameters and masses, the viscosity of the 

binary mixture may then be obtained. 

Information on *,, and o. for helium-heliua interactions is rpther varied at 
11 

present«  According to Chapman and Cowling  (p.395)t 

c./, -  6.03°  ;'.. ■ 2,70 1 from viscosity measurements Ik 1 
and   fi/t, = 6,03OK, a4  -  2.63 ^ from virial coefficient measurements 

16 
while from Hirschfelder et al  (p.1110)j 

f /. « 10,22OK, a.  -  2.576Ä from viscosity measurements 

and    f1/k = 10.22
OK,c1 = 2.556 I (quantum calculation) ^^ ^^  Cüefficient 

J  measurements 
c./, - 6.03 Ktö- s 2.63 * (classical calculation) 

Initial calculfttions carried out here with CjA = 10 K and c^ = 2.6Ä gave 

theoretical values of f? consistently less than those observed experimentally. 

A better fit with experimental values is obtained using t*/^ - 10 K and o=2.5 A. 
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Although no inforsnatior; is available for oeaiuo, axasination of data for other 

monatosiic elements shows that €*/, - 200"K and LÄ  will not be unreasonable 

values*  (The value of cr used here will be mire accurate than the 3»!?A used 

previously^".  The conclusions reached by Robinson and MaNab  ? naaely that the 

effects of ionization are small, are not affected by this change.)  Following 

the usual procedure of defining the interaction energy and effective diameter for 

helium-cesimn encounters by geoaietric and arithmetic means of the values for the 

pure gases, that is 

c12 = (V2)^ ».... (21.35) 

yields c.g/w « ^50K and r^ -  3.25 A 

..... (21.36) 

For this interaction it is possible to determine the van der Waals constant 

C in equation (21.35) using the above values of €,2 and cr.-i thus from equation 

(21.21) and (21.35) 

,15«^9^2
6-29.2 xicT60 cm6. 

12 12    1^ 

This value of C may be compared with thoae found experimentally»      Rosin and Rabi 
21 

and Esteraann, Foner and Stern using molecular techniques found Ci2 = 29*4 and 

370 x 10   cm respectively, while from measurements of the pclarizabilities of 
21 

alkali metals by Scheffers end Stark , and poiariBabilities of rare gas atoF9 

obtained from refractivity measurements a value of kk  is obtained.  Thus the 

value of C-„ used here is in excellent agreement with Rosin and Rabi's resulcs 
12 

and in fair agreement with polarizability measurements but is very different from 
21 

the value obtained by Estermann et al.   Further measurements on this interaction 

are required to clarify the situation. 

For the present calculation the values of e.„ and u  which gives C,- = 
-60  6 i     'i i^ 

29.2 x 10   cm have been used, together with the values of *   ,  c«, G.  and a^ 

previously quoted.  With these values and equations (21.18) (21.26-33) the 

viscosity of the mixture has been obtained as a function of temperature and mole 

fraction of cesium x-. 

21.3.2 Results and discussion 

The results of the calculations are presented graphically in Fig. 21.6, 7 

and 8.   Fig, 21,8 illustrates the variation of viscosity with temperature for 

pure helium (x? = 0), pure cesium (x- = 1„0} and binary mixtures with mole fractions 

of cesium (xj of 0,01, 0.1 and 0e5«  The viscosity of pure cesium may be expressed 

as 
r?2 = 6.8 x 10"

6 T0,66 ga/cn se 
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^    a 5,1  x 10  " T    '■"■ g^cm sec 

over the range 200    to 3000 Kt f being in "K,      A comparison between  experimental 
11 ?^ 

results *' and the present theoretical values (Fig, 21.9), shows that the 

agreement for heliuffi is within about 6^> over the range of measured values.  Better 

choice of the form of the interpartiole potential function may remove this 

discrepancy. 

Proa Fig. 21,8 the addition of cesium to x„ = 0,01 increases the viscosity 

by about Ö£ while for x,, = 0.10 the viscosity is about 4.0^ greater than that of 

pure helium above 2000 K.  As the mole fraction of cesium is increased still 

further the viscosity of the mixture becomes neater than that of «pure cesium, as 
11 

exemplified by the curve x2 » 0.5 of Fig, 21 .    According to Chapman and Cowling 

(p.230 the explanation of this effect is as follows.  The addition of a quantity 

of a heavy gas to itself causes two opposing effects (on the viscosity) - a 

reduction in the mean free path and an increase in the number of carriers of 

momentum - which just balance»  If, however, a lighter gas is added to the heavy 

gas, the small additional transport of momentum by the lighter ^articles more than 

outweighs the decrease in the mean free path of the heavy particles caused by the 

addition.  (The alteration in mean free path of the heavy particles by much 

L.»  ^r particles is very small.)  Thus the viscosity of the luxtur© may be 

higher than that of either of the pure gases.  This effect may be seen more 
11 

clearly in Fig. 21.10.  According to Chapman and Cowling'  (p.233) the maximum in 

the binary viscosity should become less pronounced as the temperature increases, 

the viscosity of a hydrogen-hydrochloric acid mixture being given as an example. 

However, this does not occur for a cesium-heiium mixture (Fig. 21.10); the maximum 

in fact becomes more pronounced. 

21.4 YISC0SIT1 MAXIMA IN BIKARY GAS MIXTUREg 

21.4.1 Introduction 

The calculations reported in section 21.3, using the first approximation to 

the viscosity of a gas mixture, showed that for helium-cesium mixtures the 

viscosity of the mixture was higher than either of the individual components; 

that is, the addition of a light gas tc a heavy gas incraased the viscosity of 

the latter (in general, but not always, the viscosity of a heavy gas is greater 

than that of a light gas).  The explanation of this effect, put forward by 
11 

Chapman and Cowling , was outlined in section 21,3.2. 
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1 ^ 
According to Chapman and Cowling  the saxisiua in the binary viscosity 

should become less pronounced as temperature increases. the viscosity of a 

hydrogen-hydroehloric acid mixture being given as an txaaple.  However the 

calculations reported in 21,3 showed that this was not true for heliuis-cesiuiB 

mixtures - the maximum becomes core pronounced as temperature increases.  In 

view of the doubt associated with the data used for cesium in these calculations, 

further work has been carried out on this effect for other gases for which more 

reliable data is available. 

21.4.2 Theory 

The effect of the introduction of a light gas xnto a heavy ■•*9 is most 

conveniently examined by tne use cf the 'ispurlty1 approximation for the viscosity 

of a binary mixture given in Ref. 11.  This exiression is derived for the 

condition that only a small amount of impurity gas (the light gas in this case) 

is added to the main gas. 

Writing Chapman and Cowling's impurity approximation in the nomenclature 
16 

employed by Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird : 

,„   fir   'V1^2   r   .^JA- ), -Uih .    . „ . 1^2   Log   iES !H-—1 s-s ^   mp J ,., „. 
%x    'a     x2 \ ^i. k'   W 

(21 •37, 

L
2 

The lighter gas is species 1, the heavier gas species 2* 

It is apparent that the viscosity of gas 2 wi^l be increased by the addition 

of the lighter gas only if 

A > 0 .....(21.38) 

where 2 -> 
(M.+M T , 277 

Ä - 5 A12* PM^T" ^12 + 2'1-3A1^^2"r7 .....(21.39) 

21.4.3 Calculations and results 

A Pegasus autocode computer programme has been used to investigate equations 

(21.38) and (21.39) for increasing temperatures for various gas mixtures.  The 

viscosities n    and 77..-, have been evaluated assuming that the Lennard-Jones (6-12) 

potential is operative, thus an uneaual interval interpolation routine, togetner 

with the data of Table 21.2 here and Table 1M cf Ref. 16, was used to evaluate the 

appropriate collision integrals.  (The data for the Lennard-Jcnes force constants 

in Table 21.2 is, with the exception of eeaium, taken from Ref.- 24). 

The results (values of A at different temperatures) fall into three main 
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-ategories: 

mixtrres which show no trigeosity maximuffii 

aixturea which have a viscosity maxisiüis at low teisperatures 

which disappears as the tssperature increases> 

nd a third group of mixtures, impredicted in Ref 11^ having s viscosjty maximua 

hioh, in general, becomes more pronoun ad as the temperature increases.  These 

ixlures are shown in Table 21,3-  In all these cases the first component is the 

ighter gas (species l) and ^Jt]*   >  1»  The mixtures in the first column are 

uoted in Ref* 2A- as having no maximum and those in the other two columns, with 

he exoeption of A-Cs and He-Cs as having a maximuffi. 

The quantity t  has been evaluated over a wide range of temperature (200 to 

000 K) and typical results for several gas mixtures in each group are shown in 

ig. 21.11.  No account has been taken of dissociation, ionization, vibrational 

r rotational energy modes or chemical interactions in these calculations although 

nese effects will undoubtedly become important at high temperatures for some of 

le gases.  It is probable from this point cf view that the results for the inert 

is mixture^ will be the most re.'.'able. 

21 .i*-.4. Disoussion and conclusions 

It has been found that for a number of h*' ary gas mixtures the viscosity 

lows a maximum which becomes more pronouncer. J.S temperature increases.  This is 

>ntrary to the example quoted by Chapman and Cowling  (H„-HCl)e  The criterion 

i-ven in equation (21,38) and (21.39) for a viscosity maximum is written by 

lapman and Cowling in a rather different form: 

2^ 2(-j - *) > jH^  C21-W) 

iere 

E = | nm (D12),  and A = | A •  (21.41) 
3  o   '1        5 ^2 

nee A is almost temperature independar.t the domxnant temperature dependant term 

r constant pressures: 

Ä  3 kfT  v 12M 
3/p 1/2 

a, for hard sphere collisions, (D g). ac T  , thus E ex T  .  Typically 

riitioss of n_ with temperature are approximately as T *  , thus E/r? oc 1/T 0-65, thus Vn2oc 1/T0-13. 

roe if the inequality of equation (21.40) is true at a given temperature, as the 

mperature increases it will eventually cease to be true, that is, the viscosity 

ximurn will vanish, as stated in Ref. 11. 



However, the diffusion coefficient varies aa T " only for hard sphere 

colligions.  For unlike solecules repelling each other with a force varying 

12 
th inversely as  the v,^    power  of the didtH^e.   "-»m   for   -oistant 

wher'.? 

Di2« T 

s=i + 2   u  -1 £   12 
V 5/ 

For hard spheres, y  = «J, S a , 2  and D  « T ' 2, as given above.  However y12 

is usually in the range ^ to 11 (Kef 11, p 249, 257). For i^g = 9, S = 0,75 and 

D 2 oc T1,75 thus for J]2 « T
0,65 Wr\2 « T

0*' - Thus is the xeverse case of that 

quoted ...oove since, as the temperature xncreaaea the viscosity maxusus becomes 

mo:e pronounGed. 

25 
A physical explanation has recently been put forward by Cowling  .  To 

take further the comments in ref. 11 (p 269): there is a maximuB in the viscosity 

only if the lighter gas has a smaller equivalent molecular radius than the 

heavier (cr.«?-)} and the maximum disappears with increasing temperature only if 

the difference between the two molecular radii becomes smaller as the temperature 

increases.  For gases with no maximum 54/J« at 0 C (N.B. These er are not those 

of Table 21.2) is greater than about /3, for gases with -±  maximum always ^/^ 

is less than about 0,6; for gases with üja^  between these values the maximum 

may disappear with increasing temperature.  It has therefore been shown that 

some gases exhibit a viscosity maximum which becomes more pronounced as temperature 

increases, contrary to the more usual eases where the maximum disappears.  At 

the present time no experimental data is known which supports this conclusion, 
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APFSNPIX 21-Ä 

CALCULATION OF DEFLECTION AK^LE FOR ATöM-IOK COLLISION 

When the fora of the coteritial A f^ 

(21.15) and (21.23) give 
ai 

Offl \£i 

9 = bV 
Jo 

■(r * x mm 
-1 

 du*   
  (21 .A.1) 

If the force law were that of a simple attraction with no ißpenetrable core, 

the reduced distance of closest approach of the centres would be the reciprocal of 

the smallest root a-,* of the equation 

0 ..... (21.A.2) 
5    ?    ">    7 

g*- . b* g* u + u* 

which has real roots if and only if b*  » -^•.  When the roots are real, the 
g    -1 

reduced distance of closest approach will be u-_ *  or 1, whichever is greater, 

since under no circuastances can the pair approach more closely than a   . .  Three 
ai 

cases in all may be distinguished: 

2      1 -■1 
(1)  if b*" > 1 + —r , equation (21.A.2) has real roots and Un*  > 1.  Thus 

g*' 

r , * - Uo* mm 
-1 

0     2       1 ~1 
(2) if ^T < b*  < 1 + —s- , eouation (21 .A.2) has real roots and n0*   ' < 1; 

S g* 

therefore r  * = 1 , 
mm 

(3) if b*2 < -| , equation (21 .A.2) has as real roots, so r^* = 1. 

In oases (1) and (2) the integral say be simplified by the sutstitution u* = 

Uf,* sin e; employed by Thomson .  In case (l) the result is 

6  = b*u* i 
Jo (1- -^ sm z) 

g*2 

1/2 

while case (2) yields 

d  = b*uo* 

where ß -  arc sin [ut     ). 

A. 
(1   - ^-r    3±n 

g 

vT ..... (21.A.4) 

«••««    vt^f «A • j } 

In case  (3)  the integral   is  reduced to  standard form by  the  substitution 

2 .        u*2 

tan    |=? 

71 1 q 



»hleh gives i - i W? /   M^ _^ „„, (ai.A.g) 

(1 T—
0
- ^in $) 

wher«     r = 2 arc tan {j-p  ) ,.... (21 ^.7) 

Thus in all eases S, and hence x  (öqn. (21.15] can be expressed in terms of 

an elliptic integral of the first kind.  Equations (21 .A.3), (21 .AA) and (21,A.6) 
M * )• 

were used to obtain values of x  from which the collision integrals n ; *   and 
(2 2)* nal    given by equation (21.14) could be evaluated by Gaussian quadrature. 
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TABLE 21,1 

COMPOTSD COLLISION DTTEGRALS  (Q1!*1^ 4HD O^2*2^) 
 ai a 3, 

FOR ATOM-ION INTERACTION 

T   .*' 
ai 

„(v). 
ai          s 

|      1 1,230 1.230    : 

!     3 1.080 1.065 

5 1.055 1.038   | 

10 1.036 1.019   ] 

15 1.030 1.012    | 

20 1.027 1.009    I 



TABLE 21.2 

DATA USBD IM VISCOSITY CALCULATIONS 

GAS 'V Ä M 

h 36.7 2.958 2.016 

Ha 6,03 2,63 4.004 

C\ 
137 3.882 16.047 

»J 320 2.60 17.036 

üt 33.7if 2.756 20.177 

CO 88.0 3.706 28,019 

«2 
79.8 3.749 28,022 

C2\ 205 4.232 28.063 

C2H6 
230 4.418 30.080 

02 
88.0 5.541 32.008 

HC1 360 3.305 36.480 

A 124 3.418 39.960 

co2 213 3.897 4if.024 

Vs 25k 5.061 44.111 

so2 252 4.290 64.671 

Kr 166.67 3.682 83.830 

Xe 225.3 4.070 131.341 

Cs 250 4.1 132.95   + 

♦ Units of 0K 

*• Units of Angstross 

+ Sstimatad. 



TABLE 21.} 

RESULTS 

No, maximum Maximum which disappears Maximum alwa 

CH4^02 H2-HC1 H2-C2\ 

C2VA H
2^\ 

H
2-

C2H6 

C2H4-02 
Hg-SH, H2-S02 

co-o2 H2^02 h-cft 
V02 

H -Xe He-A 

H2-02 A -Cs rie-Kr 

H2-Ne He-Xe 

He-Cs 

mjsmBmm 
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20) or (21 .32) 

Defined by equation (21,4 l) 

coefficient dei'ined in equation (21 . 

impact parameter 

van der Waals constant 

diffusion coefficient 

defined by equation (21 .41) 

electron charge 

velocity distribution function 

relative velocity 

Debye length 

ionization potential 

Boltzmann constant 

molecular weight 

particle mass 

number density 

pressure 

separation of two interacting particles 

temperature 

time 

deflection time 
-1 

r 

smallest root of equation (21.A.2) 

particle velocity 

defined in equations (21.19) or(21.26) to (21.28) 

mole fraction 

position co-ordinates 

fractional ionization 

arc sin (u**  ) 

?  arc tan ( /vg*) 

defined by equation (21 .3S0 

critical value of energy of interactic ^ i.-.- nf two particles 

viscosity 

viscosity of two-component mixture 

is defined ie equation (21.23) 

ratio of critical impact parameters (equation i1 . ,: 

mean free path 



u reduced mass '       of  two-particle systeffl 

v force power constant 

p min. separation of centres of two atoms 

p% lain, separation of centres of atom and ion 

o critical value of separation of two particles 

0 potential energy of two interacting partioles 

X angle of deflection of each of two colliding particles in a 
centre-of-sass frame of reference 

$      = arc sin u*/uc* 

n^*  collision integral defined in equation (21 ,14) 

Subscripts 

a    atoms 

e     electrons 

i    ions 

a;,y,^ direction co-ordinates 

adn   minimum value 

1,2   components of a binary mixture, particularly heliua and cesium, respectively 

vector 

Superscripts 

*     reduced (dimensionless) quantity (see equation (21.16)) 

mean value 
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22.1  INTRGDUCTIOK 

Many experiments presently being peri'omied on methods of senerB-*^nE 

power directly with thermionic diodes or TTiagiiet-oplasmaaynamic devices use 

cesium, pure or diluted, as the working fluid.  To evaluate the electrical 

conductivity of the gas or plasma the contrit-ution made by collisions of 

electrons with neutral cesium atoms must be known.  An increase in the 

number of such collisions per unit time reduces the raoolilty of the electrons 

and hence the electrical conductivity.  The relationship is 

n e^ 
e 

~ o    s ylf .... .(22,1) 
e K 

where v..    =    — , .,,..(2i;.2) 

c    is the scalar conductivitv, n , a and s are the nomber concentration, 
o e'      e ' 
charge and mass of the electrons, v.,  is the collision freauencv for momentum 

s 
transfer between electrons and cesium atoms ana u   is the electronic mobility. 

Equation (22,1) is valid only where electrons and cesium atoms are present; 

if other particles exist in appreciable numbers the collision frequency is 

modified. 

For many gases y may he replaced by v   f  the elastic scattering collision 
Bi 0 

frequency, since the values agree to within 1ü per cent; however, recent 

theoretical calculations (discussed below) indicate that this is not valid for 

cesium. 

The elastic scattering collision frequency (B ) between electrons and 

neutral atoms is given by 

yo = N Qo Ve .....(22.3) 

where N is the number concentration of neutral atoms, v is the; election speeä 



ÖstO ^ = 0 

where do/dQ   is the differential cross section for scattering the electron into 

the solid angle dft   -    sin a   dß d^, 

the momentus transfer collision frequency is given by a similar expression; 

*jim NS<v * « < t t \<-fc • ■?/ 

where Q^ is the aomentua transfer cross section: 

. 2ff      2ir 

^l=|        i f^O  - cos^  sin©    do d^ 

ö=o $=0 

and the mean fractional energy loss per collision is 

5oe^ I = 
M Q, 

..(22.6) 

(22.7) 

M being the atomic mass. 

The cross sections and collision frequencies averaged over a Maxwellian 

distribution may 1» found from the following equations: 

average elastic scattering cross section 

f00 

,....(22.8) 

average momentum transfer cross section 

r <» 
%   *   I     f0 (v)    %    (v)    dv • ••« • \ ^ ri • y j 

average momentum transfer collision frequency per atom 

v 

1J   / ^o (v) Si (V)
 
vdv ....,(22.10) 

and the average total collision frequency is defined in a similar fashion. 

22.2 

v Q _ = F-T 1/2 



^jcr 

is the M&xweilian distribütiun of ve^ 

distribution most often assumed in plasaas i tr.A 

. tne cross sections of cesium (and other 

lectron volt hsve been sparse.  Brodes 

ene^'gies greater than 

22.2 SXFERIMENTAL It^VESTIGATIQNS 

Until recently experinientai dat 

elements) at electron energies belo? 

measurercents cover a large energy range, fron: clectr 

100eV to about 0.8 eV; the low energy values obtained are shown in Pig, 22.1. 

The results obtained by Eoeckner and K'chler" have recently been corrected by 

phelps in the light of later experiments by Mohler"d  Phelps found that the 

collision frequency per atom was constant over the range ^-ü.2 to 0,4 eV 

(Fig, 21,2) ; a collision cross section derived from these results using the 

relation 

y = ^ N Q v .....(22.12) 

is shown in Fig. 22.1.   Recent experiments at low electron energies in cesium 

appear to have confused, rather than clarified the situation. 

Using a conductivity cell with concentric and parallel-plate electrode 

geometry }  Muilaney has derived collision cross sections which are lower than 

those or Erode or Mohler (Fig. 22.1).  The cross sections are averaged over some 

electron distribution; as with most experiments of this type the electron energy 

distribution is not known accurately. 

§ . .      -, - -.  ^    -,     -, 
Roehling" has used a similar apparatus witn a paraulex-prate electrode 

geometry to measure cross sections up to about 2000 K.  The results agree closely 

with Muilaney's, being lower than those of Brode and Mohler;  a Maxwellian velocity 

distribution for the electrons is claimed, 

Morgulis and Korchevoi  , using an arc discharge between tungsten cathodes 
„ -16      2 

in cesium vapour measurea an  electrgn-cesxus ato" cross  section of --Suxlg cm 

at an  electron tefuperature  of about   5000 K.       This  value  is   similar to those  found 

by Muilaney and Roenling,   but  at a much higher temperature  (?io.   22.1), 

Chen ana  Raethor    conducted a series  of experiments  on helium-cesium 

mixtures and pure cesium  plasmas using sicroviave  techniques.       In the temiperature 

range 450° to  530OK they find  that  the average momentum  transfer cross   section is 



best rgpresented by 

1.61x10 

e 

-20 9.63x10 

m  i 
e 

-12 -1 ^  2 
* 2.03x10 - cm 

These collision cross sections are shown in Fig, 22.1 where it can be seen that 

they are much higher than other values previously found. 

g 
From electrical conductivity measurements in various gas mixtures Harris 

finds an average momentum transfer collision cross section for cesium of about 

300 x 10" J cm and a collision frequency ( M/w) of 8 x 10  cm /sec at a 

temperature of 1?50OK. 
r 

Using the method of phase shifts and including the effects of polarisation, 
9 

Robinson has evaluated theoretically the average elastic scattering cross section, 

mooentuffi transfer cross section and the momentum transfer collision frequency for 

cesium; the results are shown in Figs.22.1 and li»i#  In view of the wide 

scatter of experimental data Robinson's calculations will be useful in estimating 

the electrical properties of cesium plasmas in the energy range below 1 eV.  As 

Robinson points out, the calculations are of a preliminary nature and more 

accurate theory may be required to obtain complete agreement with experiment. 

10 
Measurements in a static cesium plasma by Ralph  gave values for the 

—16  2 16  2 
cesium cross section of 2390 x 10   cm and 1570 x 10"  cm at a temperature 

of 1050 K.  These are much higher than other results reported by Ralph  at 

1500oK, which yielded 200 x 10'1° cm2. 

22.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Although several measurements of collision cross sections and collision 

frequencies have recently been made for cesium, experimental data is still widely 

divergent.  If all the experimental data is correct the cross section of cesium 

atoms at low energies exhibits a hitherto unexpected energy-dependence.  The 
Q 

theoretical calculations of Robinson lii, within the range of the experimental 

values.  For most of the calculations in other Chapters of this report a 
-16 

constant cesium atom cross section of 300 x IÖ   cm has been used: reference 

to the experimental values shows that this is a reasonable approximation, 
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SEED FRACTION OPTIMIMTIQN 

by 

I.R,   McNab 

23.1  INTRODUCTION 

In analyses of MPD generators in which the ©lectrisal conductivity of the 

parent gas is increased by the addition of a seed element the scalar conductivity 

is usually quoted as     ^ 
n e 

o    -  —^—— «,.t. \2j,^j 
o  a y m e eT 

where, if electron- 'n interactions can be neglected 

eT   e-P   e-a 

s V 
e 

(q ^n- + q   n )  (23.2) 
^e-P r   *e-a a 

If the seed fraction (x) is small (x = ^J^)  ffiaximizing conductivity with 

respect to x  shows that the optimusj seed fraction is 

y   = q t/q ..... (23.3) 
opt  ^e-F e-a 

y   is usually about 0.01 for alkali metal seeded inert or combustion gases. Aopt 
In view of the rather sparse, and often suspect, data on collision cross sections 

at the low electron energies relevant to MPD generation, x    + is often assumed 
op ~ 

constant. 

Considerable attention is presently being focussed on the production of 

extrathermal ionization in closfd cycle MFD generators by various means, but 

particularly on magnetically-induced ionization by which interaction of the 

electrons with the electric field in the generator causes the electron temperature 

to be considerably increased over the gas temperature.  When this occurs ionic 

scattering of electrons becomes an important factor in the determination of the 

electronic collision frequency and hence electrical conductivity.  Since tne 

electron-ion collision frequency is (quite strongly) dependent on the electron 

temperature the optimum seed fraction is no longer the unique quantity defined 

by equation (23.3) but is a function of the working conditions of the generator 

23.1 



even when q _ and q  are constant.  The selection of the optimum seed fraction Hep    ^ea F 

for this case and the consequences of the temperature dependence are examined here. 

23.2 SIMPLE THEORY 

i 
It will be assumed that the Saha equation can be used to obtain the fractional 

ionization of the gas at the electron temperature so that 

x2 
^-2 pu  =/(T )  (23.4) 
1-X   ^ 

5/ 2wm      3/9 g «.        eV, 
where /(T^) = C^)   ( S)  ^ -S-l  . exp (- ^ )  (23o) 

h        **a e 

In the simple theory developed in this section it will be assumed that the 

fractional ionization is small (that is X<<1 or n << n ).  Under these conditions, 

Saha's equation becomes 

X2 a,  « fifj  (23.6) 
AS      e 

Making the additional assumption that, while T is greater than T, n T << n Tf e © ©   a 
th©n 

AT 
S 

Rj.^ = nakT  (23.7) 

n 
and. by definition v -  — ..... (23.9) 

n +!v. a   T 

»o that p     = ^p  (23.10) 
S l 

and Saha's equt tion becomes 

£(Tr) 

The electron concentration may be f'-und from 

2        *i\*mi 
X   =    — ..... (23.11) 

JK&S 
ne ^    kT 

  (23.12) 

Comblninc equations (23.5),(23.Sj,(23.11) and (23.12) yields 

lA 1/,    T 5/4    f2ffffl k N3/4/g g \1/2 / ev 

% ^    ' (W'    2   ^     i-^-j      (-t")       -ff^).- (23.13) 
where  (r '•■ru)  can be inserted as data appropriate  to  chosen gas   temperatures  and 

total pressures.      The seeding atom concentration and parent atom concentration 

23.2 



are obtained from 

np = (i-^r) (na + u^ 

For a seeded gas In which ionic scattering of electrons is iniportant the total 

collision frequency is 

(q -IL + q  n + a   n. )  (23.16) He-P T   e-a a   'e-l l V m =  V el   e 

where,  from Spitzer^ ,/.3 
B'T 

e \ e 

.....  (23.17) 

where A = 
2%r((ky 

B' 

3/2 
Mis  {e  Kj 

and, for a Maxwellian distribution, 
1/2 

ve=   Kim') (23.18) 

Combining equationa  (23.1),   (23.13),  (23.14),  (23-  :j and (23.16)  an expression 

for conductivity in teras of seeding fraction is obtained 

1/2 

where 

«r    = 
o 

C = 

 . ** —r— 
Fd-x) + ^ + HX

1/2  [1 -j- In x] 

(Mi) 
1/2      /2irBkN^ 

IT/ 
D = evy2k 

e n
a

+np\ 
1/2 

a T    5/4 C     exp  (- - 

..... (23.19) 

F = v q   ^ (n +iv) 
e  e-r       a    P 

v q      (n +n^) 
e e-a    a    P 

f^/4 f~/ 
e 

1/2 

T 

I =  In 

B,TQ7/6 T1A 

; 1A 1/2 
'-(n ^rv,) 

C  exp     i- =- 

+ "^T 

a    r 

23.3 



Differentiating conductivity in equation (23.19) with respect to seeding fraction 

and setting the result equal to sero yields a quadratic for optiinuin seeding 

fraction for which the solution is 

j       H2 ^      r     ,£w...s-ii/2 Jäi-j ritiMs^iT/2      (23.20) ^opt = G,F + 8(a_F)2 
+ 8( 

For the case when ionic collisions can be neglected (H 3 0, occurring at low 

fractional ionization) equation (23.20) yields 

y   ■ TT
-
^ =  ""■—   (23.21) 0Pt   a-?   V^ea 

usually q  » q  so that this reduces to equation (23.3)»  (The difference 

between equations (23.3) &nd (23.21) is due to the different definitions of 

seeding fraction used in the two cases.) 

When ionic collisions are important, equation (23.20) shows that the 

optixaum seeding fraction is Increased over the value given in equation (23.21): 

the greater the effect of ionic collisions, the greater the optimum seeding 

fraction, up to a maximum of unity. 

However, equation (23.20) is not very useful in examining the effects of 

extrathermal ionization on seeding fraction since such effects generally cause 

high fractional ionisations, so that the approximations used in deriving equation 

(23.20) become invalid and a more accurate approach is required. 

23.3 ACCÜRATB TRSATMSNT 

If the fractional ionization is high it is necessary to use the exact Saha 

equation (equation 23.4) in which the total seed pressure is expressed in terms 

of known constants of the system (total gas pressure and temperature). 

Now 

n_ E n kT + n.kT + n kT 
a 

...., (23.22) 

pTs 
= ^e + \m 

= Vs,+ v* 
since n    = n. e        i 

and n_ = n    + n 
Sea 

Using X    - n
-/

rlc    equate 

Big = tas (IT, * T) 
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or, using a more accurate definition of seeding fraction than that of section 23»1, 

that is n„ 

where   n^, ^ r^ + ns = np + na + ne> 

^ = k^nj, (rre + T)  (23.25) 

At constant pressure ru is a variable so that an expression is required relating 

ru and p_.      Using the previous conditions 

^ = nekTe + n^ + nakT * n^ 

= n W    + lukT. 
6       6 X 

Now 

n8=XnS 

= X^A-  (23.24) 

so that      PT = ^ (x^T
e 

+ T)  (23.25) 

Elininating n_ from equations (23-23) and (23.25) yields 

^(XTe * T)PT 

PTS 
=    X^ +T   U3*26; 

so that the Saha equation (23.4) becomes 

 5-S i = /(T )  (23.27) 
(1-X^)(XXT +T)      

e 

Thus for siven x, T  ,    T and p_ this cubic equatieo must be solved for X.      When 

X is found n    may be obtained from equations  (23.24) and (23.25): 

ne = k(x/r +T )  (23-26) 

6 

and the remaining required quantities follow. 

Thus     n,,, = n/Xx ••••• (23.29) 

np = ^(1-^)   (23.30) 

n = ry(l-X) ••••• (23.31) 

The scalar conductivity of the gas is again obtained from equation (23.1) and the 

total electronic collision frequency fros equation (23.16).  Writing 

23.5 



e eP   1 t 
1/2 

1/2 

and Av        =H,T    ^ 
e             1   0 

gives 

^ S „, 1/2,  ,<_v 

n  (e /m ) 
_2 S_ 

V 
H n 

1 6 T^-F^I-^^-^d-X^.^I e   \ 
7^- 

(23.32) 

wh«r« A and B* have been defined previously»  Substitution in this equation of 

the values of n t ru and other parameters previously calculated will give the 

conductivity. 

In Section 23.2 it was shown that in the simple evaluation of electrical 

conductivity «inexplicit relation for the optimum seeding fraction can be 

obtained.  In the general case a simple explicit expression for X    t cannot be 

obtained although equations governing the value of X    ,  may be set up as follows. 

Rewriting equation (25.32) in the form 

X(e2/m J 

e    = 
o 

T      \ n 
e     \ e 

^"W^ ,. 

and differentiating yields 

da    = o 
>%    [FT1/2 

e    (1   e XcUfA':+(l-^)aVx H-G.T 1//2dX+H,X2dn/2T 3/2n 
10 0   6' .} 

^y   (23.53) 

Using a = T /T and b = /(T )/p_ equation (23,2?) becomes 

aX3X (l+b)+X2U+b) - &hXJ.  - b = 0 

which, when differentiated, yields 

l5aX2(l+b^)+2X(l+b)-aWJ dX • I a(l+b)X3+X2-abXj M 

Differentiation of equation (25.28) gives 

(XdX + ArdX)TpT 

..... (25.54) 

  (25.35) 

dn e 
k(3WT ♦ f)' 

  (23.36) 

Sünination of dX, dn , X and n from equations (23.28) and (25.55) to (23.36) 
0 © 
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Xni 

DA  1. v3 

will give an equ:ition for dp/dX in terms of X  ana various constants. 

conditiovi la/äX  = o «ill then give an equation having x
&vt  

ä3 c 

roots.  Since it is possible to solve explioity the general cubio equation, 

it is also possible to perforai the elimination explicitly and obtain an 

equation 6(X       ) ~ 0» but the extent of manipulation required usually renders H      -  opt 
this impracticable,. 

23,4 COMPUTATION AM) RESULTS 

The Saha equation (23,54) was solved for fractional ionifation by Newton's 
l/2 method using (b/1+b) ^ as a first approximation to X.  This oonvarged 

satisfactorily to the correct root for the range of values of X  and T^ considered. 

The particle number concentrations can then be obtained from equations (25.28) to 

(23.31) and the electrical conductivity from equation (25,32).  In view of the 

probable length of calculation, numerical solution of equations (25*33) to (25.36) 

to obtain the optimum conductivity was not attempted. 

The resulting values of conductivity for helium cesium mixtures are shown 

in Fig. 25.1 as a function of seeding fraction and electron temperature.  The 

conductivity is shown as the ratio of the conductivity at an arbitary seeding 
■■20 2 

fraction to that of the pure cesium...  Cross seetiens of Oai x 10   m and 

520 x 10   S were used for electron-heli^iL and eleDtron-cesium co-U-isxons 

respectively (McNah^ and Chapter 22 of this report).  The calculations were 

performed for constant gas temperature (IOOO'K) and pressure (1 ata) with varying 

electron temperatures (1000° to 5000UK).  Fig.. 23=2 shows the magnitude of the 

optimum and pure alkali metal conductivities as a function of electron temperature. 

Using Fig. 25.1 and 23,2 the actual magnitude of the scalar conductivity may 

easily be found for any seeding fraction. 

The specific power of a segmented-electrcde generator? neglecting ion 

slip, is simply proportional to c B , thus, since ^ is independaot of magnetic 

field (at local static temperature and pressure conditions), the specific power 

curves for a segmented-electrode generator as a function of seeding fraction are 

exactly the same shape but are displaced by an amount depending on B. 

For the transverse conductivity {ü^\-*§^  )   this is not true since ßB  is 

a function of the magnetic field strength- Fig- 23.3 and 23.- show üJ\*ßB    as 

a function of seeding fraction for several values of B and electron temperatures 

of 2000° and 50C0OK, the static gas tsaperaturs and pressure being the same as 

before. 

The power density of a solid-electrode generator is proportional to 

a  B2/1-W9 2  this is shown in Fig. 23=5 and 23-6 for the same conditions as in 
o '  re ' 

23=? 



Fig, 23.3 and 23.4. 

2    2 2 
Th© specific power of a Hall generator is proportional to 0 h ß   /i-tfi 

and this is shown in Fig, 23.7 and 23.9, again for the saise conditions. 

In addition to the dependence of specific power (p)  on conductivity and 

magnetic field there is also a gas velocity (u) dependence; 

P oc   U2 

« M2 r^ 'x     (23.37) 

where fj. and R^ are the ratio of specific heats and gas constant for the mixture 

respectively.      Assuming that both helium and cesium are ideal monatomic gases 

with jC a   /3f  the specific power for constant expansion is proportional to  the 

gas mixture  ccmposition only through the R^ term.      The mixture gas constant is 

proportional to the fraction by weight (a)  of each constituent,  so that,  in 

general 

and, for helium-cesium mixtures 

or, if a  is the fraction by weight of cesiuffi? 

EM = aRcs+ d-a)^ ..... (23.38) 

Using the quantities of Section 23.A- it can be shown that the relation between a 

and X is 

a = y'nrZTTTZ ••••• (23.39) 

Conbining equations (23.38) and (23.39), Rw may be evaluated as a function of 

seeding fraction; the result is shown in Fig. 23.9.  Fig. 23.10 shows the product 

«TIL-, upon which the power density of a segmented electrode generator depends, 

while Fig. 23.11 to 23.16 show the transverse conductivity and specific power 

dependence for solid-electrod!) and Hall generators, including the effects of R^. 

23.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Fig. 23.1 shows the ratio of mixture conductivity to pure seed metal 

conductivity (o/V.) as a function of seeding fraction (X)  for several electron 

temperatures in cesium-helium mixtures-; the optimum seed fraction increases with 

electron temperature fairly rapidly above äb-cu,t 4000 K.  At an electron 

temperature of 5000 K the optimum seeding fraction is very high (~0.8), so that, 

for the conditions examined here, the maximum conductivity is obtained with pure 

23.8 
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oesiuffi. As   the electron  temperature   increases   the variation of with X 

becomes less rapid and öff-optiana operation has less effect, and factor? other 

than eleccrical conductivity (e.g. engineering problems or the cost of cesiuffi) 

could deteraine the seed fraction* 

Fig» 23«2 shows the Optimum for heliua-csaius and pure cesium conductivities 

as a function of electron temperature the steep initial rise is apparent. 

Fig« ^3*3 and 23.v show the transverse conductivity (a/1+B c)  as functions 
o   e 

of seeding fraction for various magnetic field strengths (B).  AS B increases the 

transverse conductivity decreases and.- for T = 2000OK the octimum X  tends to --     e 
unity (pure alkali metal). 

Fig4 23=5 and 23.6 show the product of the. transverse conductivity and B 

for the same values of magnetic field as previously»  Again, as B increases, 

the optimum seeding fraction tends to unity for T^ = 2000oK^ and for T - 5000OK 

the optimum seeding fraction Is always unity. 

Fig., 23o7 and 23.8 show the term aB  "B"/1
 ^ l  as functions of B and #, 

M e      c 

As B increases, this term (which is proportional to the specific power of a Hall 

generator) increases and the optimum tends to unity«  The optimum seeding fraction 

is very much lower than in the previous casess 

As stated in Section 23.4-, in addition to the dependence of specific power 

for an MFD gsnerator on conductivity and magnetic field, there is also a 

dependence on seeding fraction through the velccity term..  This can be reduced 

to a dependence on the mixture gas constant, IL.. which is given as a function of 

seeding fraction in Fig, 23.9. 

For a Eegmented-electrode generator, neglecting ion slip and using 

equation (23.37), 

^ - ^V*2 ..... (23.40) 

where       f   = ?/tjfisK{i-K) ..,„(23.41) 

The product ooR^ is shown in Pig. 23.10 as a function of seeding fraction and 

electron temperature.  The optimum seeding fraction is now relatively insensitive 

to the electron temperature (compare with Fig, 23 0 and is close to one atomic 

percent«  Since e    is independent of B (at local static temperature and pressure 

conditions) the normalized specific rower curves (p versus X)  for different 

magnetic field strengths have the same share but are displaced by amounts 

depending on B , 

The Banner in which the transverse conductivity (shown in Fig. 23,3 and 23.4) 
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is modified by the variation of gas constant is shown in Fig* £'3*11 and 23.12, 

where aJL/'-ip "    is given as a function of X  and B,  Again the ma:<iffius value 

is obtained 'Tith sinalleat magnetic fieldss but. although as B increases the 

optiiBua seeding fraction tends to unitj, it is less than that of Fig. 23.3 and 

23.4. 

For a solid-electrode generator the specific power, neglecting ion slip, 

is 

P ^ ^l^T/HV  (23.42) 

This is shown in Fig. 23.13 and 23.14 as a function of seeding fraction and 

magnetic field for T = 2000° and 5000OK,  In both cases P and the optimum 

seeding fraction increase as B increases, the optimum being in the afproximate 

range 0.1 < X <  0.01. 

For a Hall generator, again neglecting ion slip, the specific power is 

f _ °AV ,„.„ p =  14^ 2 .....(23.43) 

This is shown in Fig, 23.15 and 23.16 for the same conditions as in the previous 

figures.  The optimum seeding fraction is much smaller in these two cases than 

for the segmented- or solid-electrode generators, being <0.01 /o. 

For the calculations reported here r» = /3 and T = 1000OK; taking K = 0,5 

and K = 0.5 gives rjJi TK(l-K) « 10 , so that the actual specific power may readily 

b© obtained from P. 

In any practical MPD generator local gas parameters will vary with position 

in the channel; the gas parameters used here (T = 1000 K and p = 1 ata) may 

represent typical values for a large-scale nuclear MPD generator.  The techniques 

used here may easily be adapted to give the best seeding fraction for maximum 

electrical conductivity or specific power for any other gas mixture.  No 

mechanism whereby electron temperature elevation is achieved has been postulatsd| 

different methods of extrathermal ionization yield different dependence of 

electron temperature on gas parameters. 

The conclusions found here relating to the dependence of scalar conductivity 

on seeding fraction are similar to those quoted by Zimin and Popov except that 

they relate to elevated electron temperatures and low gas temperatures, thus 

being directly applicable to closed-cycle nuclear-MPD generators. 

1    SAHA, M.N. and SAHA, H.K.  'A treatise on modern physics'  Vol. 1, 

The Indian Press Ltd. Allahabad and Calculta 1934. 
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2 SPITZER,  L.   jr.       'Physics  of fully iordzed gases'       Interscience  tracts 

on physics and astronomy.    No. 3>    1956 

3 McNAS,   1,1.       'The electrical properties  of a   cesium-haliusi plagaa' 

C.A. Parsons Report fAC 61-12, March 1961 

k ZIMIN, E,P, and POPOV, V.A.       'Determining the optisuffi composition of 

gaseous mijctures in the presence of  seeding'       I.E.E.  Conferonce Report 

Series No. 4,  1963, 
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B sagnetic fi©ld strength 

e electronic charge 

/(T0) defined in equation (23.5) 

g statistical weight 

h Planck's constant 

k Boltzmann'a constant 

& particlr mass 

M Mach number 

n particle conoentration 

P static pressure 

P 

9 
power density 

defined in equation (23.41) 

q collision cross section 

i gas constant 

T static gas temperature 

?e electron tenperatur« 

u flow velocity 

V random particle velocity 

Vi ionization potential 

X fractional ionization 

a fractional weight 
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Hall coefficient 

r specific heat ratio 

co free space nenaittivity 
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V electron collision frequency 
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24,1  INTRODUCTION 

Neglecting Hall effects and ion elip, the specific power (power output 

per unit volume, P) of a segmented electrode MFD generator i/j 

P = aV^^KCl-K) .... (2^.1) 

All KPD generators built or under construction obtain the directed (flow) 

motion from the initial thermal energy of the gas by expansion through a 

convergent or convergent-divergent nozsle.  In this pir^ess the static 

temperature and pressure fall and the velocity is increased. 

When thermal equilibrium exists in the gas the scalar electrical 

conductivity depends on temperature as 

D 
.... (2^.2) r=    F  (p,T) exp (-VT) 

where F(p,T) is a function of static gas temperature (T) and pressure (p) and 

D is constant for a given gas (mixture).  The temperature dependence of 

conductivity in the range of interest for MFD generation is determined primarily 

by the exponential i3rm. 

Thus, for constant magnetic field strength and loading factor, c v may be 

maximized, giving maximum specific power.  This calculation has been performed 

by several workers (for example, Sutton ) and the results indicate that the 

optimum Mach number for maximum ov lies below unity (O.o^fc K < 0a8) for both 

closed cycle (seeded inert gas) and open cycle (seeded combustion products) 

devices. 

The basic limitations on the power obtainable from a closed cycle nuclear 

heated MPD generator is the working temperature of the reactor, this limits the 

maximum total enthalpy of the working fluid am hence the maxinum value of 
p 

oV" .  The working temperatures of present generation inert gas cooled reactors 

are not high enough to permit economic MPD power to be generated from a device 

working at thermal equilibrium conditions.  Future developments of nuclear 
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reactors to yield higher working temperatures^ while resulting in higher MPD 

generator outputs, will introduce more severe materials prcblema» capable 

only of long ter.m and/or expensive solutici.  This paradox may be resolved 

if the electrical conductivity of the working fluid can be increased without 

appreciable increase of the gas temperaturet high specific powers ccvld then 

be obtained without severe materials problems. 

Several methods of obtaining this extra thermal ionisation in closed 

cycle MPD generators have been suggested, for example; nigh voltage 
2 3 i     % 

electron beams'", high cnrrent arc3'_> fission product ß  rays^, r,f, , 

roagnetiCaiiy mauced xoiusation and photoioruration' *  While some of these 

methods will undoubtedly prove valuable, none has yet been conclusively 

demonstrated in an MPD generator of substantial power output, 

dU.2    NON^EQUILIBRIUM FLOW 

A farther method of prouucing extra theraal Ionisation, which has 

received little attention aince its vl iginal suggestion (independently) by 

Lindley" and ischenroeder and Daiber', is to utilise an extremely rapid 

expansion of the working fluid through a iargt area ratio noasle to produce 

a high rate jf  fall of gas temperature.  When the- temperature falls rapidly 

in a gas many internal adjustments must be made by nslejular collisions. 

For example, the energy of molecular vibrations must be reduced, chemical 

reactions must take place at a different rate, a new balance must be found 

between atoms and molecules, and ions and olectrcns must recombine to form 

neutral particles.  All these adjustments require a large number of collisions 

between particles before a new equilibrium is established.  If the temperature 

changes more rapidly than equilibrium la established, non-equilibrium flow 

results. 

Many investigations, both theoretical""'' and experimental'""'-, O" 

non-equilibrium flov.'s have been published recentlyi moot are concerned 

primarily with molecular gases or gas mixtures wnere vibrational and 

dissociative nun-equilibrium are the dominant factors.  This inter« *■  arises 

bee-- ,^e the usual domains in which such flows sire encountered relate to real 

or sisculated (shock tube and wind tunnel) high altitude hypersonic and missile 

re-entry conditions in air, and similar conditions in combustion gases (for 

example, ignition in hypersonic ramjets).  In general, the theoretical 

soluticns of such problems are complicated.  Because the changes of energy 

during the relaxation processes usually form a significant fraction of the 

total enthalpy of the gas, the quasi-one-dime-nsional flew equations must be 
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solved sinrultaneously with the rate equationG which determine the population 

densities cf the (many) species present.  In many cases the required rate 

coefficients are not fully known. 

The flow of a monatomic recombining gas is rather more simple since 

valid siaplifying assumptions can be made concerning the auBiber of species 

present, consequently fewer rate equations are required to characterize the 

flow.  For example, the recombination mechanisia njay be assumed to be 

controlled by only one excited atomic state.  One significant difference 

between a recombining atomic gas and a relaxing molecular gas is that the 

electron temperature may be considerably higher than the temperature of 

the heavy particles in the atomic gas.  This leads to reduced recombination, 

amongst other effects. 

In order to examine the consequences of ion-equalibrium nozzle flow en 

the design and power output of KPD generators the following investigation has 

been carried out: while later investigations m&y show that thip non-equilibrium 

effect is insignificant in large scale devices, it will undoubteaiy be 

important in analyzing the performance of small devices, such as that at IHD, 

2h. 5 TH30FY 

The moc- common concept of a closed-cycle i 

envisages the working fluid to be an inert gas si 

alkali metcl; flow through the expansion nozzle 

be considered here. 

mclear fuelled MPD generator 

;£?ded with small amounts of «n 

of this type of generator will 

The assumption of small fractional seeding, which is generally valid, 

enables considerable simplification to be made in the analysis since the 

energy involved in the ionization and recombination processes in the seed 

element form only a small fraction of the total enthalpy of the working fluid 

and thus may be neglected. 

Consequently, neglecting boundary layers and shock phenomena, the quasi- 

one-dimensional flow equations for the parent gas onij can be assumed tn 

approximate adequately the flow along the nozzle axis.  An additional 

simplification resulting from the assumption of small fractional seeding is 

that the thermodynamic properties of the mixture approximate closely those 

of the parent gas, ana are taken as such in this analysis. 

The flow will be assumed 'is«ntropic', so that it can be described by 

the following equations 
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&> dV dA _ ,^   ^x continuity       T"   +   -rr    +   "r   =    v ,.,«  (2^*3; 
P V A 

4.1, T       dT    VdV   rt /-»j i^ enthalpy        + -^— = 0 .... (2H.**} 

state      §£ _ ^ _ ^ = 0 (a4t5) 

p    p     T 

U^K        u      2 dM        2dV dT - ,^   ,% Mach nvuBber     TT   -   ir   +   •zr   =   ö ....  (24,6) 

and,  for a process with an isentroplc efficiency   f| =      /dT 

f    -n—-        f    -    0 ....   (24.7) 

where dT is the actual temperature change, dT' is the isentropic temperature 

change and ri  accounts for friction effects in the noszle expansion. 

For a given nozzle profilei 

A = b f{x)   (24.8) 

Gombination of equations (24.3-8)  gives 

d M rjKd +   ^
M )   äf(x; 

ax ? 5 
[¥hf -   n(r-l)  Hw -r:jf(x)   dx 

....   (24.9) 

S   =   ^M2 | (r-i)   d f(x) ( 4     j 
501     [rir - 7j (r-D *r -i?] fCx) dx 

Solution of these equations in conjunction with the explicit relations 

V = H (TBfF .... (24.11) 

enables the flow through the nozzle to be described if the nozz.Ve profile and 

starting conditions are known. 

To complete the description of non-equilibrium flow two further equations 

are required, describing the rate of production and loss of electrons and the 

electron energy balance respectively. 

The most general form of the electron energy equation will include the 

energy interchange between electrons and heavier species (atoms and ions) by 

elastic and inelastic collisions, the energy gain during recombination, the 

energy lost durirg ionization, radiation and thermal conduction in the electron 

gas.  While equations have been formulated which contain all these terms , th« 

are subject to considerable doubt regarding their accuracy and require large 
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cofBputtre for their r'lation„  Äpproxinsate solutions faäTe been found inaccurate 

in certain regions (predicting negative temperatures" ).  In the present 

analysis the electron ttraperature is assumed equal to the gas temperature 

throughout the expansion*  This assumption should cause the electrical 

conductivity at the nozzle exit (that ie, inlet to the MPD generator) to be 

lower than the true value since higher electron temperatures would reduce the 

rate of recombination and give a high electron density and conductivity. 

(This will be partially offset by the increased electron collision frequency,) 

The equation governing the rate of production and loss of electrons is 

obtained fron the recombination and Ionisation rates=  The recombination 

mechanisms considered here are three body electron-electron-ion, three body 

electron-atom-ion and radiative: 

-^1  + A + e ^ A + 2e 
a 
1 

A + B ^A +e +B 

ß, 
A ^ A+ + e" 

the rate coefficients being a1f a_f and u, respectively* 

The corresponding ionization coefficients (ß^.ß^  and ß-)  are obtained 

from the recombination coefficients using the condition that the rates must be 

equal at equilibrium, thus 

'Wrt   .t=. 
The net rate of production of electrons per unit volume 

then becomes 

V A ' s  e 

..». (2^.13) 

The net rate of produstion of electrons per unit volume in a volume V containing 

N (= n V ) electrons is 
e    e 

i ■ .L £fl 
V1 dt 

1 d(rieVi) 

/1   dt 
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For a öoTing systtm and when the fractional Ionisation and seeding fraction are 

small, thia becomes 

B   m  p 
dt nu  dx .... (29.1^) 

Using this expression for adequation (2^.13) becomes 

2 ,    I 

dS s p^ (aine + a2* 

/n ""N  n, 
nB + V (17/  n- - L_ \ A / s  fe 

.... (24.15) 

Sinultaneous solution of equations ^4.^,(24,10)and (24.15\ in conjunction with 

equations (24.1U (24.12) and the relation 

a^ mX pV/mp .... (24.16) 

enables the flow through the nozzle and variation of electron density to be 

described when the nozzle area is specified as a function of dislance and the 

starting conditions are known (See Appendix 24.A), 

The scalar electrical conductivity may then be obtained from 
.2 

a v 
e e 

where 

^e - ve Sj %$  aj 

.... (24.17) 

.... (24.18) 

and the cross sections employed are 

qe-He • 6'1»10        ffl 

VC8 - 310. IC"20 a2 

1.84.IP"6 oe In  [ 1#24.10
7T3/2 vc* ^r-  • L—-T~ 

from references 22, 23 and 24 respectively. 

This value of conductivity aay then be compared with the equilibrium value 

Ml 

2' 

of conductivity obtained when n is determined from the Saha equation: 

A 's 
* OF*    exp (- D/T) .... (24.19) 

where 

»V    Segi 
ga 

are constant for a given gas (mixture). 
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2k,k    CALCULATIONS 

The theory outlined above has been used to construct a computer 

prograianie to determine the electrical conductivity through a nozzle. The 

calculations have been performed for the opeiiting conditions of the MFD 

generator under construction at IKD,  The working fluid la helium seeded 

with one atomic percent of cesium;  the appropriate data are given in 

Table 24,1. 

The IRD HPD generator is  designed to operate supersonically and 

consequently has a convergent-divergent nozzle of which two sides are 

parallel and two are axially symmetric.  In equation t^.H), b is twice the 

width of the nozzle and f(x) is the height from the centre line«  The nozzle 

profile (Fig24.l) is composed of three regions, being cosinusoldal at inlet 

and exit and circular near the throat: 

, f(x) = b1 cos (b x) + b, 

i     <x <-a- , f(x) - b^ - ^ 

>a. f(x) = bg COB 

-   4(x 

bÄ (2 - 

-b6x *  b7 0* 
1-, + 
10 J 

b.. 

.... (2^.20) 

.... (2^.21) 

.... (2^,22) 

Difficulties have been encountered in the solution of the equations because of 

this profile; where the curves join, discontinuities in the second derivative 

exist and these cause unsmooth variation in the theoretical flow, for example in 

the derivative of the Mach number, temperature, etc.  In practice, such 

variations will probably be smoothed out by boundary layers. 

Additional difficulties are encountered in the solution of the differential 

equations for dM/dx and dT/dx since these become indeterminate near H=1 (for ^»1). 

These have been overcome by the use of equation (24.AS) near the throat.  Mach 

number is substituted into this, giving the nozzle area, use of equations (2^,8) 

and (24,21) tren enables nozzle distance to be obtained.  Thus all the 

thermodynamic and flow parameters are known at each point along the throat. 

Initial versions of the pro^atrane extrapolated electron density across this 

throat region, however it was later found more accurate to extrapolate fractional 

ionization (so that dX/dx remains constant).  The region over which this 

extrapolation is performed is a small fraction of the nozzle length and 

appreciable error is unlikely to be incurred. 

The isentropic efficiency in the present calculations is assumed to be 

unity to the throat and 0,9 afterwards. 
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2^.5 RSSüI/Tg AND DIoCUSSION 

Figures Bk,Z  to 24.8 show typical results obtained for two sets of data 

(T = 15CX) and 2000 iK. p = 1 atffl) in a heliuns-eesiuia mixture«  (Other data 
o ro 

for these results being given in Table 2^.1.) 

Figure ^.2 shows the variation of Mach number through the supersonic 

nozzle; as equation (24,A6) indicates, the Mach number depends only on the 

profile of the nozzle provided the ideal conditions are obeyed.  As with 

aost of the results given here, rapid variation of the Mach number in the 

region of the nozzle throat (x = 1.905 cm) is evident* 

Figure 24,3 shows the variation of static gas temperature through the 

nozzle for the two sets of data presented here.  For both these cases the 

static gas pressure at the nozzle exit is  0,05 atm, consequently, if 
55 equilibrium conditions (as £iven by Saha's equation'""' at the gas temperature) 

were obeyed, the electron concentration at the nozzle exit would be very low. 

That is, the conditions at the generator inlet would be far from the optiiaum 

(found by maximizing er^p) mentioned in Section 24,1,  The non-equilibrium 

electron concentrations (found from equation (24.15) and(24,16)) is shown in 

Figure 24,4, and while the concentrations drop on expansion, in both cases 

the nozzle exit value is not more than am order of !«gnitude less than the 

inlet value. 

Figures 24,5 and 24,6 compare the equilibrium (as given by Saha) and 

non-equilibrium (as found using the values shown in Fig. 24,4) electrical 

conductivities as a function of the distance through the nozzle for T = 1500€ 
0 o 

and 2000 K respectively.  (Note the ordinate scale in both cases.)   The 

non-equilibrium conductivity for T = 15000K exhibits a slight but definite 

rise through the nozzle.  This occurs because, even though the electron 

density decreases, the opposing effect caused by the decrease in temperature 

has a greater effect.  In Fig, 24,6 the two effects approxioately cancel 

and the non-equilibrium electrical conductivity is sensibly constant.  In 

both cases the equilibrium conductivity drops rapidly (near and after the 

throat region) to very low values. 

The effects of the non-equilibrium conductivity on the power output of 

an MFD generator are shown in Figs, 24,7 and 24.8 where the quantities rfT 

are shown as a function of Mach number in the nozzle.  For a segmented 

electrode generator, neglecting Hall and ion slip effects 

BTC(I-K) 
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hence if B s 2 webers/ffi4" and  K « 0*51 the quajititv 'V is nunieriGailY equal 

to the specific power (in MWe/m')» 

For comparison the specific powers obtainable using equilibrium 

conditions are shown in both Figures.  Tneee equilibrium power densities 

exhibit the previously mentioned maximum at a Mach number of about 0,5» 

The non-equilibrium power densities, however, increase monotonically with 

Mach number o values greater than 10" and 10 HWe/crr'' for T - 1500 and 
o 

£000 K reRpectively,  The ratio of non-equilibrium to equilibrium specific 
10    8 

power at tne nozzle exit in the two cases are about 10  and 10 ■  A more 

practical comparison of equilibrium and non^equilibrium specific power at 

nozzle exit, with the equilibrium specific power at the optimum Mach number' 

these ratios are about ^5 *nd 20 for T = 1300 and 2000 K respectively, that 

is, they are worthwhile increases.  Comparison of Fig£. £4,7 and £4,8 showe 

that the non-equilibrium power density at nozzle exit for T = 1500 K is 
o 

approximately the same as the equilibrium power density at the optimum Mach 

number for T = 2000 K,  That is, operation of a nozzle to give semi-frozen 

flow (as far as electrical conductivity is concerned) permits the same power 
- -O density to be acnieved at a stagnation temperature about 500 K lower than for 

the equilibrium case (for these particular conditions). 

The recombination coefficients used in the evaluatxon of equation (24.15) 
£6 

are ; 

three body electron-electron-ion 

a1 = 1.1.10-
20 T-9/2 

three body electron-atom-ion (Thomson coefficient) 

- „--34 ««-5/2 a. = b.10 -^ T '' 
d 

and the radiative recombination coefficient 
-ifi  _V4 

^ s 3.10   T ^ 

Of tnese. for the conditinns examined in the nresent calculations a has the 
i 

gr&atest effect, thus the energy loss by radiation implied by the inclusion 

of the radiative process is not significant. 

In tne immediate future further calculations will be performed using the 

present computer programme, with slight modifications (for example using the 

plasma mixture j^s constant).   It is hoped that a more refined calculation 

including the electron energy balance will ©rentually be undertaken, although, 

as mentioned in oection £4,3, the calculations will be more complicated than 

present ones, 
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APPENDIX 24,A 

STARTING CONDITIONS 

The procedure used here to obtain the starting raluee for the nozzle is 

as follows: 

From the equations of state  p = pRT ,            .... (24.A1) 
continuity  m = PAV ,            .... (2^.A2) 

enthalpy  T =  T + jf ,            .#.. (zk.k}) 
2Cp 

and Mach number  M2 = _^ .... Uk.kk) 
t 'RT 

the criterion for Ms1 to be achieTed at the throat of a convergent-divergent 

supersonic nozzle working isentropically is 

fflT
l/2     •        %-1 

 ^o 
po 

A  (    2 x      I*  1 1/2 r .... (24,A5) 

Thus for a given nozzle throat area and given gas, selection of the inlet 

stagaation temperature and pressure detmines the mass flow. 

27 From the relation given by Shapiro  for the isentropic flow of a perfect 

gas 

A 1 
A*  SH L7TT   (1 + "^f-1^     2 ( r- 1) •••• (24.A6) 

The inlet Mach number may be obtained from the nozzle inlet area. 

Knowing the inlet Mach number the static temperature and pressure may 

easily be determined from the above equations, and the remainder of the entraace 

conditions follow. 



TABLE 24,1 

DATA USED W CALCULATIONS  (MKE UNITS) 

A1    = 1,635592252,10 

a2    = 1.98069310.10"2 

b1   . 9.46798520.10'5 

b2    = 1.3962884.102 

9.5820168.10*' 

J8 

-2 

b^    = 6.0833.10 ^ 

bc   • 1.48026156,10' .4 

-2 bg   = 3.81.10 

b„   « 3.85392939.10 

= 3.99766848.10 

- 1.28817056 

-4 
■ 

-3 

-2 b10 = 2.54.IO 

b^ = 2,35233152.10 r5 

p 

= 0,0762 

= 2.415.1021 

= 4.518.10^ 

« 5.2285.103 

= 2.075.103 

- 1.658 

= io-2 

= 0.9 for äVO,0195 
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NOMBNCUTURE 

A nozzle cross sectional area 

A* soaic throat area 

a see equations ^.20^ ^.2l) and (24.22) 

B ma^ietic field strength 

b twiGe nosale breadth 

b1 11 see equations ^,20^ ^#21) and (24.22) 

0 constant in S«ha equation (24.19) 

C specific heat at constant pressure 

D 

e electronic charge 

F     3 FipjT)» see equation 24.2 

f     ^ f(x/ - half nozzle height 

g atomic statistical weight e 11, a 
h Planck's constant 

K loading factor 

k Boltzmann's constant 

M Mach number 

a particle mass 

n particle concentration 

P specific power 

p static pressure 

q collision cross section 

R gas constant 

S net rate o^ prodsction of electrons 

T static gas  temperature 

T stagnation temperature 

V flow velocity 

V ionization potential 

v random particle Telocity 

X fractional ionization 

d recombination coefficient 

ß ionization coefficient 

V specific heats ratio 

ff exectrical conductivity 

p gas density 



(CHAPm 24)   NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 

n 
X 

v 

isentropic efficiency 

seeding fraction 

collision frequency 

Subscripts 

A       seed gas (cesiuffi) 

B       parent gas (heliuns) 

S       denotes Saha equilibrium 
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FT AW    PBOrffOtriro    rrr   iron    .^ Tr?:VTi ft-AD Q 

^ -'''   J.i'i-i.nv^uui xUi" 

An invsstigaticn of some cf the processes occurring in a siagnetoplassadyiiaiBic 

(MPDj channel to assess their effect on flow :araaeters has teen attempted, 

quantitative estiEates being obtained fur the IRD exneripent.  ^he fi^sr test 

section or the IRD generator (described fully elsewhere ) differs from other 

MPD devices in several respects: the working fluid is very pure («< 30 nnm total 

gaseous impurity) inert gas (helium^ seeded with cp to three atomic percent of 

an alkali metal (oesiua); the accelerating ncssie is designed for a high (20:1) 

tressure ratio, giving very high velocity flow (Mach nor-ber - 2.3) at the nossle 

exit; and the generator channel is of constant area with sagmented electrodes. 

Although the problems under investlgaticn here refer to flew in the channel, 

consideration must be given to nozzle processes since these determine the inlet 

conditions to the channel.  Thersodynamic equilibrium is essumed ac inlet to 

the ncssi.ej that ia, the components cf the ga? mixture (inert gas atoms, seed 

atoms, ions and electrons) are uniformly dispersed, nave the same temperature, 

and the fractional Ionisation of the alkali rneta^. is determined bv the Saha 
2 

relation .  It is also assumed that there is no fringing of the magnetic field 

into the nossle. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, electrvns suid alkali metal ions and 

atoms have negligible effect on the bulk flow prccasses since the seeding 

fraction is small (generally less than 1 /Q).  The sclotion of the flow 

equations for the expansion nozzl« villas exrr-assions for inte^ «"^a thp 

temperature and pressure at the exit from tne nissle.  From these two parameters, 

for a given seeding material, the electron density may be deteririnea, assuming 

thermal equilibrium ionizatlcn as given by tne Sana equation.  However, owing 

to the extremely r&|id expansion of tne plasma in the noszlrt, at least two 

non-Qqui:ibrium effects may occur.  The first of the3e is an above-aquilibriua 

electron temperature at tne exit from the nozzle.  This i 



previously »xasined and found to be negligible for the conditions of the UU) 

generator»  Secendl;/, owing to the rapid « xpan§ion of the plasma, resoffibination 

may not take place rapidly enough to assure tha thermal *q;iilibriuffi electron 

conoentration.  Under tnege conditions the fie» is said to be 'sesi-ilozen1 ftM 

the electron c.naentration at the exit of the BSSSli is eonsiierably higher than 

that givan by appliöatlon of the Saha equation,  (The electron temperature, 

however, is the same as the gas temparature).  The theriäodynamic poraseters found 

from solution of the flow equation for the nozzle see Chapter 2^ together with 

the electron ocnoentraticn for the sead"frozen flow casSj are used as the inlet 

oonditions to the channel for the present sY&luation= 

In the cgnstant cross-sectional area generator channel the flow equations 

are modified by the If  forces arising from intertction with the magnetic field. 

These modifications ooneist of a term in the momsntum equation for the magnetic 

decelerating force, and a term in the energy equation for the electrical power 

extracted.  Both these terms contain t"*-« elettrii-al oonductivity and, hence, 

the electron concentration.  Because of this, in Kontrast tö tha nozzle, 

(which has no applied magnetic field), the electron concentration may have 

considerablä effect on the flow parameters. 

The electron concentration may be §or«na®d by one of se/eral seonanisms; 

two only are considered here.  The first is thermal lonization s* the gas 
k 5 

temperature and pressurej in the aecond, postulated by Kerreoroc-K: , Hurwitz et al , 
b B 

Ken . Broch&r1 and Wright and Swift-Hook = the glsntrons have a higher temperature 

than the reaiaindsr of the gas by virtue of the induced ele;tric field.  Replacing 

the gas temperature in Saha^ equation by this electrcn temperature yields an 

electron density greater than the equilibrium value,  BenDar'^l and Tamor'' have 

shownj by consideration of the rate equations for icnization, excitation, 

recombiriaticn and de-«excitation of cesium, that the use cf the electron tempera tun 

in Saha1 a equation is valid for MFD generator seßütisBS« 

A. 1 0 \ la Section 25*2 (largely based on McNab and Ceoper    )  tc^ flow equations 

are solved assuming ionization equilibrium a" an slevated electron temperature 

which is obtained by the methods outlined in Hurwitz et &1 «       Section 23.3 

details aicrs recent calculations using equatlcns giving the rate of change of 

electron temperature and electron coucentration, 

25»2    IC^ZATTON EyUILIHRIUM AT THE ELECTRON TEFilSRATURE 

25.2,1     Splution of the flow e_quatiQr3 

In the solution of the flow equations the fallowing assumptions have been 

made* 

25*2 



(i) the flow is steady-state ana one-dimensional ti.e, boundary layers 

are small coffipared with the duct width; reverse currents which are 

thought  to  occur in the boundary layer are neglected)j 

(ii)     the properties  of the bouftding surfaces are not considered except 

for the  estlsation of friction and heat loss at the walls, both of 

which are assumed uniform along ih    channel; 

(iii)  the power output of the generator ia determined by processes in the 

gas  only (for example,  possible current sftturatiün due  to  thermionic 

emission characteristics of the electrode material is ignored); 

(iv)    end loop losses are neglected; 

(v) the energy released or absorbed in the association or dissooiaticn 

of the seed material, together with that released if recosbination 

occurs,  is neglected; 

(vi)    impurities, which generally reduce  the  electron density and hence 

power output, are absent. 

The validity of these assumptions is discussed in Section 25,2,5« 

25.2.1*1    Non-zero sisgnp'tic field 

For the system shown in Fig.  25«1   the following equ^ticns  apply (the 

symbols being explained in the Nomenclatur«^; 

Iner^ 

Change in total energy - mC dT 
F 0 

This is composed of: 

T —T 
/t,-,         _,      4h(aww) Adx 
^aj  heat iosses to walls - -  *  g——'  

(b)  net electrical power extracted = -B.J Adx = -ffBv&(l-E)A«iJE 

hence 
ffiCpd',, 

^ = -3BVK(1-K) dx - y^JSL-»] I* ..... (25.1) A  - — • -v. ", «* 

Momentum 

Rate of change of momentum - mdV 

This i^ due to: 

(a)  force due to pressure change = Adp 

25*3 



(b)  force due to friction 

(e)  force due to MPD interaction 

hence 

D 

J x 3 Aix s -crB&V(l-K)Ädx 

"F   • ^ - ^     - "B^d-K)^ ...  (25.2) 

Continuity 

State 

P s pJtT 

Enthalpy 

..... (25.3) 

... (25.4) 

..... (25.5) 

from equation 25.1   to 25.5 an expression say be obtained giving the stagnation 

teuperature as a function of th« gas velocity and overall parameters of the system 
only (see Appendix 25.A, equation 25^,?). 

The velocity aay be obtained as a function of distance in the fdicing 

aamier.      using equations (25.1) and (25.A.2)  to eliminate dT  fthe following 
expression is obtained: 

dx     Vo - V2 

VC^V2-^) dV ..... (25.6) 

On integration, assuming T constant, this yields: 

x * constant s in [(v2 - Kg) -2 

where  t« = -i-i L. A12  2K,    2Kr 

V^l ..... (25.7) 

and 
K.T 
1 o 

13 ~ 2^ 

The constant in this equation is evaluated from the initial conditions. 

The assumption of constant To is valid if the integration is performed over 

small velocity intervals since Te varies slowly compared with the other flow 
parameters. 

Having obtained To as a function of velocity and distance,, all the remaining 

thermodynaaic quantities may be obtained from equations (25.3), (25.4) and (25.5), 

25.4 



jgsther with the definition of the Mach nusber-: 

.....  (25.8) 

25«2*1 1 Zero aagnetie field 

When B=0} the functions/,| (V) and gi(V) xi 

h 
T 

j \ 
itiun \Zj»Aii+j hecouxe 

K^iJS^ V2-!^) 

g.(V) = __-._ 

whei*© Kp' = Zfa^'Ad, the other symbols having been previously defined. 

Equation (25.A,4) l»y then be integrated in the saioe manner as before, using an 

integrating factor.  In this case the integration say be perforsed directly, 

■sithcut a binomial expansion, to give: 

KJUf 
P  ( 

«nere 

^^♦(V^-Kg«) 

r •       2Ah(Taw"Tw)(r-l) 
^8   '        rfsC 

rm [^[^(v2-^-)72] + constant   t 
j 

.....  (25.9) 

From equations (25*9) and (25.7)? f   arid the remaining therfficdynaaic quantities 

may be   obtained as a f unction of distance for the case when B=0. 

25.^.2    Eleotrical CQnductivit3r 

The scalar electrical conductivity of a plasma is 

o = nea^e ♦ iii^i .....  (25.10) 

according to simple theory«  In most cases the contribution froo the ions 

say be neglected because of their large ssass and consequent low mobility 

compared with that of the electrons.  Thus equation (25.10) becomes 
2 

n e o n 
cr = n eu    = ■—*  = 2*814 x 10      ——    ffiho/m .....  (25.11) 

-TOT e   e    mevTar 

where n is the electron concentration (per m ) and y_,,^ is the total electron 
© Twi 

collision frequency for momentum transfer. For a gas mixture containing j 

atomic apeciea 

TOT   j ej 
..... (25.12) 

hence for a helium-cesium plasma under the conditions of interest for MFD 

generators (i.e. no Cs.. or H ): 



(Note that there is no i?   ter^ in this expression, because eleetron-electron e-e 
e-oliiaions have negligiole effect on the  total  electron momentuffi*) 

The coHision frequenoy is given in terms of a tornie cross section by 

^a* s wm %1 ß4 e I^T2   1      Q   . R. - 6.211  x 105 f 2 Q   .n.seo*1 
§«        e    ei    j      {vm^    J        ej    j e    ^ej  j 

 (25*14) 
(in &ks units)  for a M&xwelliiui velocity distribution. 

Frcffi a previous Essesamert of experisientally-obtained low energy  cross- 

sections      a constant value of 6.1   x 10~    m    has been used for Q to sive 
e-He        ö 

%-Ke^-79x10-l6T/nHe .....  ,,5.15) 

Little data is available for the eleetron-cesiua atos collision cross-section 

at low energies.      Brode   " gives Q^^,    = 3.1  x 10*' m    at 0.40 eVt and this 

figur« has been used, assumed constant,  to give 
J 
I 

^-C^I.^XIO'^T/^ .....   (25.16) 

The equivalent cross-section for electron-ion collisions is given by Spitzer1'5: 

k - -10 
A e .     .     .       2.9b x  10^.2 , x Qei " 2^y(c kg F A"  2     :LnAE .....(25*17) 

e 

T 3/2 

wh«re A = 1.24x107   ^/z .....(25.18) 
e 

Iquations (25.II), (25.13), (25.15), (25.16) and (25.19) maybe used to obtain 

the conductivi^r of the gas when the electron eonoentration is known: n is 
*    e 

•▼aluated for two different cases below. 

25.2,2,1    Equilibriuffl at the  gag tesiperature 

The electron concentration is: 

Re = i= 7.24 xiO22^3 .....  (25.20) 

p being the partial pressure of the cesius vapour in newton.m    .      The fractional 

ionization (X) for cesiua obtained from Ssha's squation    at  the  ^s temperature, 

id given by: 

25.6 



Log<0 j-^ P 1.956 x 10"   5.    ..    .^ ^ - % 
m o ^^^^ ä -     ■ =-*' - =■ = = • » • x — ^v^r i / 

25,2,2,2 Equilibrium, at the elg^iw^j^ns 

According to Hurwits et al/, the eiectron rleAd inducad by the iBägnetic 

field in an KPD generator channel will cause an elevated electron tesiperature» 

For a segSiented electrode generator the relative temi eraturea when equilibrium 

is obtained are: 

!£ = i , r(i-K}2 itt (2, m) 

where ß    ^ w T = 1.76 x 10;     yy„_ ,....  (25,23) 

In equation (25.22)^  5 is a factor accounting for possible inelastic  collisions, 

deviations frcm the Maxwellian distribution function; and non-constetat collision 

frequeney.       For a sonatosic gas 6" »% 1   and an elevated electron   temperature  is 

fairiy readily acnleved»       (In coabustion gases 0  may be '0"   or 10   ,  owing to 

inelastic collisions, and small electron  temperature ilfvation is likely,) 

The electron temperature is obtained frsm Sana's aquation when the gas 

temperature  is replaced by the  electron temperaturs.      According to BenDsniel 
Q 

and Taffior'j   this  is valid for KPD generators.      Equation (£5.22)  is actually a 

simplified version of Sutton's  equation* 

Computations 

Equation v,^^*^./)  is  obtained by integration^ assuming o  to be  constant 

over the veiocity interval {Y)ü.     ,  a mean vauue, ^t being used.      The temperature 

aM pressure obtained as a result of this  integration are used in the 

calculation cf a new value of the conductivitv      e      at the  and of the velooity 
n * 

interval.  The process is then repeated using a ne^ vauue of conductivity 

(o ■ i£l _S ) in equation (25.Ä.7).  After several iterations, when ü    a = 
1+1      2 ij.1     i+* ® J c   the values of J ^»   P» etc. constitute the solution at the end of the 

velocity interval. 

The electrical conductivity is a function of the electron concentration 

and the eiectrcn temperature.  In the case considered in section 25*2.2.1 

(T_=T)n could be found directly using equations (25-20) ana (25.21}•  However, 

for the case of elevated eiectron temperature (section 2552 02*2) an iterative 

solution for n and T WE neoessarv. takins r*a-e within that described above a     e * *     - . 
for Om      This consisted of solving simultaneously the equation obtained by 

combining equctions (25,20) and (25.21) (T repiaaed Iv T ). which is of the form; 



n * # (f ) (a) 

and an equation of ihe fora 

ft * # (n#) , (b) 

rdsultlng fras the c<fflbinÄtion of eqvtationa (25.13), (25.22) and (25.23). 

Since (b) is of the form represented in Figs 25.2= difficultj was experienced 

in ohtaininf the solution when it lay on tue almost vertical part of the curve. 

The procedure finally used, although cuabersome, did not give rise to the 

difficulties experienced in attespting other methods (in soae cases the solution 

oscillated between two, or even three, values). 

Equations (a) and (b) were combined to give an implicit function of T 

only? 

n  (Te) m  0 ..... (25.24) 

and increasing values of T were substituted in 17(f ) until it became zero» 
j+1      1+1      e * 

Thus   T and ^ nÄ were obtained, so that s  oould be oalculated,  A flow @       e 
diagram for the procedure is shown in Fig. 25.3» 

The input values and constants used in this calculation are given in 

fables 25.I and 25.2. 

25.2.4 Results 

Investigations were made for three conditions; zero aagnetio field; 

aqailibrium at the gas temperature; and elevated electron temperature.  The 

first ease, bjing that of no power extraction, consists of the solution of 

the equations of supersonic flow in a constant area ductj including fWctioa 

and heat transfer.  With power extraction for both quilibrium and elevated 

electron temperature, the effect of varying the magnetic fielij B, and the 

load factor, K, was investigated. 

The results fat  equilibrium at the gaa temperature show very little 

dependence on chese parameters, mainly because of the very low electrical 

conductivity, so that the friction and heat transfer terms in the flow 

equations dominate those describing the MFD interactions.  Thus, since the 

effect of power extraction is negligible, the solution is almost identical 

with that for sero magnetic field, the only effect being that the length for 

supersonic flow decreases slightly with increasing magnetiü field, because of 

the contribution of the magnetic drag tern in the momentum equation. 

In contrast, the results for elevated electron temperature show considerable 

dependence on the magnetic field (see Table 25.3): the electrical conductivity is 

25.S 



T Vi T1   S ; : •=; S T* S 

:- ±' -i -= : 

drag controi 

sonic flaw 

FIK. 25.10 

mBK   AS»    t; Length for 

high ("^10^ mhc/m) so that eleotrieal power extra-jtiun 91 

the flow. The latter is particularly important, the It 

being significantly altered for varying magnetic fieid, 

shews the vaiiation of Mach nuisber with distan^e for vm 

factor, K. A reduction in K causes a significant deer« 

supersonic flow,  in acccrdance with  the  expressis 

Pigs* 25*4 - 25.IO illustrate variation  of the flow parajceters with distance 

and magnetic field.      Except In the  case of Fn^, i^-'O ^e  load factor has a 

constant value of 0»8.       On  thesa graphs  the cui-'\?e f^r B - 0 löpresejits  the 

cases both cf aero aiagnetic field and  squllibrium at the  gaa temperature,   sines, 

as stated above,   the results agree  to within a few percent» 

Figs,  25.11   - 25.15 desoasträte  the variation with distance cf  the 

electrical parameters for equilibrimB at the g-^s  temperature.       In Fig.  25*13 a 

value of 1,0 was used for B;  howeverj   since    Is tnis  case the conductivity and 

velocity are virtually independent of magnetic faeid-   the variation of  power 

output- with distance say he obtained directly for any value of B ty scaling 

according to 

p a  C? ^B^  (l»K)d 

The results for elevated electron temperature  are shown in Figs.  25.14 - 

25.18 as a function of distance and magnetic field«      Since  the length for 

supersonic flsw varies so widely in this   sass,   the graphs are plotted against a 

reduced distance which is the ratio of the dlftanoe  f^om inlst to  channel (x) 

to the  length of suoersonic flow (x_)   (i.e.  di^tan e at whijh M = ^j. - * s     ^ 

25«2-,5    Disoussion 

2592,5.1    Supersonic-subsonic transiti- r 

The systea, expansion nozzle - MPD  channel - diffuser, for the IRD generator 
4 i 

is shown in Fig» 25.19(a) and the originally predicted performance"** (namely, 

acceleration from subsonic to supersonic In the expansion nossl«, supersonic 

flow in the channel with M = i at the exit and subsequent sobsonie diffusion of 

the flew) of curve 1 in Fig. 25,19(b}*  The present calculations indicate that 

«hen B = 0 or when the gas temperature and electron temperature are equal and 

the effect of power extraction on the flew is small, M - 1 will occur at about 

14 cm from the beginning of the channel (see Table 25 *h  Allowing for the 

prcbabl?' Inaccuracy in the estimation cf the friction aid heat transfer 

coefficients;, the present 15 cm channel is  satiafa tcry far these conditions. 

Tha case where T > T however, g^ves considetabiv different results. 
e 
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Pig. 25»4 äJidicstga that M « 1 will oöcur well before the end of the channelj 

a typioal result of this typs is shown by curve 2 of Fig. 25.19(b). M = 1 being 

predicted at the point A.  This is physically impossible in a constant area 

chaimel with boundary layers of constant thickness=  It is probable under these 

eonditlons that the boundary layer will becoise progressively thioker as the Mach 

musber decreases to imity and thifmer when the bulk of the flow becoaes subsonic. 

The flow in this region aay be very ccmpleXj with siany shocks being formed, and 

aay be unstable.  Choking in the channel could cause the mass flow to be reduced 

so that supersonic flow in the noszle would no longer be achieved; an unstable 

system giving alternate choking in the nozzle and channel could possibly occur. 

If this situation is to be avoided. Fig. 25*9  (which shows the distance for 

which M = 1 as a function of sagnetic field) may fee interpreted as indicating 

the fflaxifflum permissible channel length as a function of magnetic field, neglecticg 

the effects of boundary layers. 

25.2.5.2 Flow regime 

The type of flow - laMnar to turbulent - occurring ever a flat plate or 

in a tube is determined mainly by the Reynolds nunbsr, which is a measure of the 

ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force.  For a tube this is 

V D   V D 

y1    '1 

where Vis is the mean velocity across thfl tube, D is the hydraulic mean diameter, 

^ is the dynamic- viscosity and ^ s 1/r- the kinematic visöosity.  The flow is 

usually laminar for Re < 2300 and turbulent for larger values.  However, this 

condition is not strictly obeyed: for example. when extreme care has been taken 

in the design and construction of experimental systems laminar flow has been 

observed at far higher Reynolds numbers.  A transition region, in which 

unsteady turbulent flow occurs, usually exists up to Re ^ 10% above which, for 

many cases, fully developed turbulent flow may be assumed.  Fully developed 

turbulent flow and fully developed laminar flow are amenable to a mathematical 

treatment but there is no adequate model for the transition region. 

Using the continuity equation (25.5) with the mean T'elo-it^ V 
B 

ae s A^" ••••• (25.25) 

and, taking ^ to be that for pure helium and D to be the hydraulic mean 

diameter of the channel, 

D" r~ ..... (25,26) 
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The  Reynolds nuisber is shown in Fig, 25.20 as ä function of tamptrature.  Fully 

developed turbulent flow may not be set up^ since the Reynolds number is 

oonsiderably leas than 10**, 

To estiisate the velocity profile and thicirness of the laminar boundary 

sublayer in the channel, fully devaloped turbulent flow will be assumed and the 

relations given by Eckert'' used.  The velocity profile may be divided into 

three regions depending on the distance away fros the tube wall»  Hsing a 
+ f 

dimensionxess velocity V and a dimensionless distance from the tube waii y 

these regions arei 

lasinar sublayei 

buffer zone 

turbulent core 

In equations (25»27) 

yt 8 ,2 LS 

5 < yt < 50  Vt = 5 In y+ - 3.05 (..(25.27) 

t >  30  Vt 2,5 Iß - 5*5 

1 

and 

where T is the waxl shearing stress given by 

^v 
w 0.2 V 

—T 
Re^ 

m 
.... (25.28) 

so that y = 0.1 Re  g* 

1 

Vt . 6.2 Re8 |- 
s 

..... (25.29) 

where   /2 is  the hydraulic mean radius and y the distance from the wall,  and 

V    is the axial velocity^ given by V    - -S    .      This %felccity distribution, 
V/ '    ' s      0•ö2    2v 
/V ,  is shewn in Pig, 25.21  as a function of     /D for a Reynolds number of 5000. 

In discussing  turbulent flow and velocity profiles it has been assumed 

that the cross-section of the channel is  circular,  taking a mean diameter from 

equation (25*26).      Most MPD  channels, for siagriet economy and other reasons, 

have a rectangular Dross-section und the boundary layer thickness will not be 

uniform over  the  channel perimeter.       Curves of constant  velocity for a pipe 

of  rectangular cross-section  (as  measured by Nikuradse,  in Schllchting    )  are 

shown in Fig. 25.22 as an example of this effect. 
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An ftiditiöiml coBplisatios Goncerna tha entranie oooutioas to  the channel. 

If m  fluid entsrs a charmtl from  a large oontainerj the vslcjity distribution 

in the inlet region mrias with distanse along the ohannel*  Near th« inlet 

region the veloQity distribution is alaost uniforsj changing through viscous 

sffecta until a fully-developed vslocity profile is established and reaains 

constant further downstream.  It is this conatant velocity profile which has 

been disoussed above and which is shown in Pig, 25.21«  Acoorting to Nikuradse 

the fully-developed turbulent velocity profile for a pipe of eircylar cress- 

section exists after an inlet length of 25 tc 40 diameters froa entrance.  The 

value for a rectangular channel is not knowii, even less the velocity profile 

for a supersonic flow eaerging fros a eonvergent-divergent nossle.  Thus the 

above assuaption of a fully developed velocity profile may  weil be incorrect, 

but is limited by present knowledge in fluid meehaniss. 

The above discussion concerning the velocity profile in a channel refers 

to conditions in the absence of a aagnetie f-eld9  For flow in a magnetic field, 

insufficient data is available at present to permit definite predictions of 

turbulen* or laminar flow for a given configuration,  A magnetic field acting 

on an electrically-conducting fluid tends to suppreis turbulence through the 

internally induced electric fields in ssaii rsgiosa of turbulence, the overall 

effect being to flatten the velocity profile.  Thus in the channel of the IKd 

devlee the flow may be in the turbulent t-ansiticn region when the magnetic 

field is sero but laminar for nonzero sagneti- fields abevs a certain /alue. 

Look*  found that a transverse aagneti? field has a stabilising effect on 

the laminar flow of a conducting fluid between parallel plates.  The experiments 

of Lehnert , however, showed a destabilizing effect due to the magnetic field. 

This illustrates that at present the interaction of a magnetic field with a 

moving electrically-conducting fluid is net completely understood, 

19 
fu "  has considered Hartmann flow (laminar and incompressible with viscous 

and jsagnetis forces) to investigate the effeota of reverse currents in the 

boundary layers on the power output of an IPD generator.  The reverse currents 

arise because toe velocity in the boundary layer may be ^esa than the ratio of 
S 

the eieotric to magnetic field (- /B) SO that the plasma is accelerated in this 

region rather than being slowed down.  Thus part of the power generated in the 

sain stream is lost in the boundary layer.  Wu shows that, for the same pressure 

gradient; 

^viscous   _ ^.x 2 

inviscid 

1 - K 
1 - K <F> 

25,^2 

..... (25,30) 



where F a F(y) ii a factor dtt^rslning the 

channel.  lor Hartaaim flow 

<F>. 1 -  J- 

diatrioutAon it 

(25.31) 

for large valyes ef R, t the Hartmann nusahtr,  for thg DtD gsneratorj  tm±n§= 

t-Tpioal ?alues in the ehannel * *V 80 and K = 0, r-ne power ratio xa y^fe« 

Blactean and Jones*'    eatiaat* that the power ratio mm be as 1-tw se ZSl for 

small  shc-ck tube sharmels. 

25»2,5*3    Channel wall lonaes 
f 

The friction f&etor at the wall of the alumina channel has 'been est-iffiated 

the triacosity appreciably 
p 4 

No exoerimental .caax' 

assueing heliüs only to be present.  Cesium affic 

ewing to the large mass, as hftS been shown theorei 

data are at present available and no quantitative estimate of the effect of 

aeedinf has been atteapted.  The tendency will be for the friction .factor to 

increase with increasing cesium seeding. 

Heat loss through the walls has been estimated for alumina, assusing only 

convestion and conduction in the gas»  There say., in addition, be appreciable 

radiation froffi a hot cesiuo plasaa, which should be taken into aocount ir the 

energy balancej no experlffiental data are available upon which quantitatlTt 

estljEates may be based. 

Another assumption implicit in neglecting wail properties is the neglect 

of the power- lost by current leatege through the alumina»  Consideration of 

the highest measured electrical conductivity for alumina"  (o = 10 mhi*/cm 

at 1600 K) shows that the loss of power is smaAi (-* watts) compared with other 

losses (see below for end leakage and eddy current losses). 

25-2,5=4 Electrode processes 

Pain and Smy's^ power generation esperiments with a combo tion-'driYen 

argon shock tube showed that large power outputs could be obtained through an 

MFD interaction without any apparent evidence of estission from the electrodes» 
24- 

These results are contrary to those of Mayoock et ai f »ho have observed 

considerable deterioration of electrodes in an open-cycle combustion device» 

There appears to be no conclusive evidence on the ele-trode emasion mechanism 

in MPD generators, 

25»2.5»5 End loop and leakage loa-g-es 

At the entrance to andexit from the magnetic field region there is a 

reverse flow of electric current, known as eddy current or end loop loss» 



Tids has bsen aonsidtrtd in so«« detail by Sutton"3 and Diung" aaongst othsrs. 

Stitton found that the l^ssss inertas« as  the loading fftotor increases er as 

tii# aspsot ratio of tha Channel decreases.      The losses can best b* offaet by 

extefidlng the Magnetic field region.      Dsung considered the Hall effest in his 

evaluation and found tnat the losses increü? rapidly with ß for a continuous 

elestrode systao, but are not so severe for a aefasnted oonfigurstion,      Suaierical 

valueg showing iiie loss In powt'r output aay be found in these papers» 

In addition to  thtat losaes,   tiae power output of a generator may be 

considerably redused by leakage currents from the generator region to an earthed 

portion of the systsnu      Way et al 7 have ©atiaated this effect for oonstart 

conduetivity throughout the considered length.      Their theory has baes extended 

here for non-eons tant conductivity.      Under theee eoraütions the total poser 

output of a segaented electrode generator when end leakage i- -ur« is 

p « ff ^B2r. (1 - i) (1 -. c) LA ..... (25.32) 

where o and 7 are the average conductivity and velocity in the generating 

region and C is tie snd leakage factor given ly (sas Appendix 25.8)J 

c'^ l1"^^"1^:-J  (25-j3) 
ij 

For a givsn ß in the generator region this ©xpressioa shows that eid leatoee 

decreases when   /2s decreases and when     /a decreases.      for the present IED 
I. * 

fyitSE   /2s is large (^ io) ana     /& in the downstr^aiB part of tha generator 

will be close to unity,  jwlng to the small amount of xesoablnation ocoorring 

over the distance s(^ i   ea.)|  thus the end losses aay be expected tj be high. 

Fig» 25.23 ».hows Case function of   /2s for several values of ß and when ^a/ersl, 

while Fig, 25,24 shows C as a function of ^a/c for several values of ^, 

To reduce end leakage there aust be a considerable length of free insulator 

at each side of the active geiterator region and the cosductivity should be staall 

outside the active region.      If the saagnetis field is cerreetly designed there 

should be little leaiage upstreaB when   /2a is saall.      Downstream of the 

fe-entrater TuBion the »ase applies, with the additlo» that recombination sill 

also act to decrease the electron density, which however is high in the generator 

region (see Fig, 25.25(c)),      If the AöTOStrees leakage la approoiable and the 

length of insulator Is   tisited by external pressure requireaenta it say be 

necessary t^ tntrcduoe soae electron attaching element tr radloal don^treas of 

the generator region to reduce  the conducti'/ity. 
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25.2.5.6 Geslus djaajaoiation 

fh« sffect of the al,aiöolation 

Ca ?i Cs    + e 

£=1    OJjäälUtü nm   r*i;j. 

«   «  «   £   ft (25.34) 

on "On rpecifio heat of an «quillbrius sixtur-e of oeaius is shown in Fie. 2P=,26 

^JTWI Ciiftea ^ ),  The imnges of tsmperaturs and pressure in the -sha.wisl for 

the oonditiens of interest here are 900° - 1ö0C'"K and 40-120 iss of Hg (total 

pressure), that is, eeaiun pressure 0,4 « 1.2 ©m of Hg,  For these conditions 

the effeot of diasociatloa is small (Fig« 25,26)  and the ipeoifio heat of cesim 

is elose to the value  14/2 = 4,95 ta3/0K Eole far any 

helium£ 

aatoaic gas, ineluding 

Fig. 25#&7 (also from Clifton"'"} shows the Deroentas 

vapour f s a funotioa of tseperÄturs for vax-i 

or US« xn eesiua 

i^iouB L-i-xaji v s^xi* sressures. The 

lowest oesiuM teBperatur« and pressure antioipated in the chenn©! will be 900OK 

and 0»4 iBB Hg (at the channel entrance)«  For these oonditions less than 

0,01 atomic persent CSg will be present (Fig, 25-27)| thus there nil! be no 

noticeable sontribution i» the npecifis heat of oesiuai from,  the reaction 

for .0 eouiiilsriuffi Figs» 25»26 and 25.27 ha-re been deriföä aasusing 

a non-aquilibriuffi systes, as for example when eleetron heating occurs, 

ilasociatioa of eeiiuo bj the above reactions (equations 25»34 and 25.35) ffisy 

bate a pronounced effect on the specific heat of tho gas mixture* 

25.3    I0KIZATI0H K)H»!KülLimiW 

25*3*1    Introduotion 

In the previous section the results obtained »hen the MPD equations for 

constant area flow, taking into account waü friction and heat traosfer, wer» 

solved for the cases of Ionisation at the a USSUiyei , ,ture and. at w eiectron 

temperature9      The eemputer pro^aaee used was, iioare-ffer, not sufficiently fast 

or versatile to permit all the required inTest^gatiuus to be uMertakea. 

Preliainary results obtained with a faster (machine orders) prograome, in which 

several important fflodifications and ge^rali sations of the previous equations 

have baen mads, will now be discussed.      One of  tne uaBt ioportant mocüfieaHons 

is th# use 01  an equation governiiig Bsag»ttically~induc»sd ioniEation aea- 

equilibrium* 

25.3*2    Equations 

The K a«rgy equation for a compressible fluid in  ,hs absence of maesetic 



iBt«paetieiis ii"^ 

.e «8 = -¥> (V^.) Ate  (25#36) 

ffee adl^atie wall tasB#r»tur« (f    ) for aubaosia flew is d«fin#4 by sw rf 

f» ' Ä6 + ^^ T| ••••• (25.37) 

tbi* ÄÄflBltleB Bsy aot be valla for supeysonie flow* 

Thm he&t transfftr eeeffici#nt (h) is sqiatioa (25.36) is obtained from the 

frisMea faotor ff) using lajaelda asalo^y: 

h « ßW^/2t ..... (25.38) 

^ish is aeoüimte to & faw peposnt for- fully de'relopM turbulest flew«  Osing 

the frlotisB faetor (sea bale«) 

f = 0,079/l^lA ..... (25.39) 

&*** fa - O.CJff^C^^1/4 ..... (25.40) 

te &ltarmti?# wa& of ejqpMssing tlie heat transfer oeeffioient is by mmns of 

the ttaatoa aiajbar: 

b - e¥C St 
P 

Ifsiai this as^'essi^m, tsfathar with tbt i^latiea 

St s 

the aBpirie&l relation obtalaed by Durhaa at al  fer heli^ffi (aeglaotlag ^trance 
affacta) ia 

aai a Praaitl i^^sr sf 0.75 gives 

Mu s 0.03aaa'8 I¥0*4 

b = 0.0W5^^ y^e0*2 , 

wblsb is ia fair agraaateat with equation (25.4Ö)*     Iquatisn (25,W) is used 
is the präsent ealoalatiuaa. 

fha aoaeattm eqiiftti«B for a eoopreaslble fluid in the abaenoe of magnetio 
lataraatioiis is 

adY + Mp«-   ÜgMS ..... (25^1) 

»bare the ft^.etion eoaWioient (#) la iafined as the ratio wall shewing stress 

t© the %BaBis h9a& of the stream: 

f = Zr/pV2 ..... (2  Ja) 

(lotai the f rlstion eoefficient is soaetises defined as four tiaes greater than 
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thii).  According to lektrt and Drak«  for fully dtveloped turbulent flc« the 

fyiction ootffioitttt is giveri by Blssius's law 

1A a ■^ 
* • • * * \Zj mk?3 J 

where a* is a ceeffioiant equal to 0.079 and the leynolds number is ealcialated 

with the mean Yelosity in the channel and the hydraulis diameter (D). 

Combination of equations (25.3). (25.36) ana (25.40) with the addition of the 

©Itctriöal energy extraotios term yields the MPD constant-area energy equation 

-iS 

Sa' (f ^ ) % aw w    /, .%  A —175—- * (1^) - ..... (25*44) 

CofÄinatien of equations (25*3), (25.4.1), (25.43) and (25.A.1), t-ogether with the 

aagnetic braking force tern, yields the MPD constant area sosentus equation 

ET 
 o 

Y2 
E % 
f äx 

/A A 

Se '' s/^ 
Ciix 1) f ••• (25.45) 

For a coordinate system with a plassa flowing in the positive x  direction and a 

ffiagnetio field in the positive i direction 

2l 

1.2 ..... (25«4ä} 

and 

i Q x 3} s - 

2 
(i^/.^d-K) + #/^ 

(14 ̂ /^e'Jd^/i5 
,,.,. (25.47) 

where for a solid-electrode generator iL= 0, for a 8e^ented'»eleotJ.',ode generator 

Kt, = 1-K, and for a Kail generator K = Oi in the present calculations a se^ented- 

eleotrode aystea has been evaluated. 

One of the sore iuportant differences between these investigations and 

those reported in Section 25»2 is the use of an equation giving the rate of ohange 

of electron temperatüre due to  electron heating, collAsional mrmr^"' exchange and 
-     .       - ' .     .       . 53 aonisaticn or deioniEatxon processes"    : 

f n k¥ y^ 
2    ©      dx 4.r - 3E6nsk(fe-5)l) u 

fan 

1 \ä i- 
.e (25.48) 

In equation (25*48), 

oV2!2 ^r = 
8  2K2 

C1<) L (i^Av 
+ C1-K)2 J ••••• \25*49) 
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Ma^ii^ that iettts«tloB is aettmiBsi tmm this by the ssBditien ttat th« two 

i^tts aust be Bqvml »t «quiiibrlua, 

2 
3 

(&),-.' 

a        /a 
-t «1. 

2    \a ••] .,.». (25.50) 

f^ total rate ef ehanf« of elsetroa eonesntratloa is ^taiaed trom tharate <£ 

shaaft due to iooisatloa tod «eoÄiaatioa plus the rate of ehanfe due t© ©wall 

ehaages ia the gas dsusityi tlwa 

2, 
¥ 

4a 
i 

ix •   ^a3 

•   va's       --* p     a 
>•••• (25*51} 

the eattalpy eqttatloa (t5»5) 

df 

dx " dat   ~ C     dx 
P 

«ad fi^ ths coatimiily eqiatiaa (fca* a eeastaiit-area gsierat«*) 

••••• C25»52} 

, .4  ^ 
dx ?   dx ••••• \25«53} 

f^ six siauitaiieous dtffepantlal e^atloas (25.44), (25,45}^ C25«48)f (25,51) 

{i^M) aod (25.53) as-e iategrat-ed usiai th« auxiliary equations (25.46), (25,47) 
imM) aa4 (25.50). 

i« Saha ftmotioaal ionlfatioa is feuad froa 

Z 

1-1 

m 
^ 2   =   IflÄjr   V mm* C- Ä/Tt) »,,,, (25.54) 

s 

where 
iVt 

y 
Mi 1 

•**,• (25.54a) 

L = tV^/k 

fh« a^ilihrlaa elestrea aad atoa eonctBtrstions am given hy 

^t a a (1+1 ) Iff #••.##     \^5»^J5/ 

, ,    (1-1 ) («.). (na)s . f        " •*••# (25»56} 

?he ^as-equilihriim a to» concentrstioas are ohtalaed froa 
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a   s ^-   - ii*X)n m. 

and 
% 

where 

and 

% 
— 

AV      ' 

Jf s 

X K 

& 
9 

Vna 

.,... (25.57) 

..... (25.59) 

...-. (25.60) 

..... (25.61) 

fh« scalar eleetrical eonductivity i.s found from the usual expresaien (see 

Secticin 25 •2*2) aM ti» 11^.1 aM ion effects are fotiiid using 

ana 

wbers 
'if ^\ * W 

..... (25.62) 

.,.,* (25.63) 

fhe ressinitig quantities required for the solution of the six  differentia, 

eq-aations are given in Section 25.2. 

25»J*3 MttBerical_§olütion of equationa 

The set of equations gi^en in Seoticn 25.J.2 ffi^ be solved by a föiaerioal 

step ffiethcd to give the Yariatisn of flew and field parameters aloag the chaufiel 

length.  Initially the values of the aair* «ariables (f .f.f ,f ^n   and p) are 

iutMUi at the ohanael inlet.  Proa equation (25*59), knowing the aass flow, the 

chaniitl cross—sectional area and the gas coTiStaßt the total pressure (pu) say be 

found»  Rowing |u ^d the seeding fraction (defined in {23*6Q)) the ctsiia atoa 
i. 

concentration (n ) can oe lÄtained frem equation (25*57) anä* using (25.58)t the a 
heliiffi atom coneentration.  Knowing the electron = cesiuaatuffl and helius aton 

concentrations the total electronio and ionic collision frequencies can be found 

uslng eaiiations (25.14) and (25«64-}| all eolliaion cress sections we assiaed 

constant in these preliainary caleulatiena ?'■« the ©xseption of that for electron 

ion collisions (equation (25.17))*  using equptions (25,62}s (25.63) and (25,11), 

fi t fi.  and ü  can now be •»«lusted.  feowiaf the seeding fraction and the electron 

and cssiiiB a tea concentrations the aon-equilibriusi fract-ional Ionisation (X) is 
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feäBd fpoiE eqwitloa (I5,|l),      fhsn, mlug the equillbrium fraoUocal ieaisatioa 

twm •quatien (25.5%), til« «tuilibri^ •l«ctiien mi c-tsiia «to« soactntratioas 

Wt foiisd fro« equatiom C25.55) «id (25.56). 

This rathsr iaelagwit proesdyr» 'outllttM abov«) is i^^iired if th« 

aas^^tlea §f lew fraetioiial ionlmatlon is set Talid (as is oftta time for th» 

eaae sf •xtrathtr^l ioaliatioB) and wh«a asa-aquilibriiia extratheisal ionliatioa 

is ia«atig»t«4, that is when equatiea (25*40} is used rather than the sisple 

«EpMisiea dariwed trem it (•(piatiQa (25.22)). 

It is rm possihl© te iategrat« ths six siBultaaesus differtatial 

•ttmtieas (25,44), (25^5), (25.48), (25.51), (25.52) and (25.53).     This is 

^»isd ©ut using the faurtb-örder luagt-fcitta proc«s wMch requires eTaluatioa 

si »»eh of the dsrivatiTts at the point aadar ooaaideratisai  these are obtaiBSd 
fts fells»s. 

Trim tqyation (25^) l^ is oaleulated using the TiHuts of ^ , J, aM o 
fe^rf, prmfikouslyt than usia^ 

-7   2/5 ^ «5.1*10 { T^ ...., (23.15) 

the Kejfa&Xds ü^äier 

" aft ..... (25*o6) 

la ehtaiaed,     liiag a racoraiy faeter of 0.85 ia aquatioa (25.37), f     is 

Ät^a^ aad, siaoe f^ la »applied as data, ffl^dst (eqtatiea (25.44)} is ohtai^d. 

Pslaf «/dx mä e^alaatlai «Ration (25^47) m/äx is foöai tmm equation (25J*.5). 

»talaiag 1| J* from a^öatioa (25.49) aM the values of ^a )  . (a )    mat 9 

aleaiatad Am*, m^&t is found frm. equation (25*48).      Kaewiai df/dx aad 

«/ix, squatioa (25.52) ^LTe« ä^dxi equation (25.53) giT«s ^/ix and thus 

ds^djE «n be araluatsd usim •fSÄtiea (25,51). 

the iatepmtioa procass giTos values of f ? Vä f, f f # ^ a   at x s h 

TO«^ h is the step langth.      a« öove ^ocedure is then repeated along the 

ehaaael until the exit tüstanee is reached or until the Mach aus£sr beooaes unity, 
»hai*upoa the oalciilatiOB »tops» 

25.3*4   Dissuasion and result» 

Several iaportaat differences bet»e« the irorsatigatioas r eported in 

iection» 25.2 and 2f .3 hfeve already been sea: loned.      In eddition to teese 

Üffareaces the fai. ceastaat, specific heat a*  constant pressure aad ratio of 

»pacifie heats uaad in the ealculatloas of seotioa 25*5 are those for a hellua- 

easia» aürtu« rather than for pure heliim as is Seotioa 25,2S      fMs, althoufb 



tht chamiel tntraiioe 4ata are stlf-eonsistaiit a^d o^oimxY Approxisats the nosilt 

exit aonditiens in aest rtapeeta, there is not eosplete agrsenent since the 

prtitnt fiosgle Galeulations espley data for purm helium*      The manner by shioh 

the gas eoast&nt for « e«slua-heliuffi ssixture is ORiGuiated is given in Chapter 23 

of this report*  for a 1 /ö eesluffi-heliaffi mixture  the gas eon*-tar»t is about 
i 

75 Per ctnt of that for pure heliua, 

fhe essential differenee between the present  aaicalations and the earlier 

ones (Seotion 25»2) is that non-equilibriuffi calves of eleatron temperaturt aad 

eonoentratioft aay be ©mLii&ted.      Thus the effects on the flow and eleotrioal 

parameters of entrance to and «seit from    mm generator rsgion say be sxaained 

in some detail»      For examplej if non-equilibrium flow ooeurs in  the nossle, the 

effects en generated pm&T in the chancel may be sjEamiaed;  the deoay of eleetrioal 

©Ojaduetivity oa exit from the magnetie field region and its effeot en end leakage 

can also be Imrestigated,      Th9 contiittiatien of Bon=*aqullibri«s flow fron the 

nossle into the channel in the absence of magnetie field oan also be esasined« 

In the present projraai« the sagnetic field is a step functionr being lero oatside 

the generator region*      Later calculations say enable the jaagaetio fieM st^nfth 

to be varied as a function of channel distance, 

the »all temperature (f ) ean be expressed as f 
w 

when sufficient «Äperimentai data on wall tempsrati 

be used») 

l Jn  this T=rss sent progra^e oniy 

4--~r-.~i-* ft on or enannex aistaneej 

a va^^xaoie his will 

Under typical operating conditions in the channel the heat transfer 

ceeffieient, h (equation (25»40), deriired from leyno^ds analo»-), used in Seetiea 

25.J is about three times greater than that ef Section 25,21 this will not sake 

a great differenee to the flow conditions when power extraction occurs. 

fhe only eeleulations carried out to 4 ate have been with a sepiented-eleetrsd« 

systemi how©T#rf the prop*aMse can readily be used for either a soiid-electrode 

or Hall generator configuration, but no sceoimt is taken of finite se^entatioa. 

In later versions of the HD MPD channel, eleotrodea are placed only in the ceatral 

rsgion of the ohannel, and long blank sestions are left at either end to rsduce 

end leakage,  fhe flow in these three separate regions of the channel can be 

exaatineä by varying the loading faster appropriately, that is» KslCand therefore 

£,»0) in the channel region where mo  electrodes exist« 

In equation (25»48)» I is a factor 45CGunting for inelastic collisions 

and a ncn-Maxwellian distribution, fi¥#n t-y 

ZjtMM.s Q MM. 
• ««•« (25»e7,ä 
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«btr© 

J 
31 

n * 2*3. •■•£•   ^&5«ö8/ 

la th« preseBt oalciilfttions I « 1  is assumei. bat this oar. readily he mm&gM to 

tato ist© meesüiit swell «^«ets «s 3Ji«lastie ooHisior*s due to aelecular impurities. 

In tquatioB (25*50) th« thr«t body tltetron-tltctroo-ioa rtso^liiatisii 

eetffieiejit us«d is that gi^to by HIBE©? and Hi-ashberg    i 

a - mjflO"20^"'/1 j .....  (25.0) 

this has bssa shown to be the sost appropriate under IPD generator conditions'^, 

btiaf elese to tm  reeest »alu« ©btaiiwd by Bates et al . 

the data used for the oaleulatioBS reported here is tabulated in Tsble 25,k 

it is siallar is seYeiml respests to that fiireB in fables 25»2 and 25.3 for tt« 

oaloulatioBs of Section 25.2.  figs, 25.28 to 25.35 inclusive show the results 

obtainsi using this data for a aagnofcic field strenith of 0,5f 3  (Note the 

»eal-logarittaie seales of Figs. 25.32.. 25*3J and 25,34,)  These curves say 

be eoapared with the corresponding oass for the calc-alati^ of SeetiOB 25 «2. 

Äile the general form of mmt  the the ei^^es correspond, there are several points 

w&ttbg ©f note, as outlined below» 

fig. 25*32 shews the electron tejiperature as a funotion of distance down 

the chaansl,  fhe rapid rise of electron temperaturt (within the first oeatiaetre 

fr^ channel islet) is ole^ly Tisible.  This finite rise tMe for the eleetron 

^^eratwt is governed, through equation (25^S),tey the rate at which mnmre? is 

sappMed to t^ electrons by the eleotrio field, tha rate at which it is lost by 

•lestio sellisioas and by ionising eellisiori.  When these processes equilibriate 

th« eleetron t^^erature is close to the value given in Pig, 25,14 which was 

stained using the equilibriiffi fons of equation (25.48) (that is, equ-tion (25.22)) 

tm  the same sagnetlc field (the ainor differences are due to the use of slightly 

different constants}» 

However, although the eleetron teaperature rises rapidly, the electron 

eoacentratioa, which is obtained froa equation (25,51J^ follows this variation 

mteh Bore slowly, as say be seen froa Fig. 25.33 (oospare with Fig. 25,16). 

f^ing m average flow velocity of 3000 ^sec in the ehaanel the rise time for 

«leetron eoncentimtioö is -30 iisec, ooapared with 3 «sec for the electron 

teaperatare,  fhis rate of rise of electron oonoentmtion is deterained froa the 

inverse process of ftrte body eleetron-eleetron-ion reo&wtlmtion as given by 

Maaov and llrsciberf,  Wille this procedure say be in soae ei-ror far frm 

eqpillibriuffi. an Jffip'Alished survey of several quoted ele.;tron-at©m ionisation rates 

25.22 



snows that thty are coaaidsrablj further from afrMmeiit thari the rscosbiaätioa 

rätsg. 

Tht slow rate of rist of electron eessäenträtion will probably not be 

signifieast in a larfe-scale IffD g«ii»r»top, but the influenne on the HD chanatl 

say o© v#ry important» 

fig. 2i*»34 shows th« sealar electrieal oonductivitj of the helius-oesius 

plaass detei^ined from  equation (25.11)*  As expec-t©i#the conductivity folios 

the general form of t-h« electron eoneentration curfew being initially low, and 

rising slowly to a value of M30sho/ffi (octtpare Fig, 25,17)5  The small drop in 

eondijetlvity in the first centiffietre ohannel distance is a real affect and ©ccun 

beoause the electron tesptratur« here has inereased ffic=ra rapidly than the electren 

scnoentration« 

The speoifis powar (power output per imit ohannei volume) is shown in 

Fig« 25«35 as a function of distane© down the channel.  Aa with the eleotrieal 

ooMuotivity there is a saall drop in power in the first ogntirotr® of ciasnel 

for the same i^asoo»  Hie specifie power then increases rapioly» being 

deteratiae-d primarily by the i^,te of increase of electrical cc-nduotivity«  A 

^ttiaiffl value {- 32 Wfi/is ) is reached, beyond which the speeific power deoreasea. 

The r eason for this is that the electrical c-onduetivity has become sensibly 

constant but the flow velocity is decreasinf at an increasingly rapid rate. Tim 

area under the curve multiplied by the channel cross sectional area (4,8 oa ) 

yields an ideai power output of about 0,8löfe;. (neglecting effects of finite 

segmentation) for a magnetie field (B) of 0.5 i 
rn#= r=r* ower output increases 

approxiEately as 

Cosparison with the previously determined corresponding figures for B«0«5 

shows that a Mach number of unity for the present calculations occurs at xa14.ea 

from inletj coapared with about 10 cm for calculations of Section 25«2 (see 

fig» 25*9 for ex^ple}»  This arises nainly because of the lower average aagnstlc 

interaction in the latest calculations, mainly due to lower levels of eleotrieal 

conductivity. 

While only a few simple calculations using th© latest programme have been 

reported here several other investigations can and will be made»  Although 

the programe is by no means ideal, omittlngj for example = the effects of finite 

electrode segientatlon, MPD boundary layer fomation, electrode sheath fomation 

and flow iahomofeneities, it is cofiBiderably more general and versstile than 

proframses hitherto used for MPD investigations= 
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APPENDIX 25.A 

DBlIVmON OF STA&MTIQN TMPEMTURE 

Prom equations (25,3) and (25.4/ 

aR dT    sRTdV 
dp = ^n/ 

while from equation (25.3) 

2 
Ar 

dT = dT - p^ 
o  C 

P 

Combining these equations gives an expression for dp in terms of T and V only: 
0 

.....  (25.A.1) 
dp = ^   ,   a(r-l)dV    ,fE£!I   t mCr-DdV 

Using equations (25»2) and (25»3)  to eliminate pi 

"T"   + ^ + """ÄI)— + ^ (^KJVdx = 0 

aiid using equation (25.A.1) to eliminate dp gives an expression in which the only 

variables are x, V and T: 

inRdT 
m(^  ^ol^ Z^o 
_ 2Ar  " Av2 J     AV   

+ w+ oB (1-K) Vdx = 0 • «••• ^tp»"*"^/ 

When this is combined with the energy equation (25*1) to eliminate dr' a linear 

differential equation of first order for T in terms of V is obtained; 
0 

in which 

K^p        iK2V2+K5)KkTo        K-V(^+JL) 

K^  - mCyA 

Kg = frB2K(l-K) 

K*   - mR/A 

K6 = ^^aw'V  ^-OACpD 

. (25^.3) 

Kj - mif+iyzky. 
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Equation (25.A*3) a&y be written in the usual form: 

dT 
• • « • •     \£P«Ä *H* ) 

^(V) 

^(v) 

^ Vi(v)sgi(v) 

where ^(v) and g^V) are functions of V given by: 

The solution to this equation is obtained by multiplying through equation 

(25.A.4) by the integrating factor, exp \  fAl)^f , and then integrating the 

resultant equation.      This operation yields an expression far stagnation temperature 

in terms of velocity: 

'5V'  -Kg/ 

where SU = K^/K,- 

T    = o 
^1, 

p—S j^^o (1. J )       dV 

«»(T -T,)(y-i) 

• • • •• \25»A»5/ 

' 2r   L 
gB^Kd-K) 

—    + 

.^-0E2(l-K)(i=lK-,)_ 
A] 

and     K1oS X^-i 
K. 

Provided V> Kg,  (1  - 15^/v )        may be expanded binoraially and the integral 

in equation (25.A.5)  then becomes: 

f     2K.n+2 2K,. 2K.  -2 
^ /  (V^0     -a^   10 + a2ir   10 ...  ) dV 

where 

2So        JSo* „2K10^ 
-a1v + a2V ...  ) dV   (23«A.6) 

a1  = 
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a2S 

a. 

2! 

3! 

When the magnetic field is norwero there are no singularities  so that the integral 

may be evaluated to  give 

T    = o 
iv2^) 

+ J^+ ** ± 
10"     -10-■      {2K10-i)v

2      (ai^Q-j)^ 
+ ... 

const 
.1+2 K10 J  (25^.7) 

where b.  = = * X2al  + S 
b2 = K2a2 - ^ 

b3 . - K2a3 . ^ 

\ = ' Vi - ^'3 
«to. 

K11E 
: V^Kj. and 

Prom this equation To is obtained as a function of velocity. 
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APPENDIX 25.B 

MD LSAKAGE LOS^S 

The power output of an MPB generator is 

P S I  . J LA 

s E    J    U 
z    2 

for the co-ordinate ays too of Fig.25» 25(a) 

For a segmented electrode system with no end leakage 

1 = - KVB 
* 

J = o VB(1-K) 

P = o V2B2K(l-K)U 

..... (25.B.1) 

..... (25.B.2) 

••*.* (25.B.3) 

..... (23.B.4) 

* a *.» (25.B.5) 

Way it al" sufiest that end leakage losses say be accounted for by use of an 

end leakage factor which is contained in the current term! 

thus 
.27 

so that 

Js = (1-C)(1-K)OVB 

According to their calculations 

.2 

2s 

..... (25.B.6) 

..... (25.B.7) 

..... (25.B.8) 

L is the active length of generator and s the distance between the outer 

electrodes and the adjacent earthed portion of the (sysaaetric) system (Pig.25425(a)) 

Way's end leakage factor has been estixaated assuming a constant conductivity 

froa x~0  to x=L +28.  However, with electron heating, the electrical 

conductivity is much higher in the magnetic field region than it x&  outside it; 

thus this assumption is no longer true.  For this case an alternative expression 

may be obtained for 0, as shown below.  The magnetic field is assumed constant 

in the region L and aero outside these limits, corresponding to the ideal 

practical case. 

For the co-ordinate system of Fig. 25*25(a) 

J * —Ay (!*+/? I*) 

J  s ffl* 
y  y 

  (25.B.9) 

..... (25.B,10) 
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1 +p 

where 

Now 

E* * E + V x B   (see Harris and Cohine 

V sVjV =V =0 
x    ' y   z 

B = B | B = B -0 
y    x  z 

28^ 

so that E* 
X 

s E 
X 

1* s S 
y 

E* 
2 

= s 
z 

+ VB 

and 

y  y 

Jy = —^T (E + VB + ^B ) 
Z  1^2  2 

..... (25.B.11) 

..... (25.B.12) 

  (25.B.13) 

.  (25,B.1if) 

..... (25.B.15) 

..... (25.B.16) 

  (25.B.17) 

  (25.B.18) 

..... (25.3.IS) 

For a segmented electrode generator with no end losses J =0, and J = 0: thus 

E = - ^(E + VB) x   r v z    ' 

When end lealmge does occur a similar form for £ may be assumed: 

Sx « - ^a(l2 + VB) 

  (25.B.20) 

..... (25.B.21) 

where 'a' is a constant to be evaluated, then 

(l-a)(E + VB) 
2 

Jx " .  „2 W 

and j = e ÜaMI (S + VB) 
z      1^2      2 

.— (25.B.22) 

..... (25.B.23) 

lx and Bz refer to the field« within the generator region L. For a segmented 

electrode generator Ix is negative (see equation (25.B.20)) thus the potential 

alsng the axis of the generator is as shown In Fig,23.25<i)X The total voltage 

aeveioped axially along the generator is - LE , thus the field in the end region 

LE 

& 2s 

and the current density is 

J - 0 E 
X    3  8 

..... (25.B.24) 

..... (25.B.25) 
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where 0g is  the eonduetiTity in the end region, whioh differs from that in the 

active region cr. 

Using equations (25.8..?-!),  (25..8*22),  (25.B.24) and (253,25) gives 

1 

0 L(1^) 
i+   J   ,.     ,  

ff      2a 

From equations (25^,3), (25.B.6) and (25.B.23) 

..... (253,26) 

C =ä_Uzsl   C25.B.27) 
^2 

2 
thus C s 

1^ 
-I . 1  | ##### (25.B.28) 2 W   ^^J2 

?S<T       * 1 

Inspection of this equation shows that it reduces co Way's  expression (equation 
(25.B,8)) when a    = a.      The equation may be ro-written as 

- T G 

"10 ——  tm    (253.29) 
(14^)L  c 

s — + 2 
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INPUT VALUES TO CHAMEL (SEMI-FROZEN FLOW IN NOZZLE) 

N, 

N   =   3 .  x1018 in'3 

.«21    -3 
Ca 

N. He 

VB-CS* 

e-He 

e-Cs 

TOT 

-    k      *10 m 

=    1 .2 x10'' sec 

9 -i 
=   4-,8 x10^ seo  ' 

9 -1 
=    2.4 xiO sec 

« m    8.3 xiO9    sec"1 

a = 10        itiho.m 

F =    5      x10    nesftor 

T = 874CK 

V - MOO 2..  sec" 

= 2500OK 

h    = 

m        m 
A -A 

aw   w 

r 

m 

f 

A 

C 

TABLE 25.2 

CQNSTAKTS OF CHANNEL 

102 watt. m"2. 0K'1 

1000OK 

^ 1.656 

m. 5,6x10      kg.   sec 

= 10 

?.. 

E    = 
u 

W    = 

= 4.8x10 * a 

= 5.192x103 m^.sec"2.   0K"
1 

8.31Cx103  Joule.kgs"1.   0K'1 

4.003 

0.8 unless otherwise stated. 



TABU 25.3 

BISTAKCB FROM mi? AT WHICH M« 1   (for conditions of Tables 25.1  and 25.2) 

B = 0 x      =    14*25 * 10"2 a 

0.5 10.90    ) 
) 

1.0 4.04-3 )    elevated T 

1;5 1 .627 ) 

0.5 14.18    ) 
)    equilibriuffi T    = T 

1.0 14.06    ) * 



TABLE 25.4 

DATA gem CALCULATIONS OF SECTION 25.3 

HILIUM-CESIUM MITTURES 

CHÄNN1L CONSTANTS 

X ^  0.01 

R^      = 1569 joule/ksau K 

MIX t\.^v   s   1 »6657 

3 a 0.5 wtbers/ffi'1 

K = 0.8 

a' = 0.079 

CpMIX^ 3926 joule/kgffi.0K 

m = 0.00645 kgs/sec 

D = 0.01690 m 

A = 0.00048 m2 

T        ^ 1250oK 
w 

STARTING DATA 

P1 = 0.0376 kgm/E5 

T1 = 8750K 

n ^ 3.1018/1B
3 

«1 

T 4 = e750K 

V.j - 3570 fl^/sec 

' 4     « 2500OK 
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Read in constants,   initial valu« 
of paraffleters, values of v 

I 
I Calculat© constants independent 
'      of c ^ . 

Put J<i in J+t0 n 
(as fir^t approximation) 

  iFrzn 
Calculate constants containing 

jc + J+1on a = 

J+1 Calculate J    T0 as f(v)  [iqn^S.A.?; 

1 
Use J+1Tol  

j+1y to obtain 
p, T, M etc. 

Set €    = 1000, Ye     ,   = 0 

Te» = Tem-1  + ^ 
Calculate rj (Te) = Z [Iqn. 25,24 

Test if Z > 0 

_YSS NO 
^' 

^ 

Subtract em tram feffi 

«B+1 * Vio 
Test if fm>io-4 

a 

YES' NO. 

j  CalcaMte ^ne^.  J+1<yn+1 

Test if ^    ü J+1 ,  j+1 
n+1 n 

NO— > 
nsn+1 

tES 
t 

;   Calculate A x [Eqn.2J.7 
j   Print results j 

_ls_^1 
STOP 

rtOW  DIAGRAM   OF COMPUTER    PROGRAMME  ELEVATED   ELECTRON   TEMPERATURE 

FIG 25 3 
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cross sectionai area 

function defined in App» 25.B. equ, 25#B»21 

functions defined on App,25-.A 

friction coefficiont constant 

magnetic field strength 

functions defined on App. 25.A 

end leakage factor 

specific heat at constant pretsure 

hydraulic ffiean diameter 

distance between lectrodes 

electric field strength 

eiectric field strength in end region ^see App.25»B) 

electronic charge 

velocity distribution factor (see equ. 25.50) 

friction coefficient 

function defined on p.25.2? 

function defined on p.25»27 

heat transfer coefficient 

unit Teeter in +x direction 

electric current density 

loading factor 

axial loading factor 

functions defined on App. 25-B 

functions defined on App, 25.E 

functions defined on Apt. 25.B 

Boltzzsann'f cons tan* 

active length of generator 

see equ. 25.5^a 

Mach number 

mass flow 

electronic mass 

Nusselt muaber 

^article number density 

power output 

Prandtl number 

pressure 

perimeter (=2(b+d) for rectangular channel) 
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coiiision cross dection 

gas constant 

Reynolds nuaber 

Ha.rtsisnn number 

Universal gas constant 

recovery factor 

Staritc-n nussber 

length of insulator 

static gas temperature 

adiiabatic wall temperature 

electron tesperatur« 

stagnation tesperature 

wall temperature 

flow velocity 

ionization potential 

sean flow velocity in channel 

flow velocity along axis 

randca particle velocity 

molecular weight 

fractional ionization 

distance along channel froa. inlet 

length with M>1 

distance froa channel wall 

recombination coefficient 

Hail ooefficisnt 

ratio of specific heats 

see equ, 23*%& 

factor -1 (see Sections 25.2,22 and 25.3,4) 

permittivity of free space 

seeding fraction 

function defined in equ, 25.24 

function defined in equ(25.l8) 

particle mobility 

dynamic viscosity 

collision frequency 

kinematic viscosity 

density 
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meen collision time 

wall shearing stress 

function defined in Sect, 25.2=3 

function defined in Sect. 25.2,3 

cyclotron frequency 

direction of axes in Cartesian coordinates 

electrons, ions and atoms 

jth species 

total 
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order of iteration (in computations) 

Saha equilibrium conditions 

parent gas atom 
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total 
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section 25.3 
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velocity interval (in computations) 

dimensionless quantity 
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T    ^      WiiW-'Tiin* ^  • LJ •       ff -L ÜL4. |1 Q ü. 

Direct-current MPD generators are  genei-aliv of twg  types according to the 

working fluid;     the open-cycle combustion generator and  the  closed-cycle generator, 

probably with s  nucieer heat   source.       High  gas   velocities are  advantageous in 

each.       However,  the  losses associated with transonic  flow will probably be 

prohibitive;     gas  velocities consistent with high  subsonic Mach numbers  should 

lead to greatest overall  economy. 

The  open-cycle  generator is  suitable  for u B as a  topping unit lor an 

otherwise  conventional  steam  cycle but it   seems likely that a  certain amount 

of oxygen enrichment will prove to be necessary.       Consequently,   the -oecific 

heat (CpJ   of  ihe  gas  will be high and the effective  ratio   jf  specific heats  {t ) 

will not  be zsuch greater than unity, '       For a given pressure   ratio across  the 

generator the temperature drop will  thus be  relatively  small and constant velocity 

flow will not  differ    greatly  from flow at constant Mach number. 

The closed-cycle generator will almost  certainly  use  an inert gas having a 

high ratio of specific heats.       In this case  constant Mach number flow will almost 

oertainly be more  economical   than flow  at constant  velocity.        It   is  proposed  to 

establish a  general  treatment  of the  case of constant  Mach number flow of a 

monatomic gas,   so  that the various  types  of generator for example,   as  described 

by Linoley")   become  special cases. 

ffiORY 

me one-oimensionai. iiow equations are 

energy:   p JCp -r- + PU    T" r  dx ax 

_1?    T 
"xAx 

a I 
^(T-To) 
u 

ox      dx -I  E  - ~   P^r 

P RT # * « * • \ 

26.1 



FIG25-29 

continuity! m      -     ß 

k     * number: ■RT 

Sifferentiatin« equfition 
1     dU 
U   dx 2T    dx (2b. 5)   gives 

and substitution of (26.3),  (26.5),  and (26,6)   into (2 

«   »   »   \   £l '--' ♦ V j 

id (26.2)   gives 

(El    + E.I,J 

pUT CpJ 
4St (1   - -sr • • • • » \ ^ Ö • 

1     d; 1    5£ 
P    to    " 

IyB      rM2 Af      1    dT. 
F 2       a       7    dx- 

• * « • » \ — - 

Ohis's law can be written in the form. 

♦/ 

^  (UB - E ) # # « * # v ^ w • y J 

-A. ME ^E„    *  -«,— E I9h   t{ 

The aaxiffiuis value which E^ can take is ÜB,  therefore it will be assuined that, 

in general E    = K UB where 0^ K   ^1.       Similarly max E    =    UB hence E    can be 
y       y y * 

defined as KJVB, 

Thus 
t?UB 

1^ 
-      : /S"   K^  *  1   - K       , 
2   L     ^ y J 

f2fi   11 . » # •»V ^ -~ • | * 

and 
1.^ 

K    + 1 - K., 
J' 

fO£        in'- 

and ('  - K. )   - \ y' 

(1  + ß") 
rßUB 

Thus    EI     + E I 
xx       y y 

2 ? cr?rB ^U1.VV^ ^d-V^) • •   9   * ,.(zb, i*+; 

iubatituting equation (26.14)   in t n   i >' h 

r-1 ,.?, ccr' 
(U-^- M 

dx 
£-1 tt R ^2f K 

'   M' 
-^IK fl-K -K   i^Cl-K,.* ^%;       - «M   x        x    y   ö2        y   r     x 

ß 

T ) o' 
#»•••'. 

ii 
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the rate of energy dissipation in the gas,  naselv 

e    _    .       rMfc   Ä2 I I 
X s 

(1    - ÜB)   I x y y 

ptfE- 

i.e.  froas equation (26.14-) 

Te                    /M2    2 T                        KV + ß 
•    =    1  +£»    ^    (i-r )   (1--i ?    KJ 

1 ^        L      ^ 1 + ^" 

^K, 

X 
ft.    + ft. - 11 

1 %: J 

1 +£1 
2a2      r 

2-, 3(i+r) L 
(1   - K,) .....(26.17) 

In tl.e general case K ^   - c(1  - K^)  and thus K^ is computed from (26.13) 

for all other x.      Furtherasore the tangent of the  tube angle (a)  will always be 

given by £ 2    .      Only in case (ö)  above will this angle be constant as ß will 

undoubtedly vary inth x. 

Generall3' K    say be written f (1  - K )  so that by equation (26,13) 

1   „ 
(1   - Ky)^ü3 

f26  18^ 

n this notation equations (2b,15),  (26.16)   and (26,17)   reduce to; 

,,       r-1   „2     dT f*-U„     Ul"        rA ^ T 

(1^)P 

K ,    (1   - K )   (1   +/c}   * 02*(1   - K 
y / j 

.' 1 ii.St   fi ^ 
2^ (T-T  j 

J 

....,(26,19) 

<& P1 (1-^ ) 

/ . .2    1 ^M       /US 1       dT        ^ /r,£   i\n\ 
- j   {'   +ß €)   - -5- (x* * ^   ^^  n1    •....l^b»2u 

D        T   dx 

A 
T 

end _£     .   1 + £|_  iLg   (1 - K ) (1 
£ 3   (1^ J y 

+ c r) ,..».(20,21) 

The above equations are now suffic-ientiy general  to treat cases (1)  to (5) 

simply by choosing K    and <-,.      However,  case (6)  presents sonse difficulty in 

that K    is a function of K    and is thus a function of x.      In this case equation v x    " 
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)'3I 
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CHANNEL    mLtT 
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(26.t3i   is  sti1!  true and K is  given 

A. 
a+ß nM r-ro ' 

_n «verv  caae 

A 
J£ 1 

where ^1 
a S 1   "f \ 1 -c, -    K     4 

1   +^ 

As a   result ,   equation \i.b. (of,,IB)   h eccies 

(1   *^)(1   -  f4)   P 

(1 
...,,(26,25) 

rhilst K^ in case (6)   (equation (26.22) 

K 
X =    ^-(1 

a+ß 

^V   * ß   ) x 4   / 

J     - i .. ,.,(26, .24) 
(1   -ß, )  0 ß T 

In the  a .cove  equa tions ß =*~    . 
^1 

Certain ies  remain. Tip       hff.H   r-^t.l  ^   ^ me uias eter *-. 
, which 

used in dimens iionless  f orm  in  equatio na   (26.19)   anc 26 = 20) as  D = x s a 
-_■ U -ü i-; -i .ex functi ssure and  temp )wn ng ■   r":^*7 

Q i; r-. n -■*-. ^ & the  chann el is  rectangu lar with  dimer i D i  ; flP P b    X 

then D = 
2bd 

(b+d) 

If b = d (square ! iuct),   D == vA; but when b   = *+-. 1 , jj         ~ Lj   -.    E_J       V A; ;     thus a  a uitable 
appru ximation 

D 

whe re  0 < 

for D in t 

A 
0    A1 

:a < 1  . 
0 

aquations   (2D. 

■* 

i 
=   a   —T 

0   A-5 
P 

19)   and   (26.2C 0   be 

■ *    •    •    »   \   £- O # 

Before  s olutions  c >f the flow eq- lation^ rriav  be 2": r )■ ] i^ j r-. 4-      *   : p.e   IT? j a r ■:  .-^. _ H:^ p L etween 
the p lasma pro perties  ^ and  ß and the a fat«    Dfi ra-net 6 Fc 5  p ffl and Te f      -i1--* ■-- ;_- be 
es tab lished» In fact  • ihere is   still •-' ■_-• i: 0 i • .^ t? i d ü ^ — vi-w :- abo at  th e rnrr^rf 

re la t ions  but it   is   poS; sible that  the; T  s rp   of   fHP   f . OW . i ne p.- yirr.   s 
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a, to aQ inclusive are coefficients which depend on the gas and  seed. 
o 9 

Referring now to equations (26.19)  and (26,20),  an expression for polytropic 

efficiency will be developed.       In an adiabatie expansion: 

r-1 
p   ^'r      |        0«   rj   <    1 

1 
(£) 
Pi 

i.e. T 
An   
p f  r 

Thus, neglecting heat transfer, 
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.(26.28) 
Thus if 1 >  €     ,   then   f?   > However, comparison of efficiencies should 

always be made  on the basis of similar power densities as it i,« always possible 

to obtain Hgher efficiencies by reducing the rate of power extraction in a 

segmented electrode generator;  and there wiJl be a 

e < 1,  AUernativeiy, comparison of power dens 

of similar efficiency.   As an exaiaole. take K -.  ,   * = 
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Making the above substitution,   the  following inequality is obtained: 

c   (1   + ^2) > 1   + ß2t 

It would seem that € >1 is a posjibls answer but the cancellations made 

above are icgitiinate if 1 - f is negative, therefore the answer is in the negative. 

Another possibility remains: it is that although the power density wovf A 

seem to be reduced on the abovt argument, equation (26.21) shows that f> 1 ^ ild 

mean greatly increased electron temperature.  Following a similar procedure to 

thai- adopted above, the possibility that 

2 , L 
(1-K )   (U f

2^2)>(l.^)   (l^2)     win be investigated. 

Substitution for rj   from the expression above  leads  to 

o > (1 ~o2 

which is clearly impossible. 

Thus it is clear that if efficiency is to be sacrificed in order to increase 

power dsnsities (by virtue of iiicreased electron temperature) there is no better 

way to achieve this end than by use of the segmented electrode generator, whether 

this be series connected or not. 

26.3 HAU.-MODE OPERATION 

In the case of the Hall generator, or ether syrtems which approximate to 

it, certain interesting effects (which may settle the issue of enhanced electron 

temperature one way or the other) say be observed.  The following is a 

qualitative explanation of such effects; 

For a Hall generation equations (26.21) and ( 5.23) become 

r -    =     1   + 
f 
Ä 5 

1  -^~    f"^1  ^  f2^) .....(26.30) 

o f 1    — 
and c    =  1   - C     *" f \      '" f~£  ,., 

1 +ff 2     ^T? .....(26.31) 

*\ 
and if tne variation of ß with Te is ass'omed to be  slow compared with ^which varies 

approximately as Te      then the  form of  the above  equations between Te  and  f is as 
follows: 

,    =     1   -    ^ 

e 
To  (26.32) 
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and b (T - 1) - 1 •  »  ♦  »  # 1^ «' Ö . _J    *!  ß 

Fossibie solutions are represented oy intersections of the above curves of 

f versus Te which are drawn below with Hall current (proportional to (1 -*1) ) 

as parameter. 

1.0 

/ 

From the diagras above there are, in general, one or three solutions of the 

equations ( (a), (b), (c) )# however it is found that solutions at low T or c 
e 

are always unstable and only the highest are stable.  However, for best 

efficiency a Hall generator should always have e<0.5 so the result of this 

instability is high power density (high T ) but very poor efficiency. 

26.4 DISCUSSION 

The equations developed in this report are in a convenient form for forward 

integration on a digital computer.  In fact they have already been prograaaed and 

a number of preliminary calculations have been carried out.  It is intende^ that 

the scope of the prograatme will be extended further to include magnet and 

compressor power,  then this has been done it will be possible to calculate (by 

trial and error) the Optimum values, from the thermal efficiency standpoint, of all 

the independent paraaetera of the system. 

For example, if optimum seed fraction is calculated by maxiaising ov    or by 

some similar device. ;ns result will inevit itaoiy ce a function of pressure, 

ala temperature, flux density  etc.  However if siaml+aneous optimijation of 

the independent parameters is carried out as proposed, the optimum seed fraction 

will then be the best for the Optimum pressure and temperature range, ^uid therefore 

for the unit of highest overall efficiencv. 

£0. 



The preliminary calculations carried out on the computer have drawn attention 

in the case of Hall type generators to a phenomenon akin to voltage breakdown 

which has not yet been fully investigated: it is a consequence of electron 

temperature elevation due to the presence of the magnetic field and its effect 

is to reduce the efficiency of the expansion considerably.  This could preclude 

the use of Hall generators altogether. 
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OPTIMIZAriON OF LARGS-SCALÜ 

B.C.   Lxndlev and  I.E.  McNab 

27.1     IKTRODUCTION 

±    u c s Research related to the eventua 

for large-scale electrical rowe 

in progress. The coal-j oil- or gas-fired cpen ^ycie syst 

metal seeded cosbusticn products as the working fluid whil 

system, with a nuclear reactor as the heat scarce, uses an 

inert gas. 

t- ~e  cesium (with the lowes j. w.ij,»«. i 

magnetoplassadynasiic (Kr;Dj generators, 

d fcr ether purposes, is currently 

n cycle system utilises the alkali 

4_e uxusea cycxe 

kali metal seeded 

y material), although 

expansive, is adopted for closed cycle systems,: because cf the difficulty of 

complete seed recovery in the open cycle system, a shear potassium compoura is 

employed.  For thsrsal ionisation, th il  conductivities of cesium-seeded 

inert gases are comparable with those of potassium-reeded combustion products at 

temperatures about 500 C higher, so that the clcsel cycle system has an immediate 

advantage over the fired system.  In insrt ^as plasiaas there also exists the 

possibility cf achieving high electrical conductivities through sagnetically- 

induced extra thermal ionization at quite mcdera*e gastemceratures (120G0-18000C). 

If operation at such low temperatures can be proven, the direct gas-cooled nuclear 

reactor closed cycle scheme appears attractive. 

In a nuclear cycle selection cf the opera t-i^ ä_ ^ — ^ ^ LJ 1 ^-fS   
! m*£k  i        T-- T«fi <; tj «^ * e 

difficulties: the reactor should operats at as high a pressure (typically 10-20atm) 

as is technically and economically feasible (to Laprove heat transfer for a 

permissible pressure 3 JSS and pumping power) whereas the KPD generator benefits 

in plasma electrical conductivity by operation at low pressures (1 atm or leas), 

27.2 1SNERATQR PSRFORMAKCE 

27.2.1  General 

In optiisiZing the specific power in an MPD generator the usual procedure 

* International symposium on magnetchydrüdynami 
Paris, 6 - 10 July 1964, 

ration 
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is to m&ximizn dT  assuming thermal ionizatioii conditions; subsonic Mach numbers 

(about 0,5 for helium-cesium) result. 

With magmtically-induced ionisation ths ratio of electron to gas temperatur« 

(T^/T) increases with increasing Mach nuabsr .and Hall nuober of the flow.  The 

most important ionization process in sn MPD generator is through electron 

collisions| consequently, if ?/?> 1 s&n be achieved, the restriction on flow 

velocity (imposed by thermal ionization at the low static temperatures associated 

with high Mach numbers) no longer applies, and there is the possibility of 

operating supersonicelly with high specific power.  In this case the expansion 

pressure ratio in the accelerating nozzle will be ' igh. so that the reactor 

operates at a much higher pressure level than the MPD duct. 

27.2.2 Theory 

Assuming that the flow velocity is sasll at entrance to the nozzle (M4«1) 

the static temperature and pressure tre closely approximated by the stagnation 

conditions.  After an isentropic expansion in the nozzle, the static temperature 

and pressure, and velocity are as follows (and see Fig. 27.1): 

T..  = T 
2 o 1 +^1M 

p? 
= pJTAJ 

2 

r/r-1 

'2
aJ 

n-1 

v2 . M2(rHT2)
l/2 

In the generator duct, 
r-i 

..... (27.1) 

  (27.2) 

.=... (27.3) 

..... (27.4) 

Selecting a typical value of T^, p^ may be evaluated, and the average 

generator conditions may be approximated by using 

p3 = 
\**2 

and hence, from equation (27.A-), the corresponding T 

Then M3  = M2  (T^) 1/2 

and "P, = V Id? 
P3     rJ ^3 

.»... (27.5) 

  (27.6) 

Magnetically-induced extr-a-thermal ionisation may be investigated using 

the  equation derived by Hurwitz  et al    for a segmented-electrode generator (all 

27.2 



the quantities given helm aprly  to region  5 of the generator)^ 

T 
s- "  1   + 

r(l-K)2ir^ 

kn iterative asthod is required for the solution of this equation since in 

general and in the cases considered here, ^ is a function of T excluding 

analytic  solution of equation (27.7). 

Then 

(21 ^y 

a     = ——— 
e      my 

e e 
1/2 

where 

and 

!        es        f 
6      v\™/        e- 

* YQ        ) 
e-n 

fi.  * M.B 

*....  (27«8) 

••«••  v*i*y) 

.,,..  (27.10) 

Having ohtained T  ,   the   corresponding electron concentration is  obtained 

from Saha's equation  : 

5A 4 .1/2  /„      . N3/ 

\T y 
/2trm K A V2 

/ \-t SX! 
eV. \ 

ZXFJ 
,....  (27.11) 

\   2kT 

in r"i 'oh it is assumed that the fractional  Ionisation ("e/n  )  m %/x     )  is 

determined by Saha's equation at the electron temperature and also that the 

fractional ionization is such that {^e/r. )  «1, 
a 

For thermal equilibrium ionization. equation (27.111 Is used -^ e-s^e ^e 

electron concentration, the electron temperature being replaced by the gas 

temperature. 

The scalar electrical conductivity is 
2 

n e 
a  = _e  

m v 
e e 

..... (27.12) 

and the specific power for a  aegaented-electrode  generator is 

P    = -^ 
^,V 2B2K(1-K) 

TT -~1— 

i'3 
.....  (27.13) 

27.3    SPECIFIC POWER 

27.3.1      -t-erating  conditions and data 

The effects  of reactor operating pressure on "ne specific power  (electrical 

power output per unit volume of generator duct)   in a  segaerted-electrode  constant- 

57   «. 



velocity subsonic MPD gensrttor hare been exMinad using thi sisple quasi-on© 

disesaional thtorfttical sod«l daserl&ad in Stetion 27. 2 =    Heliuo-cesiuss and 

argon-cdsiua sixt-urtt are invtstinted for themal equilibrtua and magnetically- 

IMuoed non-thenaal ioni«ation.      fall friction and heat transfer losses are 

ntglected.      In a first series of caleulatlons, a generator inlet Each number 

of 0.6 is assumed;  in a second series the Mach noaber is increased to supersonic 

values. 

Data for the calculations are given in Table 27.1.      The electron-heliu» atom 

collision cross section is obtained from a previous survey of experimental 

measurements  •     The electron-argon atom cross section is obtained free an 
5 

approximate curve fit to Brodea results  .      Although several measurements of the 

electron-cesium atom cross section have recently been made,   there still exists 

considerable discrepancy and an average is adopted (see chapter 22).      The ionic 

mobilities are from the measurements of Chanin and Biondi    (Ce    - He and Cs    - A) 

and the recent measurements of Chanin and Steen    (Cs    - Cs); the total mobility 

is obtained froo 

i- s 1- * 1- ..... (27.1O 
^i     ^1      ^ 

27#3*2    Results 

Using equations (27*1) to (27.14) and the data given in Table 27.1, a 

ftgasus Autocode programme has been constructed to perform the calculations. 

Specific powers for a generator inlet Mach number of 0.6 are shown in 

Pigl.27.2 and 27.3, and as a function of Mach number in Figs.27.4 and 27.5. 

The ratio ^ (enhancement in specific power) is shown in Fig. 27.6 for the 

pfcrameters ef Pigs. 27.2 and 27.,5. 

27.4   DISCUSSION 

27.4.1    Constant Mach number 

In Fig, 27»2, both for thermal equilibrium and elevated elctron temperature 

conditions, maximum specific powers are obtained at particular value» of reactor 

pressure, depending on the applied magnetic field.      The maxima occur because 

of two opposing effects:  as p    decreases,  and other parameters remain constant, 

the electrical conductivity increases;  and as p    decreases ion slip becomes 

increasingly important in the specific power equation (27.13),  giving a reduction 

in power. 

The maxima for equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions occur at different 

pressures because of the different form of dependence  of the electrical conduutivity 

27.4 



and ion slip terss in each case.      Over the oantral pressure range the specific 

power for nor-equilibrium conductivi.y is very much higher than for thermal 

equilibrium, but at very nigh and very low reactor operating pres3"*""^ non- 

«quilibriusi effects are relatively unimportant.      The curves for different magnetic 

fields cross at certain pressures because of the dominance of ion slip so that an 

optimum magnetic field exists in this low pressure regime.      At typical reactor 

operating pressures (> 10 atm)  the specific power increases monotonically with 

magnetic field over the range considered.      The loci of points are shown for which 

(^ « 10 and 100$ at high operating pressures;  as the magnetic field is increased 

the reactor may be operated at higher pressures. 

For argon-cesium a lower range of pressure and a seeding fraction of 0.01 

are considered.      In the argon-cesium mixture the electron-argon atom cross 

section varies appreciably with electron energy (« 0.02 represents an optimum 

value for helium-cesium In which the electron-helium atom cross section is nearly 

independent of electron energy); x £ 0.01  represents an average value to give 

aaximum conductivity over the relevant energy range.      Comparing Fig. 27.3 with 

Fig. 27»2 the maximum specific power is lower and, at high reactor operating 

pressures, <p is greater for argon-cesium than for helium-cesium, because of 

the smaller electron-argon atom collision cross section.      However, even with 

non-equilibrium ionization,  the specific power at 10 ata for helium-cesium is 

greater than for argon-cesium, primarily on account of the lower velocity for 

a given flow    Mach number in argon. 

It has been assumed that thefractional ionization (n /n )  is small, e    a 
allowing electron-ion collisions to be neglected and adoption of the simplified 

form of Saha's equation (27.11 )*      The regiona for which n/n    > 0.01  are 

indicated in Figs. 27.2 and 27»3 and it is probable that specific powers 

attainable in practice a re lower, 

27.4.2    Variable Mach number 

The effect of varying the generator inlet Mach number is  incücated for 

helium-cesium and argon-eesium for reactor operating pressures of 1 ,5 and 10 ata; 

for all pressures the maximum specific power for equilibrium conductivity occurs 

at a flow Mach number of about 0«5. 

In Fig. 21,kt  at the lowest pressure, non-equilibrium ionization has 

considerable effect, and up to a Mach number of 1 .4 the specific power increases 

monotonically with Mach number.      At 10 ata and low Mach numbers the non-equilibrium 

curve is close to the equilibrium but at Mach 1 J*. the specific power for non- 

equilibrium is about seven times greater  than for equilibrium,  although  the 
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absolute magfiifads is  less than the maximum both for equilibrium and non-equilibriuffi. 

At intermediate pressure {^3 ata) iritiülly the non-equllibrius curve is close  to 

that for equilibrius (because the static temperatLre decreases more rapidly than 

T /t increases in equation (27.7) butj at high Maoh numbers, non-equilibrium effects 

become important and the apecific power increaaes rapidly^      For 3 ata pressure 

there is no sääimua in the non-equllibrium specific power over  the range considered 

but for 3 <p    <10 ata the non-equilibrius power will follow the maximum in the 

equilibrium power and then diverge to a greater value at high Mach numbers. 

For argon-cesium (Fig. 27.5)  there are  several significant differences.       In 

the range of parameters being considered ion slip is appreciable, and has  the 

effect that greater specific power is achievable with p    = 3 ata than with 1   or 10 

ata for equilibrium ionization (also apparent in Pig, 27.3).      With non-equilibrium 

Ionisation at c    =1  and 3  the specific power initially increase rapidly with 
"0 ' 

Mach number.  For p - 1 the rate of increase of specific power falls at high 
o 

Mach number, eventually showing a aaxisum.      The saximum arises for two reasons: 

as the Mach nu&ber increases the static gas pressure and  temperature in the MPD 

generator decreases but ratio T /T increases;  at low Mach numbers (for po = 1  ata) 

T /f increases sufficiently rapidly to produce an overall increase in electron 

temperature, whereas at high Mach numbers  the static gas  temrerature becomes very 

low and the rate of increase of T/T is restricted by ion slip.      For PO = 10 ata 

a maximum and a minimum occur in the non-equilibrium rower =      At Mash 1.4 the 

specific power is approximately the same as for the maximum at --Mach 0.5, but is 

continuing to increase with Mach number.        The actual magnitude of specific power 

is in this  case greater than that for helium at 10 ata, even though the flew 

velocity is considerably smaller. 

27.5    CONCLUSIONS 

1 In helium-cesium mixtures at typical reactor operating pressures (10 ata) 

magnetically-induced extra-thermal ionization will not be of consequence 

in a typical subsonic segmented-electrode KPD generator unless magnetic 

fields of greater than 5T are used.      Lower reactor operating pressures 

would enable greater specific powers  to be achieved with the same,  or 

lower, magnetic field strengths. 

2 In argon-cesium mixtures considerable non-equilibrium effects will occurj 

typically, for p    =10 ata, B = 5T,  the non-equilibrium specific power 

is approximately twice the equilibrium apecifls power.      The actual 

magnitude of tJw  specific power in argen-cesium is  less than that in 

helium-cesium at a given Mach number, because of the low attainable 
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flow velocity in argen. 

As the operating Mach number of  the UPD generator is  increased non* 

dquilibriuffi effectä beooae increasingly important, but for heliuis- 

cesiian sixtures the effects are not significant for a reactor operating 

pressure of 10 ata even with a Mach nusber of 1.4.      For argon-cesium 

mixtures  the specific power at Mach numbers greater than 1.4 increases 

beyond the saxiata at M s 0,5, and the actual specific power is greater 

than for helium-cesiuxn.       In both cases,   if the reactor  operating 

pressure is reduced, for  example  to  3  ata,   the  specific  power increases 

very rapdily with Mach number,  the effect being most significant in 

argon-cesiims mixtures» 
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I 
TABLE 27.1 

DATA (MKS UNITS) 

Uni?eraal oonstacts 

-31 

HeliuiB-cesiua 

m     ■    9.108.10 
« 
e     m     1.601.10 -19 

h    ^    6.625.10 

k   ^   1.38.10'23 

All calculations 

^ = 0.85 

K = 0.80 

§        = 1 

54 

Mi = 1 

-20 

Vi     = 3.893 

T       » 2000oK 

T/T^ 1.3 

Fi^. 27'2' 27.3 and 27.6 

B *  5,3,2,1,0.5 

14=0.6 

p = 0.01 >♦ 20 ata (helium-cesium) 

p = 0.05 -• ?0 ata (argon-cesium) 

r   = 1.658 

i   - 2.075.10^ 

x   = 0.02 

H s 1.73.1022/«H 

qe-He 
= 6.10 

Ar^on -cesium 

r = 1.668 

s = 2.079.102 

X 
-2 

= 1,10 

M. = 5.92.1022/n 

q e-A' 1.2.10'20  c2    (0.37 «■<1.0) 

Fig, 27.4 and 27.5 

B = 3 

F0 = 1,3,10 ata 

Mg = 0,2 - 1.4 
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NOMErlCLÄTURE (CHAPTER 27) 

B 

i 

Seia 
h 

k 

K 

n e 

np 
P 

po 
P 

<J 

R 

T 

T 

ß e 

r 
6 

€ 

V e 

f 

magnetic  field strength 

electronic charge 

statistical weight of electron,  ion,  atom 

Planck's constant 

Boltsmann's constant 

load factor 

electronic mass 

Mach number 

atom concentration of seed gas 

electron concentration 

atom concentration (of parent gas) 

static pressure 

stagnation pressure 

specific power 
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CHAPTER 26 

POWSR ÖONVSRSION IN 3PÄCB *-t 

by 

I.B. McNab 

28,1 INTIffiDUCTION 

Electrical power is undoubtedly the most important cingle subsystem of any 

space vehicle, being vital to communications, data gathering and processing, life 

support and, directly or indirectly, to propulsion.  In many cases the constraints 

Imposed on the vehicle design and operation by the power system are severe.  For 

example, the power ^vstea can account for a large fraction of the payload weight, 

it can influence the Funsel control system and it may introduce crew hagards» 

In addition it may also require solar attitude control, involve complicated 

prelaunch procedures and öl reetly lieit the missions the vehicle can perform. 

Criteria to be eonsidereii in the selection and operation of space power 

systems include the power to weight ratio, reliability, compatibility and degree 

of integration with the spacecraft, launch and operation techniques, resistance to 

space environment and, for manned spacecraft, the possible crew hazards. 

Present and past power requirements for satellites, spaceprobes and manned 

missions have been filled by the use of solar cells and batteries, either 

separately or together, aad radioisotope-thenaoelectric devices; the power 

levels generally being much less than 1 kWe,  While such systems have performed 

satisfaotorily they become less attractive when more advanced missions are 

considered, mainly because of power to weight ratio considerations.  Estimated 

power requirements for space vehicles over the next few years^' , (Fig. 28.1) show 

that electrical propulsion systems will eventually require large amounts of power. 

Missions utilizing electric propulsion ma;/ be arbitrarily divided into four 

classes, typical examples of which are, in probable order of occurrence: 

(A) earth satellite attitude control and station keeping, and earth satellite 

orbit transfer; 

(B) solar, non-ecliptic, planetary and interplanetary probes; 

• I,R, McNab.  International Research and Development Company, Newcastle upon Tyne, f. 
(Paper presented at the I.E.E, Colloquium en 'Electrical Methods of propulsion in 
Space', London, February 13th, 19S.V.) 

J It must be emphasized that, in the absence of a Brttiah space programme, most of the 
information contained herein has been obtained from American sources, particularly 
references 1, 2 and 5. 
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(C)  large spacecraft, manned or unaanned, of the lunar ferxy typej and 

(0)  sinned planataty misslonä. 

The electrical power supply requirements for these missions are typically 

5 - 50 kte, 50 » 300 We, 1 - 5 MWe and 20 - 40 «We respectively.  Mission 

durations are unlikely to be less than a week and will generally be several ffionths. 

(it is mainly this condition which leads to superiority of electrical propulsion 

compared with chemical or chemical/nuclear propulsion systems for interplanetary 

missions.)  Flight tests of electric propulsion systems, and possibly of Class A 

aissiond, are likely to occur during 1964.  The early introduction of electric 

propulsion for Class B missions (by about 1970) is currently anticipated, although 

this is dependent to a considerable extent on the availability of electric power 

supplies. 

At present a great diversity of space power systems are under investigation, 

covering many different power levels and mission times.  Pig. 28.2 shews 

approximately the power levels and mission times for different power systems ; 

f -r electric propulsion systems with high power levels and long mission durations 

the mid and upper right hand re^-on of this figure is of greatest importance. 

To give the background to the development of the advanced conversion ^sterns 

currently under consideration a brief review of sane of the systems shown in 

fig,  28.2 will now be made; some of the advantages and disadvantages of each 

system will be mentioned. 

28.2 PEESEST POffEB CONVEBSION SYSTEMS ANP ASSOCIATED RESEARCH 

28.2.1 Solar cell systems 

Solar cells, with or without associated storage batteries, have been the 

most widely used power systems to date.  These have grown rapidly from the small 

wattage devices used in early satellites to arrays such as that for the 0A0 

satellite (Orbiting Astronomical Observatory) which, if deployed so that all cells 

were siaultaneously illuminated would generate about 1.5 kWe, the average power 

btiiif about 600 We. 

Ttm  main problem of solar cells is the performance degradation occurring 

due to the nuclear particle radiation essociated with the earth radiation belts 

and solar flares.  A change has recently been made from the diffused boron P/N 

silicon cells originally used in U.S. Satellites to the more radiation resistant 

diffused phosphorous N/p cells.  The most probable method of increasing 

performance will arise fro« the development of new materials.  One possible 

method of increasing the power level of present systems is to use reflectors to 
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20.2,2 Battery ayst^ms 

)ower 

requireisents although the introduction of  fuel cells say well  reduce the nusber of 

applleatlons  of batteries.       Fuel cells are  scheduled for the Gemini  and Apollo 

spacecraft.       Attractive features of  these   self-contained  systems include  their 

high efficiency,   availability of water as a by-product  (for hydrogen/oxygen cells) 

and lack of need for attitude  control or shielding.       Regenerative fuel cells and 

batteries viill undoubtedly be important in lunar and planetary exploration for 

life support  and vehlole po^e-V,       Used in conjunction with a main energy depot 

involving a nuclear or solar power plant,   these  systems will provide high mobility 

and efficiency^*'. 

28,2.5 Radioisotope sy^steiiis 

Radioisotope thenBOSdectric generstors have been used and are planned for 

several space missions.       A 2,1 W plutonium 238 fuelled thermoelectric generator 

(SNAP 3)   ®as launched in Transit lA in Junef   t9€lf   and was  still operating 

satisfactorily two years later,       A larger generator (SNAP 9ki    2.5 We)   was launched 

In September,  1963,  ia Transit 5;    this nas a design lifetime of five years. 

Larger devices (200  - 500 We)   are planned for Voyager and Nimbus missions and 

design studies for 3 - 5 kW systems for use in manned space  stations are under way. 

Most,  if not  all,   of the radioisotope  systems  require the relatively scarce and 

expensive   a emitters,  because of spacecraft and handling considerations.       In view 

of their high cost isotope  systems will probably only be considered where  their 

special attributes  - invulnerability  to external radiation,  long life and potential 

reliability - are important.       Isotope systems currently use lead telluri.de  or 

germanium-bismuth telluride conversion elements,  operating at 450'   - JOO^G. 

Future converter technology  will be devoted towards  the more efficient use of 

isotope heat  sources  through  the  development  of thermoelectric  systems having 

higher working tamperatures and efficiencies (such as  germanium-siLlicon alloys) 4 

ultimately thermionic  conversion will la  omplpyed. 

28.2.4 Solar-dynaniic aysteus 

The use of  reflectors  to inerefeJi  the efficiency of solar ceils has teen 

mentioned.      A more efficient use of  reflectors is  for solar-thermionic or solar- 

dynamic  conversion  systems.       In soiar-thermionlc  systems a mirror is 1 

focus xhe solar ener^/  into a  small cavity fennel hv the  emitters of a 

li-ea to 

■roue  01 
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themionic diodes.      Devices of this type hsve beta ground tested and have yielded 

efficieneiea of about ^b. 

In solÄr-d/maaic systems a lairrür is used to focus the  solar energy into a 

cavity containing the working fluid.      Ranking cycle systems are generally 

considered for such devices,  thus tne working fluid is evaporated, produces 

electricity in a turbo-altenmior arid ; g then condensed in a condenser/radiator. 

Considerable effort is currently being put into such systess in the IJaittd States, 

particularly on the MM ' Cuaflower«  and USAP "Astec"  systems,  the power outputs 

being about 15 kle.      The Sunflower system, which is based largely on SNAP 2 

turboK'uemator technDlogy, uses a 32.5 ft diameter petal-type mirror and mercury 

as the working fluid.      Some of the major components of the system have already 

been tested. 

To date the accurate focussing required for solar-theraionic and solar- 

dynamic systess is only available with precise, one piece,  rigid mirrors. 

Considerable effort is presently being made on the development: of foamed, 

inflatable and unfurlable petal systems wijich can be launched without difficulty, 
1 

Table 28,1  aummarises the advanced mirror development programmes in the U.S.  . 

While mirrors probably eliminate the radiation damage problem of solar cells, 

little is known at present of their performance characteristics in a space 

environment,  although it may be anticipated that micrometeorite damage will have 

a significant effect on long term mirror efficiency. 

Jor power systems up to about 100 kWe solar dynamic systems have potentially 

higher power to weight ratios and lower costs than other systems.      The absence 

of radiation and s tielding problems make these solar powered systems attractive 

for manned space stations.      The energy conversion equipment for the solar- 

dynamic systems f j similar to that under investigation for nuclear-dyraaic systems 

and thus offers opportunity for in-flight demonstration and testing without the 

costs and hazards associated with reactors. 

28.2,5 Reactor systems 

Reference to the categorisation of electric propulsion missions in the 

Introduction to this report aM to Pig. 28.2 shows that, of the systems this far 

discussed,  only solar collectors are likely to provide the power levels and long 

lifetimes required for electric propulsion,   nui  then only for Class A ir lower 

power Clasa B missions.      For long t&ns missions of more than §0 - 100 ¥itf  nuclear 

power sources are required. 

Several power &-:>?,•?srsion systo'n.s for  .ae with nuclear reantors are currently 

under consideration.      Probably the most advanced systems,  in terms of the  expacted 
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suciear flight test times,  are recotor-conversion  systems  of the SNAP fSvstems fv 

Auxiliary Power)   series.       ^able 28.2  shows the  curreRt  status of several SMP 

develoDaent programmes .      The  early SNAP reactors such as SNAP 5 and % (already 

launched)  and SNAP 1uA use themoelectric conversion.      The larger SNAP units ust 

dynamic conversion based on the Hankim   sysle,  the power output being a.c.      The 

cycle for the SMP 2 system (Pig.  28.3)ö uses two fluid loops:     the hmK (78^ Na 

22% K)   reactor coolant loop which  remains  liauid-   and   fh^ r.^wor netnvmrmi** 1«M« 

in which mercury is vaporised,   expanded tnrouKh a turbine,   condensed and recycled. 

Only one moving part,   the combined rutatiry? unit (mn   is used,   thus K«*fe 

the turbine and the alternator are supported on one shaft. 

completely  separated,  heraetic  sealing being employed.       Several  problems follow 

fron the use of the CRU, for example,  the lubricating ability cf  the mercury,   the 

balance of component efficiencies  at a common shaft  speed,   themal distribution. 

Shaft alignment and balance,   and protection of  sensitive part5 from  the hot mer^ 

vapour.       The  start-up procedure is complex and orbital operation will be further 

complicated by the sero-gravxty condition and tne effects this will have on the 

processes in the boiler,  and to a greater extent,  the radiator/condenser.      The 

SNAP 2 system is about 1? ft long and 5 ft diameter ai 

Vflth a fully shielded reactor is about 1 500 lb. 

i,   tnus  coth pumps, 

'he  tsn fluids are 

fche base, and the weight 

The more powerful SNAP 8 ^ stem can he considered as a logical successor to 

the SKAP 10A/2 systems.      Several components of the smaller systems and much of 

the accumulated data will be incorporated in the design and construction of 

SMP 8.      The aim of the programme is the development of a long-life generating 

system capable  of providing at least  35   - 3  to meet anticipated needs f^r large 

amounts of auxiliary power and,  possibly,  fur early  electrical propulsion.       The 

basic design is similar to SNAP 2,   thus the he&t produced by the reactor is 

removed by liquid NaK and transferred to mercury in the boiler.      The mercury is 

evaporated,  drives the turbo-alternator and is 

additional NaE loop is provided to transfer the he, 

radiator. 

:hen  condensed and recycled. An 

from  the mercurv  to thi 

Many problems have been encountered in the  development programme for SNAP 8 

and the current design emphasises  reliability of Performance at  the expense of 

weight.       One  severe problem is  that of  turbine operation.       Because of the 

requirement of low specific weights for  space po^er avst.ms the  rotating  speed 

must re very high.       This condition,   together with tr    low v  acosity o/liauid 

metal lubricants,   creates a .-ii-o-L «i on ceanng opt rat 3 on the  turbulent  region, 

which is not well understood at present.       In S^P £ the prol ^em of turbulent 

lubrication by liquid metals has bmn  excnsnged for tout  of seal  development  and 



vhe us« of anti*frietion btarinfs lubricated from a fourth loop clmilatinf «n 

or^^nlc fluid.      fh© shaft speed has been dropped from the original 40000 rpa 
to 12000 rpa. 

While SNAP 8 will provide an early nuclear-electric capability, «uoh higher 

powers and lower specific weights are required to realize the potential of eleetrio 
propulsion for advanced missions. 

SNAP 50 (for which some data are given in Table 28.2) is one approach 

currently under investigation in the U.S. to the problem of power generation In 

the power range up to about 350 kle.      The system is basically similar to the 

SNAP 2 and 8 projects in that a condensing Rankine cycle is used with a 

turboelectric power conversion system.      The reactor power to weight ratio is 

however vastly increased by using a uranium carbide fuelled lithium coolec fast 

reactor and as a consequence the overall power to weight ratio is expected to be 

far better than that of the previous 5KAP systems.      if the design and performance 

predictions are fulfilled the SHAP 50 system will enable many useful missions to 

be carried out usiag electric propulsion in the Class B missions previously given, 
although the cost of such a system may be very large. 

28»3    HIgi POIER Ü^mm  SYSTEMS 

for power levels in the several megawatt (electrical)  range, it is by no 

means clear at present which power conversion system will be best.      Present 

^artoare commitments for nuclear electr c spacecraft powerplants is the megawatt 

range are limited to liquid metal Bankine cycles.      This artses from early 

comparisons of such cycles with Brayton closed gas cycle power systems2.      These 

early comparative studies were based on the weipbts of the components invlved 

tod also to a large extent on the weight and type of radiator.      The mdiator 

represents a major portion of the weight of the power conversion system and is 

also the largest component, being therefore difficult to larnch and decreasing 

the system reliability due to aeteoroid penetration      (if amour is provided to 

decrease the probability of penetration the radiator weight increases.)      Thus it 

is desirable to minimise the rsdiator area.      Calculations perfomed for Rankine 

and Brayton turboelectric cycles (Pig, 28.3 and 28.4 respectively show typical 
cycles)  show the aup«riority of ^^^ C7cl„ C0IBparea on the ba8i8 Qf ndl&tor 

area (for the same aaximum xycle temperature)  or on the basis of the maximum 

working temperature for the same area.      (Table 28.3 shows results due to Button7 

which illustrate this, although these relate specifically to pow.r conversion by 
magnetoplasmadynamie generators.) 

These cycle studies have spurred the development of practical Bankine cycle 
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systems, initiai^ usüng aeroury and eventuaily alkali metals.  However, in view 

of the sany dJ.fficult probleiBS encountered in the development of alkali metal 

devices some attention is beine Riven to the Bi avton cvoxe. JOj-ec ^eactors 

and turbo-machinery have been proved reliable c=ver several years of operation 

whereas alkali metal systems have yet to demonstrate long life perfe-rmance.  In 

addition, while Table 28,5 indicates that gas cycles require higher maximum 

temperatures than alkali metal cycles for the same radiator area, gas turbines 

can almost certainly operate at higher temperatures than alkali metal turbines. 

Further advantages of the single phase gaseous working fluid are the avoidance 

of flow problems occur"*ing in two phase systems in sero or low gravity operation 

and the elimination of freezing during snut-down periods". 

It is interesting to note that the conventionsl steam cycle has been proposed 

as an alternative to the liquid metal Rankine cycle.  While s- JE is limited to 

low cycle temperatures by vapour pressure considerations, its -igh heat capacity 

and the possibility of using aluminium construction results in a low radiator 

weight per unit area and a reasonable power to weight ratio of the overall system. 

If full advantage is to be taken of the high reactor powers available for 

either gas cr alkali metal cycles it is necessary to use one, or more, of the 

methoas of direct conversion of heat to electricity presently under investigation. 

The two methods of greatest applicability are thermionic diodes and magnetoplasaa- 

dynamics (MPD).  Both these methods have the advantage of operation at higher 

temperatures than turbogenerators, which are limited by stresses in the rotating 

machinery.  While both systems are currently in the research and development 

stage it is probable that in neither case will the efficiency be very high.  For 

ground based power stations, both diodes and MPD are currently under consideration 

only as 'topping« devices, working in conjunction with a conventional steam 

turboaltemator plant.  However for space power plants the ability of these 

systems to work at high temperatures, and thus to reject heat at high temperatures 

may reduce the radiator site to such an extent that theimonics and/or MPD become 

competitive as the main power conversion system. 

Several different cycle arrangements covvring different diode locations and 

working fluils have been suggested for thermionic systeffis.  Probably the most 

general categorisation of thermionic diodes is iuto 'in-pile' and 'out-of-pile» 

systema .  In the in-piio confifuratiOB the heat supplied to the cathode 

(electron emitter) surface comes directly i'rom the reactor fuel and heat rejected 

by the anode (electron collector) ig removed oy the coolant passing through the 

reactor.  In the out-of*pile systems the reactor Coolant heats the cathode and 

the rejected heat is either removed by a second flui" or raciated directly into 
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apaee. 

Theraionic cell performance is currently tenperature liislted with typical 

realistic long-life values of 1750SC at the cathode surface and a corresponding 

optifflua anode temperature of about  700oC.      Thus the in-pile systems can use 

reactor coolant temperatures of about 1000oG less than the out-of-pile systems, 

for similar diode performance .      This results in a considerably different choice 

of coolants for the two systems.      Inert gases, liquid metals and boiling or 

superheated steam can be considered for in-pile systems.      For out-of-pile systems 

tho high tejnperatures necessitate the use of inert gases in view of the corrosion 

problems Involved with alkali metals.      Several possible cycles are discussed below. 

Pig. 28,5 shows a typical single stage liquid nietal vapour system employing 

in-pile thermionic diodes.      This configuration appears capable of producing a 

rather better specific weight than a turbo-electric cycle operating at the same 

temperature.      The main problems are the production of a reactor cooled by metal 

vapour, thermionic diode reliability in the radiation environment and the complex 

reactor construction required to contain the cells and their associated electrical 

connections .      (Note that, although a single stage two phase cycle is shown in 

?ig. 28,5, a practical system would probably use a two stage system with a heat 

exchanger.) 

An out-ol'-pile iiquid metal cycle would eliminate the disadvantages of 

in-pile diode performance and reactor design, but the very high temperatures 

required would undoubtedly   cause severe corrosion problems, 

In-pile gas thermionic systems of the type shown in Fig, 28.6 suffer from the 

same problems of diode reliability and reactor construction as the liquid metal 

vapour systems ,      However the use of inert gases minimises corrosion effects on 

the cycle compoaents and may enable the anode surface to serve directly as the 

coolant wall.      (With liquid metal vapour or steam coolants an electrical insulator 

which is also a good heat conductor Is required between the anode and the coolant 

ohsnael,) 

To avoid some of the problems inherent in the in-pile cycle the cycles shown 
2 

ii» Fig, 28.7 and 28,8 have been investigated .      These out-of-pile gas theraionie 

systems have many advantages (for example, fissionable fuel need not be used,   the 

reactor design is improved,  electrical connection problems are simplified) but a 

very high temperature reactor is required since the coolant must heat the diode 

cathodes to about 17500C.      For the cycle shown in Fig.  28.7 the overall efficiency 

is improved by employing a turbine to drive the compressor.      The results of a 

recent theoretical analysis    comparing various liquid metal and ^s turboelectric 
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and thermionic SYstess are shown in Table 2ö44. 

analysis are 

The temperaturei considered in the 

liquid metal (maximum) 113« C 

gas  (maximum)  17500C 

(turbine)  I28y G 

diode, T ,, , -T 
cathoae anoc. 

P.^ 0ör 

The criterion on which the systeas have been compared is the specific radiator 

weight, which is the single item of greatest weight for a systeis producing more 

than 1 Me,   The results show that for a thermionic cell efficiency of sore 

than about Ij^S the in-pile thermionic gas system will be superior.  It is 

possible, even if advances are made in the efficiency of turboelectrlc liquid- 

metal systems, that if corrosion problems cannot be solved, gas systems will be 

preferred from a reliability viewpoint, even though less efficient. 

The second direct conversion system for power levels above 1 MWe is 

magnetoplasffladynamic (MPD)| this system holds promise of generating larger amounts 

of power with better efficiencies than thermionic diodes.  MPP generators may 

be divided into two main categories, combustion and nuclear reactor powered| 

combustion devices are usually open cycle and nuclear devices closed cycle systems. 

Direct current generating combustion devices are the most advanced at the present 

time so far as power output is concerned.  Substantial amounts of power have 

been generated by several systems, for example the AVCO Mark 2 generator has 

given an output of over 1 We    with an efficiency of about Tß.      Larger devices 

are expected to have a higher efficiency and it is likely that land based MPD 

stations generating several tens of megawatts will be operational within the 

next few years.  However for space missions of several weeks open cycle 

combustion systems are not attractive in view of the large fuel supplies required. 

Closed cycle nuclear fuelled MPD systems, while conserving the working 

fluid, suffer from the temperature limitations of present and foreseeable reactor 

developments.  The main consideration is to increase the electrical conductivity 

of the working fluid to a high level ($'30  mho/mK  In both combustion and 

nuclear reactor heated MPD systems the main working fluid is seeded with an alkali 

metal to enhance conductivity.  Generally only a few atomic percent of the seed 

is used since the electrical conductivity has a maximum with respect to seed 

concentration in this regime.  Thus pure alkali metals are not usually considered 

for land based MPD generators| however, radiator si?;e and weight requirements may 

alter this picture in the space field, as shown in Table 2fl.3. 
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Even with the optisuo amount o*4 alkali sotsl seeding It is unlikely that 

reactor twiperatures will be high enough to make IffD conversion feasible if 

the eleetrlcal conductivity takes its thersal equilibriuLS value.      Consequently 

several methods of producing extra-theraal ionliation in MPD generators are 

eurrently under investigation.      These methods include- 
8 

Ionisation by high voltage electron beaas  ; 
8 

ionifation by hlgn current arcs ; 
9 

ionisation by r*f* i 
10 

photoionitation ; 

magnetically induced ionization ; g 
ionization by ß rays from fission product?  ;    and 

the use of high acceleration to produce non-equilibriuffi flows 

in which the electron density does not decay significantly 

during the expansion process 

At present none of these methods has been conclusively demonstiated in an 

WD generator producing substantial amounts of power, although several devices 

are under coastruction. 

Pig, 28,9 shows a typical seeded Inert gas nuclear KPD system for space 

purposes.      For this  system the probxcra of corrosion due to alkali metals is 

lessened by the low percentage of seed present and the fact that the alkali metal 

need not enter the reactor, however as with other gas cycles the radiator area 

will be large compared to the metal vapour system. 

The main problem of MPD generators may well te the weight of the magnetic 

field coils.      Iven if superconducting magnets ere available the weight of the 

associated cryogenic equipment will be high end there is the additional problem 

of imdiating away the «cess heat , 

To overcome the weight disadvantages of the large compressors required for 

gas MPD cycles, two phase liquid-vapour systems are currently under consideration 

AB wnieh the reactor is cooled by a liquid metal which then mixes with metal 
1L. 

vapour and expands the latter into the MPD channel    .      It seems probable that 

the overall efficiency of this system will be lower than that of the usual MPD 

pis cycle, although tne power to weight ratio may be similar since compressors 

ftre* avoided, 

2%,k    GOHCLUSIONS 

For po»er levels up to about 100 kffe, solar or isotope powered systems will 

probably provide the necessary power for space vehiclesj    po*sr levels of about 
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50 kfa will enable early interplanetaty missions to be aecümplished using electrie 

propulsion systems.  For power levels mnging from 50 kWe to several tens of 

MWe, several alternative conversion systems based on nuclear reaetors are under 

consideration.  Of these, alkali metal Rsnkine cycle turboelectric systess are 

receiving the most attention at present, althoufh many problems beset the 

development programmes.  Several other systems, baaed on the Brayton gas cycles, 

show promise of greater efficiencies and reliabilities, thensionic and MPD systems 

being particularly interesting above one megawatt.  It is possible that the 

ultimate choice of system will be based on reliability (particularly for manned 

missions) and the use of hybrid systems involving two, or more, of the conversion 

methods mentioned above, should not be -discounted. 
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TABLE 2 

01110?©^ U.S. ADVANCED MIRaOR-DEmo 

Type 
Diam, 
ft 

Contractor Po 

Uyl&r foaa-rigidized 
mirror 44.5 Goodyear is m 

dynam 

Klectroformed unfurl- 
able petal mirror 44,5 EOS 15 Mr 

dynam: 

Large high-performance 
one-pleee mirror 20-30 EOS 

Solar 
syste 

Large high-performance 
• one-piece ffiirror 

20-30 TIW 
ar 

systei 

Inflatable rigidiged 
ffiirror 9.5 Hughes 

Low t* 
syster 

High precision mirror 
masv^r - m Solar 

systet 

High precision, high 
temperature rigid 
ailrror 

5 EOS, Tfflr,  BOEING 
Solar 
systea 



.1 28.1 

ILOFMENT PROaH&MS (Teem and Szegp1) 

Power system 
application Status 

kW© Astec solar 
imrnin system 

Hardware development;    form for 
front akin completed 

kfe solar 
namic syaterns 

Six petals completed and optically 
and structurally tested 

iar Brayton cycle 
stem 

Study program in progress                        ! 

emphasising electroforming 

ar Brayton cycle 
stem 

Study program in progress 
emphasizing stretch-forming of 
aluminium 

■ temperature 
stems 

Analytical and experimental 
research on predistribut-ed 
rigldiaation materials 

Lar thermionic 
stem 

Hardware developmentj    fabrication 
complete;    evaluation to be 
performed 

lar thermionic 
stem 

Hardware development ^nd evaluation; 
©lectrofomed nickel,  stretch- 
formed aluminium,  epoxy fibreglass 



CrRBSNT SNAP OEVELOMENT PROGRAM ISP [ 

Characteriatic SNAP 10A 

I rower output,  ktfe 
L —_ — 

0.5 

Reactor power, kWt 

Efficiency, % 

Reactor 

Reactor outlet temp»,    C 

Prifflary coolant 

1. 

Xnerffiax 

540 

NaK 78 

SNAP 2   )   SNAP 8 
■— -~-i———'—«■ 

H- 

bOU 

J-Zr Hx 

The rtnal 

?50 

NaK 76 

Thermal 

S?IAF 50 

rr 

?ast- 

700 I      1100 

Power conversion 

Turbine inlet temp., C 

Radiator area, ft« 
ftVkWe 

System unshielded 
«tight, lb 

Ib/kWe 

Available 

Ge Si 
Thermoelectric 

62.6 
125 

650 

19a 

Rankine    Rankine 

NaK 73 Lithiuni 
— j 

' K 
^rJdne 

600 

120 
40 

1200 

400 

650 

1400-1800 

4500 

150 

4Q ybb      j     iy7C 
-—i  

IO5O 

5000 

15 

975/80 



TAU 1 

RADUTOR ARMS AND MAXIMUM WORKING TEMPEHATURES 

f H FOR VARIOUS CYCLES (Sutton ) 

Cycle 

i  

Component 
efficiency 

Overall 
thermal 
efficiency 

Radiator 
area 

parameter 

Working fluid 
max. temp, for 
same area, 0K 

Rankine 0» ob 15% lb 1560 

Eravton (a) O.öO m 145 237O 

Brayton (b) 0,85 ^% 84 2070 

Intercooled Brayton 0.60 ^% 220 2690 

fri-cycle C.9C m 144 2350 

Begenerative Brayton 0.65 2% 48 1800 
I 



TABLE 28.4 

SrlCIFIC RADIATOR HIGHTS FOR SEVIBAL TÜHEOELEÜTRIC AND THEHCONIG 
MHiMMM—na 1—mam \i ■-   n—m yim MM'H  m—i _• m ■  i        .1       ■        n » n ■ ..._.. ■        1 — 1   .    »i^ ■ ■ ■■ •.  —  _■   ■ n— 

POWIR sysrais AT mmmn Tn&momo CELL IPFICIENCIBS 

(grey and Williams^) 

Themionle eell efficiency 0.05 0.10 0.15 0,20 

^rst^ Specific radiate r weight (lb/kte) 

Out-of*pila gaa (radi&tion cooled) » 10 >> 10 >   10 4.5 
- 

G«s turboelectrtc 3.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 

Out-of-pile ga& (split radi&tor) 7 4.2 2.8 2 

Liquid aetal tuiboelectrio 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.3 

In-pil« liquid aetal 4.1 2.1 1.4 0,9 

In-pile gas MO 2 1.0 0.6 
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CHAPTER 29 

JLNON^SQÜILIBKIUM äSCTRON KöDE FOR KILQWATT-RANC 

MPD SPACE POWER» 

by 

I,is  McNab 

29.1 INTRODUCTION 

The demand for electrical power sources for terrestrial and space purposee 

is increasing rapidlj and many teckni ues are presently under investigation ii 

efforts to increase the efficiency of conventional equipment and to provide 

alternative systems.  The problews associated with space power systems are 

severe so far as the power-to-weight ratio, reliability, and operating conditions 

are concerned; it is these systems which will be considered here* 

Present, and postulated space power systems include: solar cells, solar 

collectors (Brayton or Rankine cycle and thermoelectric), nuclear reactor - 

thermoelectrict nuclear reactor - turbogenerator, nuclear reactor - condensing 

fluid, radioisotopes, fuel '»ells, and magnetoplasffladynamic (MPD) generators. 

Äile several of these systems (for example solar cells) are already well proven, 

others hold promise of generating much larger amounts of power with higher 

efficiencies: one such system is MPD generation, 

MPD generators may be divided into two main catetories: combustion and 

nuclear reactor powered.  Combustion devices are usually open cycle and nuclear 

devices closed cycle.  Direct current generating combustion devices are the most 

advanced at the present time so far as power output is concerned.  Substantial 

amounts of power have been generated by several systems, for example, the AVCO 

Mark 2 generator has given an output of over 1 HWe with an efficiency of about 

7 per cent.  Larger devices are expected to have a higher efficiency and it 

is likely that land-based MPD stations generating several tens of megawatts 

output will be operational within the next few years^  However, for a space 

mission of duration greater than about one week, it is unlikely lhat open cycle 

combustion systems will be attractive in view of the large fuel supplies 

required.  At present the prospects of developing closed cycle combustion 

devices are remote, 

* Jixth AuAKD Combustion and Propulsion Colloquium, Cannes, March 1964 
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Clo8«d eye nucljsar^f-^^ied tff'D systeas, «hile coas«rrißf the irking 

fluid, suffer fro« the teapernture Xiaitatioas of present aad foreseeeble 

reactors, thus Hadtiaf the Stis electricel coaductlTity «ad eonsequeatly the 

wpaämm atteinable pover ©utput.  DevelopiBent of auelear reactor» to ^.eld 

high workiag teaperstures, lÄile resulting ia a higher eleetrieal coaductinty 

aad power output, will iatroduce »ore severe seterials ^obleas which are oaly 

capable of loag tern aolutioa.  The solution to this paradox Is to lacreaee 

the electrical coaductirlty of the working fluid in the geaerator without 

iacreasing the pis tesperature.  High power outputs could then be obtained 

without serere Materials probleas, 

SeTeral aethods of obtaining this extra-theraal ioaization in MPD 

generators have been suggested «ad a few hare been tried expcriaentally. 

SarloTitz aM tolas*1, who started work on MPD in 1938» iarestigated 

seTeral «»des of extra-theraal ioniaation in their natural gss-fuellcd 

ceabustiOB generator.  Most attention was paid to Ionisation by hi^ voltage 

electron beaas, but glow discharges, arcs and r.f. were also tried.  These 

attespts were unsuccessful aaialy because of the effects of dissociative 

recombination which rapidly reeoved the electrons created by the ioaiaation 

process.  this fast recoabination aechanisra will not be as severe ia a 

aoaatoaic gas, 

Kerrebrock has cuggested aad iavesti^ited, theoretically and experiseatally, 

»^etically-induced ionization in MPD generators.  In these processes the 

electrons in the plasaa gain energy from the electric field induced by the magnetic 

field througb which they pass.  The energy gained in this manner is lost through 

collisions with the pis particles, but if the pareat gas is aoaatoaic, there are 

no molecular energy leases and an elevated electron temperature can result. 

Since electron-atom collisions are the dominant Ionisation mechanism under MPD 

generator conditions, the electrical conductivity is considerably enhanced. The 

success of this* method depends, amongst other factors, on the degree of purity of 

the gases present, as say be seen from the following expression t 

T#     ^rir
2 

- 1 
T     3,5 (1+Ä2) 

6 

"•V  w«,« 
d^./St)2 

where 5 is a factor accounting for the effects of inelastic collisions (other than 

ionising ones) and non-Maxwellian electron energy distributions.  In general, 6 

is a function of temperature but typical values for MPD generators are £ « 1 for 

monatomic gases and S  » iCr for molecular gases.  The theory has been verified 
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2 k 
axperiaentally by Kerrebrock with an electric field and tentatiTely by Robben' 

with both electric and aagnetic fields.  Devices under eonstntctiori to 

investi^te and utilize this effect include those at 1BD and Martin-Marietta. 
5 

Recently it has been reported that the device at Martin has proved extra- 

thermal ionization, but no details are available.  Rosa0 has shown that the 

pruduction of extra-thernal ionization by this means is quite sensitive to the 

degree of uniformity of the gas; it is possible therefore that the effect may 

prove more difficult to achieve experimentally than originally anticipated, 

7 
Sternglass et al' have discussed theoretically extra-thermal ionization 

for closed cycle nuclear powered MPD systems by electron beams, by ß  rays from 

fission products and by d,c* arcs.  Of these methods electron beams appear the 

most promising in view of the high efficiency of generation of beams, continuous 

application, eaae ^f adjustment of energy spectrum and lack of contamination 

caused by their use.  The main disadvantage appears to be the technical 

complexity of the system.  Fission product ionization is less efficient and 

leads to radiation hazards, although thin  may not be a severe limitation for 

space systems,  D.C, arcs, while giving high conductivities, cause severe 

heating of the electrodes (which must be cooled) in addition to Joule heating 

of the gas stream. 

g 
A novel extra-thermal ioniaation method suggested by Maitland is to 

utilize photoionizatios caused by a high energy light beam. Initially a laser 

was suggested as the light source, althou^i this has a low basic efficiency but 

the recent development of high intensity ultra-violet lamps may make this a more 

interesting suggestion. 

9 
Gourdine is presently investigating the production of non-equilibrium 

plasmas by r.f. discharges.  The main difficulties are associated with the low 

density of the plasma, the difficulty of coupling into it, and diffusion losses. 

The technique has the advantage of providing high flow velocity and hi^i 

conductivity independently - a useful condition for high efficiency MPD 

conversion, bearing in mind the temperature limitations associated with 

materials. 

29.2 PROPOSSD NEW MODE 

Although, as is apparent from the above, nany methods of producing extra- 

thermal ionization in closed cycle MPD generator systems are being actively 

examined at present, to date no MPD generator producing substantial asounts of 

power has yet utilized such an effect.  It is the purpose of this paper to 

examine another mode of operation which may permit high power outputs to be 
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obtaiaed tram MPS  g«Berstor3,  This aethodj auggeeted independently bj Lindley 

and i.acbeapoeder and Daiber f consists of rapidly expanding a high enthalpy gas 

through a large area ratio nozzle, so that the rate of fall of gas teaiperature is 

rery large.  Äen the teaperature falls rapidly in a gas aany internal adjust- 

aents »ist be aade by solecular collisions.  For example, the energy of 

rnolecular Tibratioas aust be reduced, a new balance must be found between atoms 

and molecules, cheffiical reactions aust take place at a different rate, and ions 

and electrons mist recosbine to form neutral particles.  All these adjustments 

require a large nuaber of collisions between particles before a new equilibrium 

is eetablished.  If the teaperature changes faster than the equilibrium is 

established then non-equilibrium flow results. 

Many studiesf both theoretical   
y and experimental   ', on non-equilibrlua 

flows have been published recently, most are concerned primarily with molecular 

gases or gas mixtures where vibrational and dissociative non-equilibrium are the 

dominant factors.  This interest arises because the main doaains in which such 

flows are encountered relate to real or simulated (shock tube and wind tunnel) high 

altitude hypersonic and missile re-entry conditions in air and similar conditions 

in coabustioa gases»  In general the theoretical solution of such problems is 

complicated since, in addition to solving the quasi-one-dinensional flow equations, 

the population densities of the (many) species present Mist be determined from the 

rate equations governing the appropriate reactions.  In many cases the required 

rate coefficients are not fully tabulated.  Solution of the flow equations is 

generally complicated since the changes of energy during the relaxation phenomena 

ttsuftlly form a eignificant fraction of the total enthalpy of the gas. 

The flow of a monatomic recombining gas is more amenable to analysis since 

valid simplifying assusptions can be made concerning the number of species present 

and, consequently, fetwr rate equations are required to characterize the flow. 

For example, the recoabination mechanism may be assumed to be controlled by only 

one excited state.  One significant difference between a recombining atomic gas 

and a relaxing molecular gag is that the electron temperature may be considerably 

lu^er than the temperature of the heavy particles in the atomic gee.  This leads 

to reduced recombination, amongst other effects. 

2.k 
Bray and Wilson  (following the methods outlined In references 25 and 26) 

have described the flow of an atomic recoabining gee in terms of the equations 

of mass, momentum and energy, the thermodynaaic equations of state and enthalpy, 

the rate equation for production and loss of electrons and the electron 

temperature equation.  Even such a simple model is difficult to solve and again 

requires detailed knowledge of the rate coefficients. 
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To exaaine the eonsaquences of aon-equillbriuffl nozzle  flow on the design 

aad power output of an MPD generator a umch siopHfied model has been constructed 

which retains the essential features of a non-equilibrius flow« 

39,3 THEORmCAL MODFX AND RESULTS 

In concepts of closed cycle nuclear reactor MPT)  generators the working 

fluid is usually selected to be an inert gas seeded with saall amounts of an 

alkali metal.  This may not be the final form of an IPD space power supply (for 

example, a completely condensing cycle may be superior on a power-to-weight 

basis) but such a system will piobably be the first to yield experimental data 

and it is this type of generator which will be considered here.  The assumption 

of small fractional seeding, which is generally valid, enables cousiderable 

simplification to be made in the analysis since the energy involved in the 

ionization and recombination processes in the seed element form only a small 

fraction of the total enthalpy of the working fluid and thus may be neglected. 

Consequently, neglecting boundary layers and shock phenomena the quasi-one- 

dimensional flow equations for the parent gas only can be assumed to approximate 

the real flow system. 

To simplify the model further the isentropic flow of a perfect gas has been 

considered so that the relation between area ratio and Mach number in the noszle 

is 

A i 
M 

.J. (1+ Ld M2) 2U-1. 

which, for r = 5/3, is 

A 
X* 

1 
M 

I  (3+H2) » • ♦ # Vfc?» ' / 

To avoid discontinuities in the theoretical flow caused by a discontinuous 

throat area the nozzle sh^pe has been assumed hyperbolic, of the form 

.... (29*2) A = A' v 2 2 

where x is the distance along the nozzle axin measured from the throat and where 

the half-angle of the nozzle at infinite distance  from the throat is given by 

tan e  s KN/^ 
Vr 

Using the non-dimensional quantities A = Vä* and x ^ KfP/fk*t and combining 

equation« (29.1) and (29.2) yields an expression for Mach nuaber in («AJ of the 
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dloensionless dlst&ae® throusfe th© noz 2,1« 

1c2 «   JU (3+M2) j    - 1 .##,  (29.3) 

which has the fora shown in Fig, ^9,1  Th« t«tp«ratur«t «loeitj etc. at any 

poiat ia the nessle aay the» be obtaiced fro« the usual isentropic flow relation, 

Th«  electrical conductlTity at »ay point is.  the aoszle is deteraiaed froa 
the flow, rate and electron energy equation»,  la riew of the diffictilties 

associated with the falues of the rate coefficients and the solution of these 

equations it is assumed that the electrical conductivity at the exit of the nozzle 

is related to thethroat value by an exponential function of the fora: 

*m s ^thr •xp(" e%f) .... C29.*) 

«here c is a coefficient depending on the rate coefficients of the various 

processes occurring and the electron teaperature, and tf is the tiae of flight 

through the nozzle. 

The eidt conductivity is related to the throat conductivity rather than the 

inlet conductivity since» in general, the gas is not accelerated sufficiently 

rapidly in the subsonic region of a nozzle to cause non-equilibriua flow. The 
throat conductivity aay be obtained froa the inltev paraaeters through the use of 

the isentropic r»latioaat which, for a perfect aonatoaic gae, are 

Tthr Ä 0-^ To .— <29.5) 

ptfcf * " ^o ••" (29.6i 

Te and po being the stagaatien te^erature and pressure respectively. 

Th*  tiae of flight between two points (x1f x^  in the nozzle ia 

^■i 
_ A 

* 2 - x2 
1 dx = V^ /  1 ^ 

x,       h  '  " 7    hJZ^ 

For the isentropic flow of a perfect gas with f « -V3 

nac T -rk 
-JL* 

and thus 

^i^riiy^       •-<«•* p o 
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Evaluation of the fjittgral enables the tin» of flight and hence coaductirity 

to be GAletilated at any point for given inlet eojaditioae. 

The power output per unit length of channel for an MPD geaerator when 

Hall effects and ion slip are neglected is 

P = (y^B^d-DA 

If the MPD generation section jcins smoothly on to the exit of the nozzle this 

expression i^ves the power output per unit length at the inlet of the 

channel when e, V and A are the exit values for the nozzle, so  that 

B ̂(l-K) 

0 - V2 „ A es  ex ex .... (29»8) 

For a faoily of hyperbolic nozzles with constant expansion angle and x^ ■ - ^  « 

constant, the values of temperature, velocity, etc., are identical at each value 

of x (for the  same inlet conditions) provided the mass flow is adjusted 
appropriately. 

JSxaminlng such a family of nozzles for constant magnetic field and load 

factor shows that if the electrical conductivity were determined only by the Saha 

(equilibriua) equation^ the exit conductivity woula be the same for each nozzle, 

and thus the power output per unit length of channel would increase linearly with 

cross sectional area* 

If, however, extra-thermal conductivity occurs owing to the non-equilibrium 

effects of a rapid expansion this conclusion will no longer hold. The  conductivity 

will decrease as the nozzle dimensions increase, owing to the increased time-of- 

flight, while the cross sectional area will increase; consequently, a optimum 

nozzle size can be expected for any given set of inlet conditions. 

To examine this optim» nozzle size for the family of nozzles with x^ = 

^ex s constant, equation (29«S) is used; faim  is constant, a^ is  determined from 
equations(29.^) to te?«?) and kv  from 

ex ex 

ex 

^ex « 1 * 3J ex      ex (29.9) 

Combining these equations fields 

| = P s A« expC- 6 U*h 
c 

.... (29.10) 
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¥h«r« »tt, »« VKd-KXl^) 

4A 

.... (^9,11) 

.... (29.12) 

.... (29.13) 

Tht TOTistlon of I with x^  « xe3g (that is, frosj the uoszl« throat to the «xit) is 

«hown in Hg. 29.2. 

DlffsrentiatlOR of equation (29.10) yields the result that the maxisua value 

of P occurs when 

A* 
opt 

o/l2 (29.1^) 

The Talue of A* ,. tear a hyrerbolic ncsale with ^  3 2 (that is. A  ■ 5A*). 
opt     ^" ex T ex     T 

f » 10 and Q far ^re heliu» is shown in Fig« 29.3 as a function of f and c. 

Tk9 Talues of T used, 1000° - 2500°^, lie in the range of interest for MPD 

generators.  There is little information available at present which permits 

accurate eTeluatloa of the coefficient c in the above expressions.  Tentative 

calculations carried out at IRD indicate that, for a helium plasma seeded with 

one SwOBic percent of cesium, c will be « ICr/secj thus the range of c shown in 

fig. 29*3 should adequately cover the error in the independent calculations. 

When the value of x^ is altered the value of A*   is shifted owing to 
ex opt • 

the change in time of flight through the nozzle which causes a decrease in 

conductivity as S  is increased; this effect is partially offset by the 

increase in exit velocity.  The effect is shown in Pig. 29,*» for T ■ 2000°!^ 

and c -- lOVssc, where A* . is aeen to decrease as it     increases. 
cP* ex 

is 

The power output per unit length of the MPD channel when A* is optimized 

.... (29.15) 
A 

opt 
m 
02  ppt 

The actual power output per unit channel length for 

T
0 

3 250COK 

c 

V 1 ata 

loVeec 
A 
Xex 
1 

m 

m 

2 

3 Wb/a2 

K m 0.5 
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for äeliuffi seeded with ot? atosiic percent cesliiffl is - 32 kW/ffl,  The actual power 

output in a metre long channel will be less than this since power extraction will 

cause a rapid drop in the total enthalpy of the gas.  This will reduce the 

Telocity,leadiag to a reduction in power output through the V^ teraj and also a 

reduction in conductivity because of increased recombination»  Neverthtlesa 

this calculation does show that the power output of an HPD generator using a 

non^equilibrium nozzle expansion will He in a range of interest for space pow«* 

purposes. 

29,k    DISCU33IQN AM) COfJCLUSIONS 

Although many methods of producing extra-thermal ionization in closed cycle 

MPD generators have been suggested and tried experisientally none has yet been 

utilized in a device producing substantial aaounts of power.  An alternative 

method of gaining a hi^i electrical conductivity is to use the (already proven) 

methods of producing a non-equilibrium flow,  The non-equilibrium expansion 

through a hyperbolic nozzle of a plasma with small fractional seeding has been 

examined here usirj a simple theoretical model.  Tho investigation shows that 

the nozzle exit conductivity will be high compared with the equilibrium value. 

If such a nozzle immediately precedes an MPD generator section this high 

conductivity enables high power outputs to be achieved with relatively small 

devices| for example, for the case quoted in the previous section, an initial 

power output per unit channel length of ^ 32 kW/m for a channel of 7 cm ,  A 

power source producing such an output is certainly of interest for space 

purposes; more refined calculations including the loss mechanisms neglected 

here (h^at transfer, «ill friction, boundary layers, shock waves, Hall effects, 

ion slip) will be worthwhile. 

The optimum throat area for a hyperbolic nozzle expansion has been 

evaluated and  shown to depend on the inverse square of the coefficient c. 

This coefficient depends on the electron temperature throughout the expaaiion 

and the rate coefficients for all the atomic processes occurring.  In order 

that it might be accurately evaluated the complete solution of the non-equilibrium 

flow must be found,  Whilü there is at present some doubt concerning the rate 

coefficients, independent calculations carried out at IRD indicate that, for a 

hfelium-1 a/o ceaiua plasma, c will be - KX/sec for a nozzle inlet stagnation 

temperature of 2000 ä.  Under these conditions the optimum throat area is 

"-1,5 CO , a sise which falls into the range of interest for space purposes. 

It raay be concluded that the effect outlined here is certainly of interest 

for space power sources and is worthy of a more accurate evaluation than so far 

performed.  It should be noted that other methods of producing extra-tftermel 
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ioaiaatJon in the KPB  f«n«rstor channel (for exaiBple, electron bead«?, 

aagaetically-Induced ionis»tionf etc.) are not precluded by the use of a 

non-equilibrius flow. 
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NQKaiCLATORE (Chapter 29) 

A - ar#a of nozzle or  channel 

B - Magnetic field strength 

c - coefficient in electrical conductivity equation (29*^) 

c - coefficient defined by  equation (29*10) 

C - specific heat at constant pressure 
p 
I - integral defined by equation (29.11) 

K - transrerse MPD generator load factor 

K^ - axial MPD  generator load factor 

K>j - nozsle constant 

M - Mach nuiaber 

P - pressure 

P - stagnation pressure 

P - power output per unit channel length 

P - characteristic power output 
e 

tf - time of flight in nozzle 

T - gas temperature 

f - electron temperature 

f - stagnation temperature 
o 
V - flow velocity 

x - axial distance 

ß - electronic Hall coefficient 

ß - ionic Hall coefficient 

f - ratio of 8p«eific heats 

§ - factor accounting for inelastic energy losses 

0 - hypersonic nozzle angle 

a - electrical conductirliy 

Subscripts 

•X  - nozzle exit 

in - nozzle inlet 

opt - optimyr value 

thr - nozzl« throat 

Superscripts 

- value at sonic speed 

- non-dimensionalised q ^.antity 



CHAPTER 50 

NQN-EQUILmiUM PUSMAS 

I.E.  MüNals 

30.1  INTRODUCTION 

For a plasma in thersal equilibrius (that is, in a steady state of 

equilibrium with its surroundings and having no interaction with them) the Saha 

equation , which is derived on a purely thersodynaffiic basis, serves to give the 

particle concentrations of the various constitusnts present (atoms in ground and 

excited states electrons and ions).  If however, for any reason, tha plasma is 

disturbed froff this equilibrium state the particle concentrations cannot be 

obtained from the Saha equation but must be found by investigating the appropriate 

particle creation and annihiliation meehanisas.  This situation applies if a 

plasma is momentarily disturbed from the thermal equilibriosi state and then 

relaxes back to it, or if the plasma is maintained in the non-thermal equilibrium 

state by a continuous disturbance.  In the first case the rate at which the 

plasma returns to thermal equilibrium, and the particle concentrations during this 

period, must be obtained from the appropriate rate equations for the various 

mechanisms involved; in the second case the non-thermal equilibrium narticle 

concentrations are obtained by setting the appropriate rates equal to zero. 

At present it appears likely that 

are to prove economically feasible, ncn= 

>sed cycle gas nuclear MPD systems 

plasmas must be used 

in some form.  Two typical non-equilibrium plusma conditions presently unaer 

investigation at IRD are: non-equilibrium flow during a rarid sxcansion ard 

photoionisation-induced non-equilibrium.  In both these cases evaluation of, 

for example, the electron concentration, requires solution of th« 

rate equations. 

;ne appropriate 

To study recombination and ionizaticn mec-^anisms it is necessarv to consider 

tue rates at which all these processes can occur in all the energy levels of an 

atom.  While in principle this  requires an infinite set cf simultaneous differential 

rate equations it can be shown in practice that convergence can be obtained with 

a finite set.  Thus Bates et al used sets of about twenty aisultanecus rate 
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«qufttiona in thm  ealeulation of reeosbination and loniaatiün coeffiaients. 

An altgrnative spproseh, psrtiQularly useful as sany cf the required rate 

ooeffiQients are not asourately known, is to simulate the many energy ]evel 

system  of an atom by a sispler sodel.  For example, BenDaniel and Tajsor; have 

inveatigatud a four level model of the cesius atom cuntaining the ground state, 

two excited states and the continuuffi.  While this model is not completely 

accurate, in many respects it closely resesbles the many level system. 

Three ssparate lines of Investigation have been ernductsd at QD (it auat 

be stressed that these are merely of a preliminary nature)r these arei 

(i)  a three level model of a cesium plasma in which only electronic and radiative 

processes are conslderedj 

(ii) a many level system of a cesium plasma in which only electronic and radiative 

processes are considered; and 

(iil) a three level model of a cesium-helium plasma in which atomic processes are 

included in addition to electronic and radiative processes. 

The aims cf these three investigations ere, respectively: 

(i)  to evaluate the deviation from Saha's equation in an equilibriym 

(ncn-thermal) plasma at low electron concentrations, with and without 

resonance trapping; 

(ii) to investigate a more accurate model of a eesiua plasma than (i) 

a^d to consider its application te a plasma not in equilibrium (thermal 

cr otherwise); and 

(iil) to investigate the influence of atomic processes ca recombination and 

ionizstion in plasma mixtures where the fraction of inert gas atoms 
iä  high. 

Only the first of these investigations is repented nere since the remainder 

have not reached the stage where definite conclusions can be formed, 

30.2 THREE LSV1L MODEL 

Fcr a three level model for pure c^xum (ground state, excited state, 

continuum) in which electronic and radiative processes only are considered, the 

ionization and recombinÄtion mechanisms investigated are; 

S(1) + e - 8(2) * e      kil'h , _ (30#1) 

I(1) ^ «^ *+  +•      A(^) .._ (30#2) 

30.2 

a 



a(2) ♦ e ^ a 

G(1 ) + hy ^ a(2) 

a(l) + hv 

B 

a  + e 0*. 

&(2) + hv^ a + B(20'|) 

, 5,,. (30.4.) 

• • • • • \J%i*Ji 

,.,..  (3O.6) 

where A and B are the collisional and radiative Ionisation «id . f-iombmation 

rate coefficients respectively. 

The equations giving the rate of ehang« of the particle densities in each 

of the three levels are: 

-^p-    m  -A(l,2)n(l)n(c) + A(2,1 )n(2)n(c) - A(1 ,c)n(l )n(c) * A(c,l)1n(c)3 

-B(l,2)n(l) ♦ B(2,l)n(2) - B(lfc)n(l) + B(c,l)n(c)2     ,..,. (30.7) 

—^ - A(l,2)n(l)n(c) - A(2f 1 )n(2)n(c) - ä(2 ,c)n(2)n(c) -. A(c,2)1n(c)3 

+B(lf2)n(l) - B(2,l)n(2) - B(2,c)n(2) * B(c,2}n(c)
2     ..... (30.8) 

^-   ^  Ä(l,c)»(l)n(c) - A(c,l)1n(c)3 + Ä(2,C)n(2)n(e) - A(c,2)
1n(c)3 

+B(l,c)n(l) - 8(0,1)n(c)2 + B(2fc)n(2) - B(c,2)n(c)2    ..... (30.9) 

and the conservation equation is: 

N * n(l) + n(2) * n(c) ..... (50.10) 

(N.B.  In equations (30.7), (30.8) and (30.9), Ä(c,i)1 and A(c,2)1 are not 

functions of n(c).) 

In equilibrium the rates of change of particle concentration with time *r« 

zero.  Making dn(2)/dt and du(c)/dt equal to zero in equations (30.8) and (30.9), 

n(2) may be eliminated (after some manipulation) and a relation between n(l) and 

n(G) obtained: 

n(l) = - 
n(c)2Ln(cj2K1 + n{c)Y^  + K^J 

..... (30.li) 

where 

n(c) K, + n(c)K + K^ 

YiA   *  -A(2,C)A(C,1)
1
 - A(2,1)A(C,1)1 -  A(2,1 )A(c,2)1 

^ = ^(2,0)8(0,1)  - A(2,1)B(C,1)  - AC^^OBic^j - B(2,C)ä(C,1)
1 

-B(2,1)A(O,1)
1
 - B(2,l)A(c,2)1 

Kj = A(l,2)A(2,c) + A(2,c)A(ifc) - A(2,l)A(l,c) 

£ = -B(2,c)B(c,l) - B(2tl)B(cf1) - B(2,l)E(c,2) 

30.3 
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